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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND AND STUDY GOALS
This report presents the technical results of the "Study of the
Applicability of Frame Imaging from a Spinning Spacecraft", performed
by CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Connecticut, for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, Ames Research Center, under Contract NAS2-7107.
The study was performed over a 10-month period from July 1972 through May 1973.
This is Volume 2 of the final report of the study. Volume 1 is a brief
summary of the results.
The basic purpose of this work was to study the applicability
of frame-type imaging systems for use on board a spin-stabilized spacecraft
for outer planets applications, as distinguished from spin-scan imaging
systems and three-axis stabilized vehicles. The major goals of the study
were to objectively select the most'feasible imaging system(s) for this
class of missions and to prepare preliminary design information which
defines the system(s) for a specified Jupiter orbiter mission. Sufficient
generality was included to permit the application of these techniques to
a variety of missions. In addition, the interaction of system performance
specifications on cost and development schedule was to be investigated.
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The scope of this study encompassed frame imagers only, on an
orbiting mission of Jupiter including encounters with the Galilean satellites.
All types of frame imagers capable of performing this mission were considered,
regardless of the current state of the art. Detailed sensor models of these
systems were developed at the component level and used in the subsequent
analyses. An overall assessment was then made of the various systems based
upon results of a worst-case performance analysis, foreseeable technology
problems, and the relative reliability and radiation tolerance of the systems.
Special attention was directed at restraints imposed by image motion and the
limited data transmission and storage capability of the spacecraft. Based
upon this overall assessment, the most promising systems were selected and
then examined in detail for a specified Jupiter orbiter mission. The relative
merits of each selected system were then analyzed, and the system design
characteristics were presented using preliminary configurations, block diagrams,
and tables of estimated weights, volumes and power consumption. Performance
tradeoffs were then discussed. Finally, cost and development schedules were
presented for the selected frame imaging systems.
1.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE VOLUME
As depicted in Figure 1-1, the study was divided into nine separate
study tasks, progressing from the initial selection of candidate frame imaging
systems to the final task of preparing cost and development schedules. This
volume is organized in a similar manner. The technical details of each task
are contained within the separate report sections.
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PROGRAM PLAN
MONTHS
TASKS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
* SELECTION OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
* PREPARATION OF CAMERA MODELS
* PREPARATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS I
* RADIATION & RELIABILITY FACTORS
* IMAGE MOTION ANALYSIS
* ANALYSIS, COMPARISON OF MODELS
AND SELECTION
* ANALYSIS FOR JUPITER ORBITER
MISSION
* PRELIMINARY DESIGN AND TECH-
NOLOGY ASSESSMENT
* COST AND DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULES
MONTHLY REPORTS A A A A
FINAL REPORT
SUMMARY REPORT
BRIEFINGS
Figure 1-1
Section 2 reviews the selection of the candidate frame imaging
systems. A brief description of the operation of each sensor is given. The
general performance requirements and constraints used as selection criteria
are also discussed, and the reasons why each camera system was rejected or
selected as a candidate are given.
Section 3 describes the development of the analytical camera models.
The basic relationships used in developing the camera models are introduced
and methods of plotting camera performance are described. A detailed derivation
of the theoretical signal-to-noise ratio models is given in Appendix A. In
Section 4, computer programs for the analytical camera models are introduced.
Detailed program descriptions and listings are given in Appendix B.
Section 5 presents a relative assessment of the reliability factors
and the tolerance of the candidate systems to the postulated radiation
environment.
Section 6 investigates the effects of various spacecraft and
planetary motions which influence camera performance. The extent to which the
performance of. the sensors can be improved through the use of image motion
compensation is established.
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Section 7 presents the results of a worst-case parametric analysis
using the candidate systems. In order to properly evaluate the candidates,
more specific requirements and selection criteria are established. Then
each candidate sensor system is examined in detail and given an overall assess-
ment. Finally, three camera systems - the SEC vidicon, electrostatic
storage camera and the intensified charge-coupled device - are selected for
additional analysis for a specific Jupiter orbiter mission.
Section 8 analyzes the capability of the three best systems for
the specified Jupiter orbiter mission with satellite encounters. The effects
of various system and mission parameters on performance are presented. The
suitability of the best camera systems for other outer planet missions is
discussed and their performance at Saturn and Uranus is determined.
Section 9 gives the preliminary design configurations for the
three selected camera systems. Preliminary information, including physical
configurations, system block diagrams, weight, volume, and power consumption,
is presented. Alternative system configurations and anticipated performance
versus cost are compared. Finally, the technology problems associated with
each system are assessed.
Section 10 gives the approximate costs and development schedules
associated with each of the three selected systems.
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1.3 CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
The major conclusions of the study are summarized below:
* The use of frame imaging systems from a spinning
spacecraft typified by Pioneer F and G is feasible.
However, an image motion compensation system is
required to limit image smear during exposure and
thereby maintain the resolution capability of the
camera.
* Only a short exposure time (generally less than
one millisecond) can be used because of the residual
smear, even when image motion compensation is provided.
This precludes the use of many frame imagers having
insufficient sensitivity.
* In general, a frame imager requires a modest amount
of prestorage target gain to overcome the limited
scene illumination encountered on this type of
mission. Frame imagers such as the slow-scan vidicon,
silicon vidicon, and return beam vidicon are not
sensitive enough to perform adequately at the antici-
pated light levels.
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o In selecting an appropriate frame imager for a
Jupiter orbiter mission, emphasis was placed on
camera systems capable of slow-scan operation.
It is desirable to have a camera system that can.
store an image until the data handling and com-
munications system can unload the data to Earth
without using an ancillary storage system such as
a tape recorder. The SEC vidicon and electro-
static storage camera (ESC) meet this and other criteria,
and are accordingly considered acceptable for a
Jupiter orbiter mission.
* Almost all frame imagers are capable of slow-scan
operation and long-term storage if sufficiently cooled.
The SIT vidicon can provide integration times of
several hours by cooling to -600C. Implementing
thermal control, however, can involve the use of
considerable weight and power and other practical
difficulties. The SIT vidicon was rejected for this
reason. It is more applicable to missions using on-
board storage at higher video bandwidths.
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* The charge-coupled imager requires cooling to
achieve a slow-scan capability and thereby be.
able to operate without an auxiliary storage unit.
However, charge transport is a significant new
concept in imaging which has attracted much interest.
The potential attributes of excellent performance at
low power, low weight, and good reliability are very
appealing. For these reasons, a charge-coupled imager
was one of the systems selected for the Jupiter mission.
An intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) was selected,
as it contains an image section which makes electronic
shuttering and electronic image motion compensation
feasible. Unlike the basic charge-coupled device, its
performance is less sensitive to readout noise at low
clock rates.
* Based on a worst-case parametric analysis and an
overall assessment of all potential frame imagers,
the SEC vidicon, the electrostatic storage camera, and
the intensified charge-coupled device were found to
be the best systems for the class of missions studied.
* The three selected camera systems all perform satis-
factorily when applied to the 2.29 x 45.1 Rj Jupiter
orbiter mission. Ground resolution of 5 to 8 km
can be achieved at Jupiter near periapsis using these
systems.
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e Performance appears to be limited.more by other
system parameters than by the sensors themselves,
particularly for the high-performance electromag-
netically focused camera configurations. If, for
instance, the camera parameters were not dominated
by factors such as image smear, versions with even
higher performance could be constructed. However,
such systems are not required for the Jupiter
orbiter mission as defined for this study.
* When photographing the satellites of Jupiter, the
three selected camera systems all perform satisfactorily.
If multispectral pictures are to be taken with filters
over several color bands, the ESC offers an advantage.
Because of its unique bulk storage capability, the
ESC can rapidly expose a sequence of pictures during
satellite encounters and transmit them back to Earth
afterwards. Contiguous ground coverage over several
spectral bands can be achieved in this manner over a
wide resolution range from close-up shots to full-
disc photographs. The ICCD and SEC vidicon would
require a tape recorder to obtain similar results.
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* The selected cameras appear suitable for missions to
Saturn and Uranus without any major design changes.
However, the resolution of the sensors deteriorates due
to the low available illumination when missions to
Uranus are considered, more so with the SEC vidicon
than the others because its MTF is lower. The ESC
is considered the best sensor for both the outer
planet missions and for flybys when tape recorders
cannot be used.
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SECTION II
SELECTION OF CANDIDATE SYSTEMS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
In performing the Study of the Applicability of Frame Imaging from
Spinning Spacecraft, all types of frame imaging systems having potential for
the class of missions of interest are considered, regardless of the current
state of the art.
The objective of this task is to select the candidate systems
to be analyzed in the initial Dhase of the study. Detailed sensor models
of these systems are developed at the component level for use in subsequent
analyses.
The principal requirements for the ideal imaging sensors for
planetary missions are high resolution, high quantum efficiency, long life,
and compatibility with the spacecraft and planetary environments. Almost
equally important are characteristics such as radiation tolerance, reliability,
quantum-noise-limited operation, large dynamic range, low weight, low power
consumption, wide spectral range, low cost and adaptability to other outer
planets missions. For spacecraft with limited data storage equipment, long
target storage with a slow-scan capability is also essential. No currently
available imaging sensor comes close to satisfying all of these requirements.
At best, camera systems must be selected on the basis of compromise, accepting
the shortcomings of the device as well as its merits and satisfying only the
most important requirements for a particular mission.
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Based upon these imaging system requirements, candidate camera
systems have been selected for a worst-case analysis. Imaging systems which
have been employed in previous space missions, along with other systems
offering many distinct advantages but which are still in the development
stage, are among the candidates which will be considered. Included in this
study as candidates will be the slow-scan vidicon, silicon vidicon, SIT
vidicon, SEC vidicon, return beam vidicon, silicon dioxide vidicon, electro-
static storage camera and charge-coupled imagers. The use of an intensifier
stage coupled to the candidate sensors will be also considered where applicable.
Although the image orthicon and image isocon will be modeled, they will not
be studied in detail.
2.2 BASIS FOR CANDIDATE SELECTION
The actual requirements for an imaging system to be used for plane-
tary exploration, typified by a Jupiter orbiter mission, differs substantially
from mission to mission depending on the particular scientific objectives.
However, general objectives and requirements have been established and can be
used to select candidate systems for analysis. In general, the camera system
must be restricted in size, weight and power consumption, and it must produce
pictures at the desired resolution. It must operate at an adequate signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) over the range of illumination levels available. The camera
system must be rugged enough to survive the hazards of shock, acceleration,
vibration during launch, and trapped particles in the planetary radiation belts.
These missions will be of long duration, imposing severe lifetime and reliability
requirements on the camera system. Development costs and readiness are also
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important factors to consider.
Utilization of a spin-stabilized spacecraft, rather than the more
sophisticated and costly three-axis stabilized vehicle, imposes additional
constraints on the camera's performance. Image motion, caused by the spin
rate of the spacecraft, can blur the image and degrade the resolution capability
of the sensor. Camera characteristics such as high effective quantum efficiency
and photoelectron noise-limited operation are desirable. These factors shorten
the required exposure time by efficiently using the reflected light available
at distant planets, thus reducing the susceptibility to image motion.
The limited data transmission and storage capabilities of spin-
stabilized spacecraft place additional requirements on the camera system.
Either an on-board storage system must be provided, or the imaging system
must be capable of long-term storage and slow-scan operation at the radio
frequency transmission bit rate.
Another important factor in candidate selection is previous
experience. Many camera systems have been flown on previous missions and their
performance levels are well documented.
2.3 CANDIDATE SYSTEMS SELECTED
A listing of all potential candidate framing systems is shown in
Figure 2-1 along with the candidate selections to be included in this study.
(1)Camera systems that have been previously flown are indicated. Framing systems
that were considered in the TRW System Group study of "Follow-on Pioneer
Missions to Jupiter" are shown. Also included is a column showing
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Figure 2-1
candidate systems mentioned as possible Grand Tour alternatives by the Grand
(3)Tour Imaging Science Team
A short discussion on each of these camera systems follows, giving
the reasons for inclusion or omission from the study.
2.3.1 SLOW-SCAN VIDICON
The slow-scan vidicon or SSV (with and without intensifier) is included
as one of the candidate systems to be studied. The selenium vidicon has been
used extensively in the Mariner series of space probes as well as on Surveyor.
The Viking lander will use a slow-scan vidicon with a single image intensifier
so that electronic shuttering and image motion compensation can be applied.
The selenium vidicon offers relatively high resolution, acceptable format,
simplicity, low weight, good reliability, and excellent slow-scan characteristics.
However, it lacks wide spectral response and has no prestorage gain, a
requirement for quantum-noise-limited operation at low light levels in sensors
using charge-replacement readout. Its sensitivity is low, so intensification
will be needed to allow short exposures under the low light levels found on
outer-planet missions.
The selenium vidicon tube em-
ploys a selenium target and a low-energy LIGHT ELECTRON
read-erase electron beam. Writing is
effected by illuminating the uniformly ---- PHOTOCONDUCTIVE
TARGET
charged photoconductor target with light
SIGNAL
from the scene. The resulting increase
VIDICON
in the conductivity of the target
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elements causes the surface potential of these elements to shift towards the
potential of the backing plate. A potential pattern corresponding to the
incident scene is thus established on the photoconductive target.
During reading, the target is scanned by the low-energy electron
beam. This beam replaces the charge on the surface of the target and shifts
the target elements back to their original potential. This charge replacement
process results in a capacitive current through the target which is proportion-
al to the amount of charge deposited on a particular target element. This
current passes through a load resistor to produce a halftone output signal
voltage. Since the selenium target has a high dark resistivity, slow-scan
readout is possible.
2.3.2 SILICON VIDICON
The silicon vidicon is identical to the slow-scan vidicon except
that it utilizes a silicon target and is more sensitive. It has excellent red
response, low weight, and the potential for long life. The quantum efficiency
of silicon is high and the target capacitance is moderately high. The short-
comings are modest resolution, the absence of prestorage target gain, and
the possible need for target cooling to achieve slow-scan performance.
The silicon vidicon will be included as a candidate during this
study. Although the silicon target is quite sensitive, a relatively fast opti-
cal system will still be required at the further planets. An intensifier
placed in front of the silicon vidicon will also be considered in the analysis.
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2.3.3 SIT VIDICON
The Silicon Intensifier Target (SIT) vidicon has excellent potential
for planetary exploration, having already been used on the Appollo 15 and 16
missions.
PI1OTOCATHODe
The SIT vidicon combines a photo- ;LIGHT PHOTOELECTRONS
cathode and an electrostatic(or magnetic) / f
image section with a silicon diode array
target. As with the selenium vidicon, a StuCc OR
SEC TARGET
low-energy electron gun is used for image SIGNAL
OUTPUT
readout and erasure. 51T OR E~ruee
An electric field established across
the target by means of the low-energy read beam
is in a direction such that the target diodes are reverse biased. During
writing, electrons from the photocathode are accelerated by the image section
through a potential difference of 6-10 kV. When these accelerated electrons
strike the diode array, a large number of electron-hole pairs are generated
within the target (% 1 pair/3.4 ev). These electron-hole pairs, accelerated
under the influence of the field across the target, result in partial
discharge of the individual diodes. Readout of the stored image is accomplished
in the same manner as with the selenium vidicon.
The high gain associated with the silicon diode target permits near-
quantum noise operation of the camera over a wide range of exposure levels.
The SIT vidicon has excellent sensitivity. Slow-scan operation involving
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several minutes of target integration can be achieved but requires modest
target cooling. The spectral range is presently limited in extended red response
because of the S-20 intensifier photocathode. Red sensitivity improvement
can be expected, however, with an S-25 or in the future with a III-V compound
photocathode.
2.3.4 SEC VIDICON
The Secondary Electron Conduction (SEC) vidicon has long-term integra-
tion capability and can store an image for many hours. An auxiliary storage unit
would not be required for many missions. It also has a low target capacitance
and a sufficiently high gain to make the amplifier noise negligible. The
resolution is about the same as that of the SIT vidicon. A disadvantage is
its relatively fragile target; this, however, is being improved. An intensified
SEC will also be considered.
The operation of the SEC camera tube (4 ) is similar to that of the SIT
vidicon. The principal difference is the type of storage target and the
corresponding method by which localized areas of the target are discharged. The
target used in the SEC vidicon consists of a thin insulating layer on which a
thin metallic film (backplate) and a porous storage layer (e.g., %20 P thick
KC1) are deposited. High-energy photoelectrons pass through the insulating
and metallic films and penetrate the storage layer. Due to the porous nature
of the storage layer, secondary electrons generated within the film are swept
through the layer. This results in localized areas of increased target
conductivity, which, in turn, causes these areas to partially discharge. Replacing
this surface charge by scanning the surface of the target with a low-energy
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electron beam results in a modulated output current through the target and the
series resistor.
2.3.5 RETURN BEAM VIDICON
The return beam vidicon (RBV) used in the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite has high resolution and higher signal-to-noise ratios than can be
obtained with a conventional MESH Focus ca) .
vidicon, and it operates in a -Gun
slow-scan mode. Disadvantages LIG- - ILiG-H
of the REV are its moderate // SIGNALII OvrPUT
sensitivity, bulkiness, and /
TARGET MWTIPeIM
added complexity compared to ELEC-TRFN
the conventional vidicon.
RErTuRN BE-M VIDICON
The RBV(5 ) is composed of an electron gun, electron multiplier, and
antimony trisulfide-oxisulfide (ASOS) photoconductor, along with a deflection
yoke and a magnetic focus coil. During exposure the imaged optical pattern is
transformed into a charge pattern on the gun side of the photoconductor. During
the read cycle the electron beam scans the photoconductor with low-velocity
electrons and charges each incremental element. The number of electrons
reflected from the target is proportional to the initial potential established
during exposure. The modulated return beam is collected and amplified by an
electron multiplier. Between exposures, the photoconductor is flooded with
light to prepare the surface.
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2.3.6 SILICON DIOXIDE VIDICON
The silicon dioxide vidicon does not exist and must be developed.
It would be similar to an Ebicon with an SiO2 target. The camera tube would
provide amplification atthe SiO2 target through the process of electron-
bombardment-induced conductivity (EBIC),resulting in near-quantum-noise-limited
performance at decreased light levels. The system would offer a long-term
storage capability and slow-scan operation.
Operation of the silicon di-
oxide vidicon is as follows.
During writing, the pattern of rPtOTOCATHODE ELECfRlCO
photoelectrons generated at 
-
the photocathode is imaged - GUN
LIGHT iL
onto the thin SiO2 storage
target. A charge pattern is COUL
PHOn1iECMONS O
produced at the target by SIGNAL \SiOz \FocsOTPUr TAIRG E C~
electron-bombardment conduc-
tivity (instead of by secondary SIUcoN DIOKIbE Y\tCoN
emission like in the SEC vidi-
con). Target gains of up to a
hundred are associated with this writing
process.
The method of reading is similar to that of the vidicon. The
storage insulator is scanned by the low-velocity read beam. Since the
secondary emission ratio is less than unity, each target element is shifted
down to the cathode potential of the electron gun. As the potential of each
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individual element becomes more negative, a capacitive current is produced through
the insulating layer. This current flows through the load resistor in series
with the backplate, producing signal voltages corresponding to the stored
charge pattern.
2.3.7 ELECTROSTATIC CAMERA SYSTEM
The electrostatic camera system or'ESC, presently under development,
differs from the sensors previously described in several respects. The storage
medium (thin film SiO 2 deposited on a metal substrate) can retain stored images
for weeks. The number of frames can be increased, thus permitting the writing-
in and storage of many frames of information before readout. In addition, the
output signal is obtained by analyzing the energy of the secondary electrons
generated on the surface by a high-energy reading beam. Since the energy of
these secondaries is a function of the surface potential of the SiO 2 from which
they were generated, the output signal corresponds to the potential variations
on the storage surface. Furthermore, since the reading electrons strike the
target with. an energy above the secondary-emission first-crossover energy of
the target, the reading process does not tend to stabilize the surface potential
of the storage medium to the
cathode potential of the reading PHOTOCATWODE MULTIPLE
STORAGE DRUM ELECTRON
gun. The read-out process is, uHT BAM
therefore, non-destructive, and
multiple read-outs of the stored _
ELECTPOM-
SILICON DIO)IDE ANLYZER/MULTIPLI R
information are possible. The TARGETS OUTPLT
SIGNAL
high-energy readout also results in ELECTROSTATIC CNMERN TUBE
high intrinsic resolution and
excellent geometric fidelity.
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The electrostatic camera consists of a photocathode, image section,
dielectric storage medium, priming/reading gun, energy analyzer, and electron
multiplier. Prior to imaging, a field gradient is .established across the
thickness of the storage material by priming the surface to the cathode
potential of the electron gun. During exposure, electrons from the photocathode
are accelerated by the image section to an energy of about 6kV and strike
the storage surface. These high-energy photoelectrons discharge the storage
surface by the process of electron-bombardment-induced conductivity (EBIC).
This results in a charge pattern which corresponds to the scene being imaged
onto the photocathode. The high EBIC gain associated with this process leads
to near-quantum-noise-limited camera operation over a wide range of exposure
levels.
2.3.8 CHARGE-COUPLED IMAGER
Over the past few years solid-state imaging technology has matured
rapidly. Camera systems are being built around matrix-array photosensors
of 400 x 500 elements using charge-coupled-device (CCD) technology( 6' 7)
Charge-coupled devices used as the primary sensor and used in conjunction with
a photoemissive image section will be analyzed in this study.
CCD technology is apparently the first successful approach to all-
solid-state image sensing. The devices are simple, small, of low weight, and
require little power. Once transfer efficiencies and format size are increased
and blemish levels are reduced, CCD devices for planetary missions should
become practical. CCD imagers are not capable of slow-scan operation without
being cooled, and they will require auxiliary storage if thermal control is not
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provided. TR1ANSFR
In its simplest form the mFR ME
CCD structure consists of an I OPTICIL
IMTEGRATON
array of closely spaced metal SC ITIO N
electrodes that overlay an in-
sulator deposited on a uniformly
doped semiconductor substrate. Amp tp
An optical system focuses the I i l
LINElight from the scene onto the - GATE
surface of the substrate. The T
silicon converts the light quanta
OMARE- Co~PLED DEACE
into carriers that collect in a
pattern of charge under the
electrodes. During readout this charge is transferred by sequentially shifting
the substrate bias voltage. When the charge, which is proportional to the
light intensity in the original image, is moved to one end of the device, an
output shift register removes it row by row from the sensor area.
The intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD) consists of a charge-
coupled device preceded by a photocathode
and an. image section. The device has a
LIGT
high prestorage target gain, which provides
PRIAMP
a quantum-noise-limited signal-to-noise ratio 4
SIGNAL
at very low exposures. PNoTOCPTioDE OUTPUT
INTENS5FIED CHARGE-COUPLED DEVCE
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Unlike the CCD, image motion
compensation can be applied electronically, and its performance is less
sensitive to readout noise at low clock rates. Electronic gating is also
feasible.
2.3.9 IMAGE ORTHICON
The image orthicon tube will not be studied; however, a mathematical
model of the sensor will be presented. The image orthicon is not generally
considered for planetary missions although it was to have been flown in the ATS-4
(which did not achieve orbit). The image orthicon has been eliminated because
of its complexity and low gain when compared to modern devices such as the
SEC and SIT vidicons. The collector mesh associated with the device collects
a large fraction of the photoelectrons, lowering the net quantum efficiency
of the photocathode and degrading the modulation transfer function (MTF) in
single-exposure readout. The image orthicon becomes limited at low light levels
because of electron beam noise.
The image orthicon (8)
utilizes a photocathode as the initial /Fif ELERDN
sensor. The photoelectron image /S
pattern developed at the photocathode LJHT I
is focused magnetically onto a thin, J
insulating target surface. Secondary ror T
N M CULTI6ET W PLIJU E UT
emission from the target then results
in a positive charge pattern on the IMAGE ORrHcoW
target. The electron beam from the
gun scans the charge, losing some
electrons to the more positively charged areas of the target, and the
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remainder of the beam returns to the electron multiplier surrounding the
electron gun. The signal is the current output from the anode of the electron
multiplier.
2.3.10 IMAGE ISOCON
Although image isocon will not be studied, an analytical model of
the sensor will be presented. The image isocon is a modification of the
image orthicon in which an improved electron-optic system has been introduced
and in which the problem of
PH6 b NTHO" REVtI.N BE.AM
inherent beam noise has been
largely overcome. The MESH r RCe&t>
electron-optical system per-
mits separation of the scat-
tered and reflected portions
of the electron beam. Whereas 
MUTIPLI/
PH b r ,L CLZ.S TA =,ET S6TML
the image orthicon accepts all of
the return beam for amplification, 54C \soco
the image isocon camera tube derives
its video signal only from the
scanning-beam electrons that are scattered by the storage target.
The image isocon has been eliminated as one of the initial camera
candidates for the study for many of the same reasons as the image orthicon.
It is much more complex and has a lower gain than both the SEC and SIT vidi-
cons. The field mesh lowers the net quantum efficiency by attenuating the
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photoelectron image, and it creates a charge image that seriously degrades
the sensor MTF during single-exposure readout.
2.3.11 SMOOTHING DISSECTOR
The smoothing dissector will not be analyzed in this study, as it
does not appear to have the qualities required to operate as a frame imager
for the class of planetary missions of interest.
The combination of an image
intensifier tube coupled to the input
PHOTOCATHODES
\ DISS.CTIMe
of an image dissector is called a APERTURE
PHOSPHOR ELECTRON
"smoothing dissector". The image
intensifier contains a slow-decay 
-"-
phosphor screen that acts as a E OUTPUT
lTERS\F1ER. DISSECTOIZ Z ICWAL
temporary storage element. The S D
method offers a high quantum
efficiency, wide spectral range,
a better signal-to-noise ratio than either a single scanned photomultiplier
tube or scanning image dissector, and low light level operation. However,
the smoothing dissector lacks long-term storage and slow-scan capability.
It is used more efficiently in the line-scan mode.
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SECTION III
CAMERA MODELING
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Analytical models have been developed at the component level for
those frame-type imaging systems which have been selected as candidate systems
for possible use on board a spin-stabilized spacecraft for outer planet
applications. These models describe the resolution and peak-signal-to-RMS-
noise characteristics of the sensors. Details of the development of the
camera models are given in Appendix A, along with a list of the analytical
signal-to-noise ratio models for the candidate camera systems.
The basic relationships used in developing the camera models are
introduced in this section and several methods of plotting camera performance
are described. The methods for calculating the irradiance in the focal plane
of a camera imaged on a distant object and for converting that irradiance into
the sensor's photocurrent is described first. Then the modulation transfer
function (MTF) concept and the MTF treatment of the analytical models are
presented. This is followed by a description of the aerial image modulation
curve and other methods of plotting camera performance used in this study.
3.2 EXPOSURE CALCULATION FOR ANALYTICAL MODELS
In the process of calculating the irradiance in the focal plane of
a camera imaged on a distant object and of converting that irradiance into the
sensor's photocurrent, radiometric units (rather than photometric units) will be
used to define the spectral response of the detector and spectral irradiance.
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3.2.1 GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS
If the relative spectral distribution of the input flux is designated
by WA, and W is the peak spectral density of the input flux in (W/m2)/nm, then
the input flux, FL, is given by:
FL  = W o WxdA (3-1)
The detector output current density, I, can be computed from
I =S W a W d (3-2)ppo X
where S is the peak monochromatic responsivity of the detector in A/W, and
a is the relative spectral responsivity of the detector.
The responsivity RD of the detector (9) can be defined by:
= I/F L = S / a Wd// 0 W dX (3-3)
3.2.1.1 Orbiting Camera Relationships 
- For the specific case of a
Jupiter orbiter, where the solar irradiance is reflected off of the planet
into the focal plane of a camera, additional parameters enter the calculation.
The sun-planet distance, planet albedo, phase angle, optical system, and
detector characteristics must also be considered.
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(10)It can be shown that the irradiance F of an object which
o
fills the field of view at the image plane of the optical lens system is
W t cose
F = t W P dAX (3-4)
o 22 A4r f
where the solar irradiance is defined by Wp and W., r is the sun-planet
distance in astronomical units, tL is the transmission of the optical lens,
f is the f-number of the lens, e is the phase angle, and P is the geometric
albedo of the planet as a function of wavelength. Since the actual phase
functions of the outer planets are not known, a simple Lambert phase function
has been assumed.
The detector current density can now b.e determined from the integral
of the product of the spectral response of the detector, the input flux at
the image plane, and the spectral transmission of the detector faceplate, toX'
WS tL cos
I = L WPto akdA (3-5)
4r2f2 o ox
As an alternate method, the responsivity, RD, and the flux density
at the photocathode surface, Fpc, could be calculated separately and then
combined as follows:
RD WPS a W tod/fo WxP to dX (3-6)
F W ptL cos e
F = - -W-P todA (3-7)
pc 4r2f2  o x ox
then
I = %Fpc amps/meter2  (3-8)
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3.2.2 DETECTOR QUANTUM EFFICIENCY - GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS
The detector current density could also be expressed in terms of
the integral quantum efficiency, n, in electrons/photon by
I = nF e (3-9)
where F is the rate of flow of photonsV
Fv = o XWdX, (3-10)
h is Planck's constant (6.62 x 10-34 joule-sec), c is the velocity of light
(3 x 108 m/sec), e is the electronic charge (1.6 x 10-19 coulombs), and X is
the wavelength in meters.
If the detector quantum efficiency, nx, is known as a function of
wavelength, then the detector current density can be obtained from
eW
hc oXW X) d (3-11)
3.2.2.1 Orbiting Camera Relationships 
- For the specific case of an imaging
device on an orbiting spacecraft, Equation (3-4) can be rewritten in terms of
the rate of flow of photons at the sensor's faceplate as
W t cosO
F 4hcr2 2 m f XWP (3-12)
4hcr A
The detector current density then is expressed by
eW t cos 0
4hcr22 Ad (3-13)
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3.3 MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
The analytical models for the candidate cameras (signal-to-noise
ratio equations) have been developed for predicting performance through the
use of the aerial image modulation (AIM) curve concept (also called the
threshold modulation method). The AIM curve, which is the locus of constant
signal-to-noise ratio of the camera system, shows the relationship between
input modulation and spatial frequency and makes it possible to determine
the resolving power of a camera system from its modulation transfer function.
The modulation transfer function (MTF) describes the ability of the
(11)camera system, or one of its components, to reproduce an input sine-wave image.
The MTF is defined as the amplitude response of the system. (It represents
the amplitude term of the optical transfer function which also contains a phase
term. In camera system analyses, only the amplitude term is important.) The
overall system modulation transfer function, designated T s(K), is the ratio of
the modulation in the image to that in the object.as a function of the frequency
of the sine-wave input.
Mi(K)
rs(K) = M (3-14)
where
Ts(K) = the MTF value for a sine wave of K cycles/mm
K = the spatial frequency
Mi(K) = the modulation in the image
Mo = the modulation in the object
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A schematic representation of the equation would look like:
Ts(K)
M motion lens sensor recorder Mi (K)
The object modulation, Mo, is defined for an object (the scene) with
a sinusoidal distribution of light as follows:
M = max min5)
o E +E (3-15)
max min
where
MAXIMUM
E = the maximum intensity of
light from the object AVER
with sine-wave distribution
MIMIMUM
Ei n = the minimum intensity of ,min light from the object- ZERO LEVEL
The object modulation can also be defined in terms of the contrast
ratio of the scene by
C - 1
M C + (3-16)
where
E
CR (3-17)
min
and CR = the contrast ratio of the scene.
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In the analytical models for the camera systems, the signal is
expressed in terms of the object (input) modulation. The optical signal
is defined in all cases as the difference in extreme intensity levels.
S = AE = E - E (3-18)
o max min
In the same manner, if we assume that for all values of K, the
average intensity, E, is defined as:
E +E
- max min
max= 2 (3-19)
then equation (3-15) becomes
AEM = -- (3-20)o 2E2E
or
S = 2M E (3-21)o o
When the entire camera system is considered, the optical signal
is transferred through many individual components, each having a unique MTF.
The processes that convert the average light intensity of the scene to an
average camera output current also reduce the modulation of the input signal.
The output signal of the camera system, S(K), is therefore given by
S(K) = 2Mi(K)Ii. (3-22)
or
S(K) = 2M T (K)I. (3-23)
where I. is the output current.
Equation (3-23) has been used to develop the signal expressions in
all of the camera analytical models in Appendix A.
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3.3.1 COMPONENT MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
3.3.1.1 Camera System MTF - The camera system MTF, T (K), used in
the analytical models, is the product of all of the component MTFs.
T s (K) = TIM(K)T LENS (K) TSEN(K) TRE C (K) (3-24)
where
TIM(K) = the image motion MTF
TLENS(K) = the optical MTF
TSEN(K) = the sensor MTF
TREC(K) = the recorder MTF
The variable TSEN(K), can also be derived from the product of the
sensor component MTFs. The MTFs.for components such as the fiber optic face-
plate (when electrostatic focusing is employed), the photoemitter, image
section, target, field mesh, and read beam can be multiplied together to
obtain the sensor MTF.
3.3.1.2 Image Motion MTF - Several types of image motion can reduce the
performance of a camera system because of movement during exposure, such as
linear motion, random motion, vibrations and parabolic movement. Only the
linear image motion MTF, caused by the spacecraft spin rate, appears to be
significant enough to be considered in the camera models because of the
short exposure time required. The relative magnitude and effects of the
various types of image motion are presented in Section 6.
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The transfer function for linear image motion'I I is
sin (rrA K)
T (K) = A (3-25)IM TrA K
m
where A is the magnitude of image motion relative to the sensor's faceplate
m
during the exposure time, and K is the spatial frequency.
SIM(K) is shown as a function of the product A K in Figure 3.1. NoteIM m
that when the uncompensated image motion is equivalent to the spatial frequency
(i.e., A K 1.0), exactly two pixels are smeared and the modulation becomesm
zero. A maximum smear of 0.5 to 1.0 pixel is generally selected as a performance
criterion in order to maintain a satisfactory modulation.
For use in the camera models, the image motion MTF is more convenient
if expressed in terms of the spin rate, focal length of the optical system,
and exposure time instead of A .
m
2ir
A = Vt FR t (3-26)
m Se 60 se
therefore
sin [21 2 R t FK/60]
TIM(K) = [2 2 R t FK/60] (3-27)
se
where
VS = velocity of the image with respect to the object
te = exposure time
F = focal length of the lens
R = spin rate (rpm)
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FIGURE 3-1
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3.3.1.3 Lens MTF - In selecting the MTF of the optical system,
diffraction-limited lenses will be modeled. Aberration-limited lenses
and optics where both diffraction-limited and aberration-limited effects
exist will not be considered.
The MTF of a perfect diffraction-limited lens is(1 0 )
2 -1 K K 2  (3-28)
TLENS(K) = [cos - (b ) - (  1 -( ) ] (3-28)
where
rD
FX
and
X is the wavelength
D is the lens aperture diameter
3.3.1.4 Sensor MTF - The MTF of the camera tube or sensing device
will be handled in several ways in the analytical models. When possible,
mathematical expressions for sensor components will be used, if good
correlation with actual device performance is indicated. In some cases,
where the mathematical expressions are not available (such as for complex
electron optical sections), actual MTF data will be used in tabular form.
The general expression for the sensor MTF consists of the product
of all the sensor components, provided that all the elements are linear.
Therefore
TSEN(K) = TIS(K)TT(K)TR(K) (3-29)
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where
T (K) = the image section MTF
IS
TT (K) = the target MTF
T (K) = the readout MTF
R
3.3.1.4.1 Readout MTF - The MTF of the readout beam can be readily
calculated assuming the scanning electron beam spot has a Gaussian shape (1 0 )
The readout MTF is determined by taking the Fourier transform of a Gaussian
distribution.
-2r2K2 2  (3-30)
R(K) = e
where
a = standard deviation
To perform this calculation a must be defined in terms of the beam
diameter. This can be accomplished in a number of ways. Sometimes the beam
diameter is defined as the full width at half maximum on the Gaussian curve,
which yields a spot diameter d = 2.35 a. In this study, the beam diameter
will be defined as the full width of the Gaussian curve at the 5% amplitude
point. This yields a spot diameter of d = 4a.
3.3.1.4.2 Target MTF - Analytical expressions for the target MTF can be
obtained for all camera models. Expressions for the theoretical MTF of the
electrostatic storage targets have been derived by Krittman. (1 2 )
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For a slow-scan vidicon or SEC target, the target MTF is:
l_e-4vKtl
T (K) = 4TKt (3-31)
where
t1 = the target thickness.
For the image orthicon and image isocon, the target MTF is:
e-4TKtI - e-
4fK(tl + t 2 )
TT = 47Kt2  (3-32)
where
t2 = target-to-mesh spacing.
In the electrostatic storage camera and Si02 vidicon where the
dielectric constant,kl, of the storage medium is not unity, the target MTF
becomes:
'4wKtl 2k
S(K)-e -4Kt (3-33)(K)target 4rKt1  [ - (333)target 47Kt (kl+l)+(kl-l)e 
-4TKtl
The modulation transfer function for the silicon target used in
the silicon vidicon and SIT vidicon will be determined analytically. The
target MTF, which dominates the overall sensor MTF, is made up of three
factors: the diode spacing; the lateral diffusion; and electrostatic thickness.
Crowell (1 3 ) describes the first two effects which are summarized
below.
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The MTF resulting from lateral hole diffusion, TH(K), is given
by:
TH(K) = nK/g 0  (3-34)
where
aL(-R) 2(aL+S L/Dh)-(B +- -)exp(-aLa)
= (-R L 
---
K aL -+ -
-1
(aL)-l exp(-aLa)] - (l-R)exp(-aLb) (3-35)
and
Ino  K (3-36)
and in which
B = (1 ± S L/Dh)exp ± (La/L) (3-37)
and
1/L2 (K) = l/L 2 + K2  (3-38)
a= silicon absorption coefficient at the wavelength
of interest
R = silicon reflectivity at the wavelength of interest
S = surface recombination velocity for holes at the
illuminated surface
Dh = hole diffusion constant in n-type silicon
La = thickness of undepleted region
Lb = thickness of the n-type region plus width of
depleted region
K = spatial frequency
L = diffusion length.
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The MTF for the finite diode spacing, TD(K),is given by
sin2nKd
TD(K) = 2TKd (3-39)
p
where
2d = center-to-center spacing of diodes.
The third silicon target MTF component due to the electrostatic
thickness (the first-scan effect), TE(K), is described by Krittman ( 1 2 ) as
le-47rKtl
TE(K) = 4TKt1  (3-40)
where tl is the thickness.
By combining these effects, the target MTF, TT(K), is then
determined.
TT (K) = TD(K) H(K) TE(K) (3-41)
3.3.1.5 Image Section MTF - The MTF of the image section is the
product of the imaging electron optics MTF, the photoconductor or photoemitter
MTF, and the fiber optics faceplate MTF when used. The image section MTF will
most likely be introduced into the analytical models in tabular form from
experimental data rather than as mathematical expressions, because the
theoretical expressions are generally not available.
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3.4 AERIAL IMAGE MODULATION CURVES
The limiting resolving power of a camera system can be calculated
in numerous ways. One method that will be used to compare systems in this
study is the aerial image modulation curve (AIM). Using this method, the
limiting resolution of a system can be obtained from the intersection of the
sensor AIM curve (also called the modulation detectability curve) Md(K), with
the available aerial image modulation function, M (K).
The available aerial image modulation(14) can be defined at any
point within the camera system. However, it is convenient to define M (K) as
the aerial image modulation at the sensor faceplate in order to obtain a
better comparison of the performance of the candidate sensors. The analytical
expression for M (K) is given by
Ma(K) = MoT IM(K)LENS(K) (3-42)
The modulation, Ma(K), at the sensor faceplate is determined by
considering all MTFs occurring prior to the sensor. A schematic representation
of the camera system showing this relationship follows.
TIM(K) TLENS (K) T SEN (K) TREC(K)
Mo Image Lens Sensor Recorder L Mi(K) or M (K)
Motion I d
M (K)
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The modulation detectability curve Md(K) (also called the threshold
modulation) is developed from the relationship
SNRL
Md(K) = SNR(K) (3-43)
where
SNR(K) = the signal-to-noise ratio of the camera system
SNRL = the limiting threshold signal-to-noise ratio.
This value is generally set between 1.7 and
3.6 when testing a system depending on the type
of target pattern used and if motion is present.
A value of 3 was selected for the curves plotted
in this study.
The modulation detectability curve Md(K), as shown in Figure 3-2,
defines the locus of constant signal-to-noise ratio (at the threshold value of
SNRL). It also describes the minimum aerial image modulation at the sensor
required to achieve the resolution corresponding to the intersection of the
two curves.
Figure 3-2 illustrates the method of determining the resolving
power of a camera system. Here, the available aerial image modulation and
the modulation detectability curve of the camera are plotted as a function
of spatial frequency. Note that the scene is resolved when Ma > M d(K) and
that the limit of resolution occurs when Ma = Md(K). The limiting resolution
of the system (at a threshold signal-to-noise ratio of 3) is indicated by the
spatial frequency corresponding to the intersection of the two curves.
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To find the resolution which would be obtained with a low-contrast
target, we use the same modulation detectability curve. Only the available
aerial image modulation is affected by the contrast change. For a contrast
ratio of 2:1 (M = 0.33), the ordinate of the curve, Ma(K), is multiplied
by the scene modulation as shown in Equation (3-42).
The available image modulation can also be modified to show the
effect of spin rate and other mission variables on system performance. At
5 rpm, for instance, the performance of the system would be limited to the
shaded region shown in Figure 3-3.
3.4.1 APPLICATION OF AIM CURVES
The AIM curve concept, described in Paragraph 3.4, will be applied
in Section 7 to perform the worst-case analysis and to compare the performance
of the candidate systems. The method is especially suited to comparing
different sensors. Since the modulation, M (K), is defined at the sensor
a
faceplate, the performance of the sensor is thereby isolated from the lens
and the effects of image motion. Consequently, only the sensor portions
of the candidate systems are compared.
In Section 8, in which the analysis for a specific Jupiter orbiter
mission is performed using the selected camera systems, a different method of
plotting performance is employed.' In Section 8, the performance of the entire
system is of interest and we do not want to isolate the sensor from the rest
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of the system. In this case, the available aerial image modulation is taken
at the scene rather than at the sensor faceplate, and it is equivalent to
the object modulation M o . The MTFs of the lens and for image motion are now
used in the calculation of the modulation detectability curve, Md(K).
Figure 3-4 illustrates the system modulation curve method of
plotting performance. Note that the object modulation, M o, is plotted on
the ordinate. Referring to Equation (3-16) we see that the object modulation
is only dependent on the contrast of the scene and is invariant with the
spatial frequency. Consequently, the object modulation can be represented
by a straight horizontal line, and a contrast ratio scale can be superimposed
on the modulation scale.
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3.5 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
The signal-to-noise ratios plotted in this study are calculated
at two distinct locations along the image processing chain. First, the
signal-to-noise ratio at the data link (SNRdata link) is given to characterize
a camera's analog signal prior to encoding. Then the signal-to-noise ratio
of the reconstructed picture (SNR reconstructed) at the ground recorder is
determined. The SNRreconstructed, as used in this analysis, represents
the ideal case where no additional noise is introduced by the digitizing and
recording processes and where no MTF loss is associated with digitizing. The
characteristics of the telemetry equipment and ground recorder must be known
before the actual performance in terms of the reconstructed picture can be
determined. Without this information, we can only establish the limits of
performance and conclude that the actual SNR of the picture will be between
the data link and reconstructed picture signal-to-noise ratios given.
3.5.1 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AFTER RECONSTRUCTION
The analytical models developed in subsequent program tasks represent
the SNR at the data link. In order to obtain the signal-to-noise ratio
after reconstruction of the analog signal, the -analytical models must be modified
so that
SNR 
_ rec SNR (3-44)reconstructed 82 K) data link
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where
Ak is any arbitrary area defined in terms of a resolution
element of spatial frequency K so that
S12
Ak  L 2
Ab is the area of the recording beam (which in this analysis
has been assumed to be the same as that of the scanning
beam in the camera),
Trec(K) is the modulation transfer function of the recorder,
and 82 is a noise correction factor given by 0. Schade Sr. (1 5 )
K K 2/ f T (K) d dKS o o rec x y
2 K K (3-45)f / dK dK
o o x y
Since the recording method has not been identified, in this analysis
the recorder modulation transfer function will be set to unity. Consequently
when Trec (K) = 1, 2 (K) is also unity and
reconstructed Ab SNRdata link (3-46)
This equation represents an upper bound to the signal-to-noise
ratio of the reconstructed image on the recording medium. Knowledge of
the characteristics of the encoding circuits and recorder equipment are
required to increase the accuracy of the calculation.
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3.6 RESOLUTION RELATIONSHIPS
The resolution relationships required to determine the ground
resolution for a camera system orbiting Jupiter are of interest. The
conversion from angular resolution subtended by one pixel to ground resolution
at the planet Jupiter can be obtained from Figure 3-5 for vertically-oriented
camera systems.
Starting with a known focal length, the angular resolution can
be converted to spatial frequency in cycles/mm at the detector. Angular
resolution can also be translated to ground resolution in km/pixel once the
altitude of the spacecraft is known.
a.
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To convert directly from spatial frequency to ground resolution
the following relationship may be used as a first-order approximation:
H
G = (3-47)2KF
where
G = ground resolution in km/pixel
H = altitude of the spacecraft in km
K = spatial frequency in cycles/mm or ip/mm
F = focal length in mm
3.7 MAXIMUM SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
The maximum signal-to-noise ratio that a sensor can deliver is
associated with quantum-noise-limited operation. The signal-to-noise ratio
is limited by the fluctuations in the photon flux arriving at the photoemitter.
If, during the exposure, the average number of photons per picture element
is n and the quantum efficiency of the photocathode is n, then an average of
nn photoelectrons/picture element strike the target. If no other noise
sources are present,
SNR (photoelectrons) = -n = (3-48)
It is important to realize that no amount of noise-free amplification
can improve the photoelectron signal-to-noise ratio. From this viewpoint,
placing an intensifier stage in front of any quantum-noise-limited system
would not improve performance.
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SECTION IV
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Computer programs have been developed for the signal-to-noise ratio
models for all of the candidate imaging systems. These programs were used
in Sections 7 and 8 to perform the parametric analysis.
4.2 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The analytical models for the camera systems have been programmed
in FORTRAN IV computer language. A separate program exists for each sensor
type. Detailed symbolic listings of the programs along with a line-by-line
description are given in Appendix B. Computational flow diagrams and samples
of a typical input/output worksheet are included.
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SECTION V
RADIATION AND RELIABILITY FACTORS
5.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of the radiation and reliability study is to
evaluate each of the proposed sensors in order to help select the most suitable
sensor for the Jupiter orbiter mission. First, the expected radiation environment
is studied, then the effect of that radiation upon each of the various image
tubes is discussed. Conclusions are then drawn on which tubes are the most
reliable.
5.2 DISCUSSION OF RADIATION
5.2.1 MISSION DURATION
The Jupiter orbiter mission consists of the passage from Earth to
Jupiter with a mission objective of at least 10 orbital passes. The inter-
planetary leg is expected to take from 750 to 900 days, and the orbital passes
from 10 to 50 days each. (2 ) Although many different orbit shapes are being
considered for the mission, the charged particle densities will be calculated
for an orbit in the Jovian magnetic equatorial plane with a periapsis of 2.29 RJ
and an apoapsis of 45.131 R . The neutron and gamma fluences will be
calculated based on a total operating time of 1100 days.
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5.2.2 EXPECTED RADIATION DOSAGE
Several sources contribute to the sensor radiation environment: RTG
radiation; terrestrial and Jovian trapped particle radiation; galactic and
solar cosmic rays; and the solar wind. The RTGs have a neutron and gamma
ray flux, while the other sources consist primarily of protons, electrons
and gamma rays. However, the charged particle flux in the Jovian magnetosphere
is so much greater than that encountered in interplanetary space that all
other charged particle sources can be neglected.
5.2.3 RTG RADIATION
Estimates by TRW(2) for the SNAP-19 RTGs indicate an average neutron
flux of 3.5 x 103 neutrons/cm2-sec and an average gamma ray flux of 5 x 104/cm2-sec
at the science package. Other estimates are as low as 250 neutrons/cm 2-sec and
8 x 103 gammas/cm2
-sec, but the higher TRW measurements will be used for this report
to establish worst-case results. Most of the neutron energy is in the 1-3 MeV
range.
5.2.4 JOVIAN RADIATION BELTS
Several models have been developed for the Jovian radiation belts.
The first, and most famous, is that developed by Neil Divine of JPL. Following
the JPL Jupiter Radiation Workshop in July 1971, a new model was devised
(BKTC model) which predicts significantly higher fluxes for both protons and
electrons (16)electrons It should be pointed out, however, that both models rely on
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analysis of the decametric radiation from Jupiter, which is only related to
the electron flux. The proton flux has then been estimated from the electron
flux. The graphs in Figure 5-1 depict the fluxes as a function of distance
from the center of Jupiter in the equatorial plane. Using the BKTC model, the
equatorial charged particle fluxes at 2.29 R are
Nominal Maximum
protons: 5 x 106 7 x 10 particles/cm2-sec
electrons: 7 x 106 5 x 107 particles/cm 2-sec
The maximum exposure occurs within a few hours of periapsis. For
example, at t = ± 4 hours, the spacecraft is beyond 5 R, which reduces the
flux by two orders of magnitude for the BKTC model. The resulting integrated
proton fluences are on the order of 4 x 1013/cm2 per orbit. Thus, for a ten-
orbit lifetime, the total particle fluence would be:
Max. Fluence/cm2
protons 4 x 1014
electrons 3 x 1012
neutrons 3 x 1011
gammas 5 x 1012
5.3 SENSOR RADIATION RESISTANCE DATA
Degradation of a sensor can occur in many ways. However, since all
the parts of each sensor system except the target are identical from a
first-order radiation damage standpoint, only the various targets will be discussed
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Figure 5-1
in detail. For instance, each sensor will require a set of optics and electronic
equipment. The radiation damage caused to each sensor system by degradation of
these parts will be approximately equivalent. Only the relative radiation
resistance of the sensor targets will cause significant differences.
Each of the candidate sensors will be subject to problems arising
from radiation effects on the glass envelope. For instance, at proton dosages
10 2
above 10 /cm , clear pyrex glass turns brown. In addition, luminescense can
occur when particles collide with the glass. It is therefore recommended that
fused silica or quartz be used for faceplates and that ceramic be used for the
tube bodies. This would help to eliminate two important problem areas.
Detailed sensor data follows.
5.3.1 SEC TUBE
The target of the SEC tube is comprised of 500 X of Al203 deposited
on a 500 R thick layer of Al. Deposited on the Al and facing the read gun is
a porous layer of KC1. In operation, arriving photoelectrons from the
photocathode generate secondary electrons in the KC1 layer. These electrons
are replaced by the read beam.
This tube is particularly gamma radiation resistant due to the
excellent insulating properties of the KC1 layer which holds the charge. Radiation
(17)
studies  done for the Apollo ATM program by Westinghouse showed that there
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were no permanent irreversible effects on tube performance after gamma
irradiation. This includes photoresponse, sensitivity and lag. When tubes
were operated in a gamma ray flux, the only major problems were image
washout and reduced storage time. At dosages of 1.8 x 107 gammas/cm2-sec,
the washed-out picture was observable.
Using this as the maximum acceptable dose rate, the tube should
be able to survive almost 2 x 1015 gammas/cm2 over the length of the trip.
This is far in excess of the 5 x 1012 gammas/cm2 expected from the RTGs.
More data is needed on SEC tube operation in proton and electron
environments before a complete assessment of its reliability can be made.
5.3.2 SIT TUBE/SILICON VIDICON
The targets of the SIT and silicon vidicon tubes consist of a
silicon diode array on a 1/2 mil thick silicon wafer. In the silicon vidicon,
incident light impinges directly on the diode target, whereas in the SIT
tube, electrons from the photocathode strike the diodes. Electron-hole
pairs are thus generated, and the free holes are stored in the diodes until
read out.
Radiation studies performed by RCA Astro-Electronics (1 8 ) show that
the silicon diode array target is fairly sensitive to radiation. A neutron
fluence of 1011/cm2 plus a 7 x 1013/cm 2 gamma-ray fluence caused a doubling
of the dark current, although the quantum efficiency was unchanged. No
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structural damage was evident until the fluences approached 1012 /cm2 and
7 x 1014/cm2 respectively. Proton irradiation with low-energy protons (3 MeV)
seemed to do the most damage, causing a 40-fold increase in dark current
with a fluence of 1013/cm2 . The quantum efficiency of the target was also
degraded by as much as a factor of 3. Electron bombardment at the same fluence
level caused only a 3-fold increase in dark current and a slight decrease in
quantum efficiency.
Studies done by JPL on silicon vidicons (1 9 ) showed that for 2-MeV
electron fluences of 4 x 1012/cm2 , the only significant image degradation was
caused by an increase in dark current. However, this was caused primarily
by fluorescence in the 7056 faceplate. This effect declined after a period of
hours and the vidicon performance returned to its original level.
The graph in Figure 5-2 shows how selected particle bombardments
affected the dark current of silicon diode arrays.
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1 0142 MeV Protons
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PARTICLE FLUENCE/CM2
Particle fluence versus relative increase in
dark current for bare Silicon diode arrays.
VT = 8 volts. (From data in Brucker)
Figure 5-2
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In summary, only the proton radiation appears to be potentially
damaging. The threshold limit for good spectral response is 1010/cm2. This
fluence will be exceeded during the mission, so the SIT tubes will need careful
hardening and shielding to survive. This shielding would increase the weight
of the tube.
5.3.3 CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICES
The charge-coupled-device imager is basically an array of metal-
insulator-semiconductor capacitors on a thin semiconductor substrate. When
an image is projected onto the array, minority carriers accumulate in the
potential well associated with each capacitor in proportion to the photon
fluence. The resulting charge configuration can then be serially read out by
utilizing the intrinsic shifting ability of the array. Thus, although a buffer
or tape recorder would be needed (unless the target were cooled), the support
electronics is otherwise limited to the shifting circuitry. No high-voltage
or filament supplies are required.
No experimental work has yet been done on the radiation resistance
of CCDs. Since these devices are similar to MOS transistors, some similar
effects can be inferred. The major effects of ionizing radiation on MOS
devices are the buildup of positive charge in the oxide and the generation of
new interface states. However, the CCD is insensitive to the positive charge
buildup, and the generation of new interface states can be minimized by using
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(20)
the "buried channel" construction technique(  . The major remaining problem
would then be the increase in dark current caused by the displacement damage
due to heavy particles. This damage occurs in all materials.
Thus, although there is no data available on CCD radiation resistance,
it is expected that these devices can survive at least as well as the silicon
diode arrays.
5.3.4 ELECTROSTATIC STORAGE CAMERA
The ESC target consists of an Si02 film on a conductive substrate.
In use, a flood of electrons first primes the surface to a uniform potential.
Then the arriving photoelectrons penetrate the film and discharge the surface,
causing the resultant surface charge distribution to be proportional to the
input signal. Due to the high energy of the arriving electrons and the
large electric field in the film, many conductive electrons are released by
each photoelectron by the process of EBIC gain. Readout is accomplished by
sampling the charge with an electron beam.
Recently, experiments have been performed by CBS Laboratories to
determine the radiation sensitivity of the storage film (2 1) . Target samples
stored in evacuated ampoules were exposed to varying amounts of proton and
electron and Bremsstrahlung radiation. The irradiated samples were tested for
discharge of the surface potential, EBIC gain, and long-term charge storage.
Table 5-1 summarizes the maximum dosages involved.
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TABLE 5-1
PARTICLE BOMBARDMENT OF ESC STORAGE TARGET
TEST RADIATION FLUENCES EXPECTED MAXIMUM MISSION FLUENCE
ELECTRONS
maximum
fluence
energy particles/cm2
.3 MeV 1.9 x 1014
1.0 MeV 6.3 x 1013
Total Fluence 2.53 x 10 3 x 1012 electrons/cm2
PROTONS
maximum
fluence
energy particles/cm2
2.0 MeV 2.0 x 1012
30 MeV 1.6 x 101 2
48 MeV 2.0 x 1012
Total Fluence 5.6 x 1012 4 x 1014 protons/cm2
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Results of the experiments show that no decrease in the EBIC gain
or long-term charge storage properties was observed. .Also, there was no
measurable change in the surface potential of the film. This indicates that
the ESC should have sufficient radiation resistance to survive the Jupiter
orbits, although further radiation studies at larger proton fluences are needed
to confirm this.
5.3.5 SLOW-SCAN VIDICON
Targets for these vidicons are made from a variety of materials,
so no general results can be inferred.
One short study done by JPL(22) evaluated the radiation resistance
of a GEC Selenium-Sulfur vidicon, a slow-scan vidicon used on Surveyor.
12 14
Irradiations were performed at fluence levels of 2 x 10, 1 x 10, and
1 x 1015 electrons/cm2 . The electron energy was approximately 2 MeV. At
the increasing fluences, there was increasing video distortion immediately
after irradiation. However, this decreased with time, and even at the most
severe level, all the electrical parameters and the video had returned to
normal after two days. No permanent damage was observed until the final
irradiation at 1 x 1015/cm2 . The glass envelope (but not the quartz faceplate)
exhibited some browning, and radiation-induced crystallization had caused
some blemishes in the target.
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Unfortunately, this study is not broad enough to draw any general
conclusions. It uses only one test sample and does not study the effects of
proton bombardment, which are expected to be more severe.
5.3.6 CONCLUSIONS
There is insufficient experimental evidence available to completely
categorize the susceptibility of the various targets to radiation damage. This
points out a need for more radiation studies on these devices, particularly
in view of the increased proton fluences predicted near Jupiter by the BKTC
model.
However, a general grouping of these devices in order of increasing
susceptibility to radiation damage can be made on the basis of each mode of
operation.
* Least Susceptible: SEC and SiO2 vidicons, and ESC.
These devices use an insulating film to store the image
until readout. The only -degradation expected is due to
the discharge of the target during long storage periods or
in peak radiation environments.
* More Susceptible: SIT vidicon, ICCD.
These devices have semiconductor-array type targets with a
photocathode. Since these targets have lower back resistance
than the insulating films, they are more prone to discharge or
increased dark current. Although they also suffer some loss
of quantum efficiency during and immediately after exposure
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to ionizing radiation, the quantum efficiency of the
photocathode is unchanged and the overall sensitivity is
not reduced.
* Insufficient Data: RBV and CCD.
Although there is no information on the performance of
the RBV or CCD during and after exposure to radiation,
these devices both have photoconducting targets which
may be susceptible to increased dark current and loss
of quantum efficiency. This effect has been reported
in other vidicons with photoconductive targets, namely
the SSV and the silicon vidicon.
5.4 DISCUSSION OF RELIABILITY
5.4.1 RELIABILITY ASSESSMENT
A complete reliability analysis of a large system requires large
amounts of performance data, especially when nonstandard parts such as imaging
tubes are used. Typically, such a system would be run for a long period of
time, with careful count kept of the number of component failures. The mean
time before failure (MTBF) of such a system can be calculated from
2TT
MTB =T (5-1)TBF [(2NF + 1)(P)] (5-1)
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where
TT = total system test time
NF = total number of failures
P = desired confidence level of MTBF
C
X2 = chi-square value of 2N + 1 degrees of freedom
at confidence level Pc
A lower limit on the MTBF could be calculated by substituting
[1 - Pc] for P in the denominator.
The reliability of the system would then be calculated from
t
MTBF
R = e (5-2)
where to is the desired operating time of the system.
In a large system, the MTBF can be estimated using the known failure
rates of standard electronic parts. To accomplish this, the system is broken
successively into smaller subsystems for which the MTBF can be individually
calculated. On nonstandard parts, an estimate is made based on the best
available data. The estimated MTBF is then computed for each block, and its
reciprocal, or failure rate, is calculated. The failure rates of the individual
blocks are then summed, and the reciprocal of this sum is the estimated MTBF of
the entire system.
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The level of effort of this particular study is insufficient to
cope with the large amounts of data needed to provide this information. A
qualitative evaluation of each device will be made instead, followed by a
breakdown of device types in order of overall expected reliability.
5.4.2 CANDIDATE CAMERA SYSTEM RELIABILITY
Good radiation resistance and long storage time can be expected
from the SEC camera. No tape recorder or data buffer is needed, no special
cooling equipment is required, and in some cases image motion compensation
can be applied electronically. Space-qualified tubes are available and the
sensor has flown on many missions. Target structures have been improved
especially in the area of target burn resistance. The SEC tube should
be quite reliable.
The SIT camera has only fair radiation resistance. This camera
system will require either a tape recorder for image storage or a special
cooling system for slow-scan operation. On the plus side, space-qualified
tubes with ceramic envelopes are available. IMC can most likely be applied
electronically. Even with the tape recorder option, the reliability should be
good for a three-year mission.
The radiation resistance of the silicon vidicon is questionable,
due to the loss of quantum efficiency and the increased dark current caused
by irradiation that was reported in the JPL studies. It requires either a
tape recorder or cooling apparatus. Also, it needs mechanical image motion
compensation and a mechanical shutter since it has no photocathode. The overall
reliability is fair.
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An internal storage capability and long storage time is the big
advantage of the ESC camera. It can expose and internally store many pictures
in a short interval of time without a tape recorder. It does not require
mechanical IMC or special cooling equipment. The basic tube will have a
mechanical rotating drum to provide multiple frame storage. Although the
basic tube has a higher parts count than most other image tubes, the reliability
should be better than most other sensor/tape recorder combinations. Although
the ESC is still in the development stage, the overall reliability should be good.
Since it is much less complex than any of the other cameras, the
CCD camera needs much less instrumentation to operate and requires less power.
A buffer or tape recorder is needed for storage, however, unless the device is
cooled. The ICCD does not need mechanical IMC, while the CCD alone does. Both
devices should have high reliability, but they are still in the experimental
stage.
The radiation resistance of the SSV camera remains questionable,
as no thorough studies have been made. Space-qualified tubes have been used
on many missions. Mechanical IMC is needed, and the use of certain photo-
conductors would require cooling equipment. The reliability would be very
good except that the factor of unknown radiation resistance reduces it to
the fair-to-good level.
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The return beam vidicon is space-qualified and is currently being
flown on the Earth Resources Technology Satellite. The RBV's photoconductor
may be susceptible to the radiation environment, however. A thermal control
system or tape recorder, mechanical IMC, and mechanical shutter are required.
While the reliability of the basic tube is good, the combined overall system
reliability for this mission is reduced to the fair level.
The silicon dioxide vidicon is still being developed but should
closely resemble the SEC vidicon from a reliability viewpoint when operational.
The device should be quite reliable because of its good radiation resistance
and simple construction. No tape recorder, cooling equipment, or mechanical
IMC will be required.
5.4.3 CONCLUSIONS
Only a qualitative assessment relating the comparative reliability
of the candidate sensors is possible until specific auxiliary hardware is
selected. Items such as tape recorders, special thermal control, image motion
compensation mechanisms and mechanical shutters can have a great impact on
reliability figures. From a radiation and reliability standpoint, the SEC
tube, silicon dioxide vidicon, and charge-coupled imagers should rate high.
The SIT vidicon and ESC systems should have good reliability. The reliability
of the RBV, silicon vidicon and slow-scan vidicon systems will range from good
to fair, depending on the auxiliary equipment requirements and the amount of
shielding provided.
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SECTION VI
IMAGE MOTION ANALYSIS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this section is to determine the performance
limitations of the candidate sensors resulting from the rotation of the
spacecraft and to establish the extent to which the performance of these
sensors can be improved through the use of image motion compensation.
The conclusion is that without image motion compensation, the
peak-signal-to-RMS noise of all the selected sensors is too low for satis-
factory performance on the Jupiter orbiter mission. With IMC, however,
several of the sensors exhibit acceptable SNRs.
6.2 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF IDEAL SENSORS
The output signal-to-noise ratio of any sensor is a function of
many parameters. Due to differences in construction and operation, the
output signal-to-noise ratios for various sensors under the same output
conditions may be quite different. There is, however, an upper limit to
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value that can be obtained. This upper
(quantum) limit is only a function of the irradiance from the scene, the
sensor optics, the exposure time, the pixel size, and the responsivity of
the sensor.
To derive an expression for the quantum-limited signal-to-noise
ratio of an ideal camera, begin with the definition of the output signal of
a camera as given in equation (3-23). There, the output signal is defined
as 2M T (K)I., where M is the scene modulation, I. is the camera output
current, and Ts(K) is the camera system modulation transfer function. The
ideal camera causes no signal degradation so T s(K) = 1. The quantum
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noise associated with this signal is defined as , so the signal-to-
i
noise ratio of the ideal camera, in general terms, becomes 2M I.//f7
or 2M / -I
o i
This expression can now be expanded in terms of the camera para-
meters and the scene irradiance. The camera output current Iiin amps, is
equal to the product of the flux density at the photocathode F times the
pc
responsivity RD of the photocathode. The scene flux incident on the camera
lens is related to the flux at the photocathode by FL = 4f2 where f is
the focal ratio of the camera lens. Since f is a pure number, the product
FL%/ 4f2 gives the current density (at the target) in amps/m 2 . Since an
ampere is a coulomb per second, multiplying by the exposure time te gives
the total coulombs/m 2 per exposure. If the area of each resolution element
is A square meters, multiplying the expression by this factor gives the
coulombs/resolution element accumulated during the exposure. And finally,
dividing by the electron charge e in coulombs gives the number of electrons
available from each resolution element per exposure for an ideal camera.
The quantum-limited peak-signal-to-RMS-noise ratio (SNR) of an ideal
camera then becomes:
AFLRt eSNR = 2Mo 4ef2 (6-1)
In obtaining this expression, the assumption is made that there are
no transmission losses within the optics, that there is no degradation in
the signal due to the response of the sensor (TSEN(K) = 1), and that there is
no degradation in the signal due to image motion.
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6.2.1 SNR DEGRADATION DUE TO IMAGE MOTION
Several types of image motion can reduce the performance of a
sensor. Linear motion, random motion, sinusoidal vibrations, and parabolic
movement all result in a "smearing" of the image during exposure. This
smearing degrades the output signal of the sensor. The relative magnitude
of the various motions are discussed below.
6.2.1.1 Motion of the Spacecraft Relative to Jupiter - The most obvious
motion is that of the entire spacecraft with respect to the planet's surface.
This is comprised of the rotational speed of the planet, the velocity of the
spacecraft, and the inclination of the spacecraft orbit to the planet's
equator. The worst case occurs when the spacecraft is in an equatorial orbit.
Using the 2.29 X 45.13 RJ orbit as an example, the spacecraft orbit
period is 14.222 days (2 3 ) . The average spacecraft velocity over the elliptical
orbit is given by
4ao E (e , /2)
v = (6-2)T
o
where a is the length of the semimajor axis, Eo(eo,rr/2) is the value of the
complete elliptic integral of the first order, and eo is the eccentricity of
the orbit. For the 2.29 X 45.13 RJ orbit, the average velocity is 6.43 km/sec,
while the velocity of the spacecraft at periapsis is
v = 38.41 km/sec, or
W = 2.349 x 10- 4 rad/sec.P
The planet Jupiter has a rotational period of 9 hours, 55 minutes and
30 seconds(24) . This is equivalent to an angular velocity of 1.759 x 10
rad/sec. Since the spacecraft orbit is direct, the total relative angular
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velocity of the spacecraft with respect to the planet Jupiter at periapsis is
-5
tot = 5.9 x 10 5 rad/sec.
The image smear due to this relative angular velocity can now be
calculated. Assuming a 400-mm focal length, a 1.0-msec exposure time, and
a 17.5 x 17.5 mm target with 700 pixels on a side, the amount of image smear
is given by
a t
smear = (tot e ) n (6-3)
0 p
v
where
8 = 2tan - k (6-4)
v 2F
and
n = the number of resolution elements
p
o = the field of view
v
X = image format size
The amount of image smear is 1.35 prad, which is equivalent
-4
to 9.5 x 10 pixels. Since we can tolerate over 1/2 pixel smear, this
amount of image smear can be neglected without compromising the resolution.
The motion of the entire spacecraft with respect to the planet's
surface results in linear image motion. Linear image motion also arises
whenever the relative movement between the object or scene and the viewing
system is linear as a function of the exposure time.
6.2.1.2 Spacecraft Rotation - The spin-stabilized spacecraft will be
rotating on axis at a fixed speed of 2 to 32 rpm. This is equivalent to
angular velocities of 0.21 to 3.35 rad/sec respectively. Using the system
parameters of the previous example, the corresponding angular smear values
range from 0.21 to 3.35 mrad. For a 1.0 msec exposure time, the image
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smear is from about 3.4 to 54 pixels. At a nominal spin rate of 5 rpm, a
smear of approximately 8.4 pixels results if we do not compensate for the
motion.
An image motion compensation system is needed to reduce the smear
to a tolerable level (0.5 to 1.0 pixel). The effectiveness of the IMC
system depends on many factors including the type of IMC system selected, the
type of motion present, and the method of measuring the motion. Currently
available IMC systems provide compensation for about 90% of the horizontal
relative motion between the sensor system and the planetary scene (25)
Additional development could result in IMC systems which would compensate for
99% of the relative motion. In this study, a 90%-effective IMC system has been
assumed whenever IMC is employed.
With a 90%-effective IMC system, the uncompensated smear of 8.4
pixels, resulting from a spacecraft rotating at 5 rpm, will be reduced to
0.84 pixels. As spin rates increase, the smear soon becomes excessive. Either
the exposure time must be shortened or a more effective IMC system must be
utilized at the faster spin rates.
Both mechanical and electronic IMC systems are feasible. Generally
the amount of smear is small compared to the size of the raster, so that
compensation can be readily applied using electronic IMC techniques, provided,
that the amount of correction required is accurately known.
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One of the simplest methods is to preprogram the IMC from the
ground to compensate for the smear. However, this means that the speed of
rotation has to be exactly that calculated. A more complex method would
involve using a star tracker to check the speed of rotation. This could
be accomplished with the image tube itself as it pointed away from Jupiter,
or with the sensor currently employed on Pioneer for roll reference.
When the camera is pointed normal to the spin axis of the
spacecraft (which is the condition assumed for calculations in this study),
the image motion caused by spacecraft spin rate is essentially a linear
function of the short exposure time required. A single-direction IMC system
can generally compensate for this apparent motion. If the camera is pointed
in a forward-oblique direction to the spin axis, the image motion becomes
(26)
more complex (  . It is no longer linear because a rotary component of
motion is added. The net image motion (or image velocity) is a quadratic
function of the frame coordinates (2 7 ) . A two-direction IMC system must be
employed to compensate for this type of image motion.
6.2.1.3 Platform Motion - Another source of image motion is random
vibrations of the sensor mounting platform. These are often due in part to
the limit cycles in the IMC servo system and spacecraft attitude control.
In addition, any moving part on the spacecraft will cause some jitter at
the sensor. Typical values for the RMS platform unsteadiness are given as
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between 50 and 500 arc-seconds per second (28), corresponding to 2.4 x 10-
to 2.4 x 10- 3 rad/sec. This larger value results in a 0.04 pixel smear for
the conditions given in paragraph 6.2.1.1 above.
6.2.1.4 Conclusions - The spin motion of the spacecraft is the only
significant component of image motion, and the only component that will
cause any appreciable smear. For the nominal values given, 90%-effective
IMC would reduce the smear to less than one pixel.
6.2.1.5 Image-Motion Transfer Functions - The reduction in output
signal due to the linear image motion can be taken into account by introducing
a transfer function, TIM(K), into the mathematical expression for the output
signal of the sensor. This is
Sunder image IM(K)Sunder no image
motion conditions motion conditions
As discussed in the section on Camera Modeling, the transfer function
for linear image motion can be expressed as
sin (rrA K)
S= A K (6-5)IM rA Km
where A is the magnitude of image motion relative to the sensor's faceplate
m
during the exposure time. It is assumed that the camera is pointed normal to
the spin axis of the spacecraft for these analyses.
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A is given by
m
A = Fw t (6-6)
m se
where
F = focal length of the lens
Ws = spin angular velocity
t = exposure time
As can be seen from Equation (6-5), increasing the spin rate,
exposure time, focal length, and spatial frequency all result in decreasing
values of TIM.
By combining equations (6-1), (6-5), and (6-6), the mathematical
expression for the quantum-limited peak-signal-to-RMS noise ratio (SNR)
under image motion conditions becomes
M sin(Fw st eK) AFL R
SNR = s Kf 1- - ]  (6-7)rrFw Kf et
s e
6.2.2 OPTIMIZATION OF EXPOSURE TIME
Equation (6-7) suggests that for a fixed spin rate, focal length,
F-number and spatial frequency, an exposure time exists at which an optimum
SNR (using no image motion compensation) can be obtained.
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By taking the derivative of equation (6-7) with respect to te and
setting it equal to zero, the value for this optimum exposure time can be
determined. Setting the derivative equal to zero results in the following
expression:
tan(PF Kt opt
t opt s e (6-8)
e 2irFw K
This equation is satisfied when
t opt 0.371 seconds
e w FK
The corresponding value for TIM(K) is 0.79 which in turn corresponds
to a smear of 0.74 pixels.
6.2.3 PERFORMANCE OF "IDEAL SENSORS" UNDER NO-IMAGE-MOTION-COMPENSATION
CONDITIONS
Using the results of the analysis described above, the optimum SNRs
for three types of ideal sensors under no-IMC conditions were calculated as
a function of spin rate. The three types of sensors were:
* Sensors using an S-20 photocathode
* Sensors using a silicon photoconductor
* Sensors using an ASOS photoconductor
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In making these calculations, the "worst-case" conditions at
Jupiter (1.3:1 input contrast, 600 phase angle) were used. Also, a lens
with f = 4 and F = 400 mm was chosen.
The results of these calculations are presented in Figure 6-1. In
this figure, the optimum SNRs of the three sensors are plotted as a function
of spin rate for a resolution of 10 ip/mm. Some of the optimized exposure
times used in obtaining these SNRs are also presented.
In order to obtain larger SNRs from these sensors under the
conditions described above, image motion compensation must be used.
6.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SELECTED CANDIDATE SENSORS UNDER NO-IMAGE-
MOTION-COMPENSATION CONDITIONS
An analysis similar to that described for ideal sensors was
performed using the sensors which were selected for study in this program.
Specifically, this analysis was performed using the detailed peak-signal-to-
RMS-noise models developed for the
SIT Vidicon
SEC Vidicon
Si02 Vidicon
Intensified SEC Vidicon
Silicon Vidicon
Intensified Silicon Vidicon
Slow Scan Vidicon
Intensified Slow Scan Vidicon
Return Beam Vidicon
Electrostatic Storage Camera (ESC)
Charge Coupled Device
Intensified Charge Coupled Device
(See Appendix A for detailed descriptions of the signal-to-noise
models)
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This analysis took into account such factors as:
* Modulation Transfer Functions of sensor components
* Readout Efficiencies
* Noise sources other than the quantum noise which
contribute to the overall output noise of the sensors.
* Effect of image reconstruction on the signal-to-noise
ratio.
6.3.1 OPTIMIZATION OF EXPOSURE TIME
As in the case of ideal sensors, there exist exposure times for
these selected (real) sensors at which the output signal-to-noise ratios
are maximum. To determine these optimum exposure times, an approach similar
to that described in Section 6.2.2 was used.
All of the signal-to-noise models developed for the selected
sensors take the general form
sinBte
A( Bt ee
*SNR = (6-9)[C + Dln(Et e) + Fte] (6-9)
where A, B, ... F are independent of the exposure time, te
*Note that D = 0 for all sensors except the charge-
coupled and intensified charge-coupled devices.
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By taking the derivative of Equation (6-9) with respect to te and
setting it equal to zero, the expression for the optimum exposure time takes
the form
2Bt opt [C+Dln(Et OPt)+Ft opt] = [D+Ft Opt][tan(Bt oPt)] (6-10)
e e e e e
Having established values of B ... F, the optimum value for t ise
the value for which this equation is satisfied.
In many of the cases studied, it was found that (6-10) could be
simplified. Of course, for all the sensors except the CCD and ICCD, (6-10)
reduces to
2B[C+Fte opt] = Ftan(BteOpt) (D = 0) (6-11)
In addition, for those cases where Fte >> C, expression (6-11)
can also be simplified to
t OPt = tan(Bt e (6-12)e 2B
The quantity B is the constant multiplying the exposure time
in the expression for the transfer function associated with image motion.
i.e., B = rw FK (6-13)
s
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optThis expression for t opt, the same as that obtained for the ideal
e
sensor [expression (6-8), Section 6.2.2], results in an optimum exposure
time of 0.37/ sFK seconds and a corresponding smear of 0.74 pixels.
In cases where those noise terms that are not a function of exposure
time predominates (C >> Dln(Ete opt) + Ft opt), expression (6-10) reduces toe e
the form
2BCt opt
= tan Bt opt (6-14)
D + Ft opt e
e
In those cases where C predominates, 2BCt ePt/(D+Ft eopt) is generally
much greater than 1. Under those conditions, Equation (6-14) is satisfied by
values of Bt opt approaching n/2. By substituting Equation (6-6) for A , ande "m
Bte - n/2 into Equation (6-5), TIM(K) becomes
IIM(K) = sin(n/2)
T(K) = s/2 = 0.64 (1 pixel smear). (6-15)
6.3.2 RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF SELECTED SENSORS UNDER NO-
IMAGE-MOTION-COMPENSATION CONDITIONS
Using the detailed signal-to-noise models for the selected sensors
and the corresponding optimum values for the exposure times, the performance
of these sensors under no-IMC conditions was determined. As in the case of
the ideal sensors, worst-case conditions of 1.3:1 contrast, 600 phase angle
were used along with a lens with f = 4 and F = 400 mm.
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Figures 6-2 and 6-3 show the results of this analysis. In Figure
6-2, the optimum data link peak-signal-to-RMS noise-ratios are plotted as
functions of spin rate for a resolution of 10 ip/mm. In Figure 6-3, the
optimum peak-signal-to-RMS-noise ratios in the reconstructed images are plotted
for the same set of conditions. Table 6-1 gives the optimum exposure times and
the corresponding values of TIM(K) used in this analysis.
To obtain the ,plots in Figure 6-3, the following relationship was
used:
SNRReconstructed (Ak A)J (SNRData link )  (6-16)
where
Ak = area of resolution element
Ab = area of read beam and recording beam
(T rec(K) = 1)
The encoding, transmitting and recording processes will result in
somewhat lower SNRs in the reconstructed images. However, until the
characteristics of the telemetry and recording equipment are known, the
extent to which these SNRs are degraded cannot be determined.
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TABLE 6-1
OPTIMUM EXPOSURE TIMES AND CORRESPONDING
TIM(K) VALUES USED IN PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Sensor Spin Rate (rpm) Exposure Time (sec x 10- 4 ) TIM(K)
SITV 2 4.4 0.79
ICCD 4 2.2 0.79
RBV 8 1.1 0.79
16 0.55 0.79
32 0.275 0.79
Si0 2  2 4.4 0.79
4 2.3 0.77
8 1.18 0.76
16 0.6 0.75
32 0.32 0-72
SECV 2 5.1 0.72
4 2.65 0.70
8 1.4 0.67
16 0.71 0.66
32 0.363 0.65
ESC 2 4.6 0.77
4 .2.35 0.76
8 1.2 0.75
16 0.64 0.72
32 0.33 0.70
CCD 2 5.93 0.64
4 2.97 0.64
8 1.48 0.64
SILV 2 5.9 0.64
4 2.96 0.64
8 1.47 0.64
ISILV 8 1.15 0.77
16 0.58 0.77
32 0.3 0.75
ISSV 4 2.6 0.71
8 1.34 0.70
16 0.7 0.67
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In making this analysis, the capability of the various sensor
targets to utilize the total charge delivered to them during these exposure
times was also considered. In several cases, it was felt that if the total
charge associated with a given optimum exposure time was delivered to a
particular target, an unrealistic shift in target potential would result.
Consequently, certain upper limits were placed on the exposure times of the
candidate sensors. The maximum allowable exposure times for each sensor
were
Sensor Maximum Exposure Time (sec)
RBV, SSV 1 x 10 - 2
Si0 2 , ESC 5 x 10- 3
SILV, CCD 3 x 10- 3
SITV, ICCD 1 x 10- 3
SECV 6 x 10 - 4
ISSV 4.5 x 10 - 4
ISILV 1.5 x 10- 4
ISECV 2 x 10 - 5
The dashed-line portion of the curves presented in Figures 6-2 and
6-3 indicate those regions where the maximum allowable exposure times
(rather than the optimum exposure times) were used in determining the SNRs.
The low SNRs obtained for all the sensors in this analysis clearly
point out the need for image motion compensation.
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6.4 PERFORMANCE OF SELECTED CANDIDATE SENSORS UNDER COMPLETE-IMAGE-
MOTION-COMPENSATION CONDITIONS
The smear due to image motion can be greatly reduced by using image
motion compensation (IMC). Mechanical methods of IMC, toggling mirrors or
image plane motion, can be used with any of the sensors being studied in
this program. In those sensors having a photocathode and an image section,
IMC can also be achieved by electronically shifting the "electron image"
within the image section during exposure. Two-direction IMC can readily
be supplied using the electronic method.
Regardless of the method used, IMC allows the use of longer exposure
times. Where target capacitance permits, longer exposure times result in
larger SNRs. This fact is illustrated in Figures 6-4 and 6-5. Here, the
data link SNR and reconstructed SNR for the selected sensors are plotted
as functions of exposure time for a resolution of 10 ip/mm. As in the case
of the analysis performed under no-IMC conditions (Section 6.3.2), the
worst-case conditions of 1.3:1 contrast, 600 phase angle and a lens with f = 4
and F = 400 mm were used. However, unlike the analysis described in Section
6.3.2, this analysis set TIM(K) = 1 (complete image motion compensation). The
maximum allowable exposure times, determined on the basis of target capacitance,
are the points at which the plots for the various sensors end.
For a given exposure time, the amount of image motion compensation
required for complete compensation is a function of spin rate and the focal
length of the lens. Figure 6-6 shows the amount of IMC required as a function
of exposure time for the resolution presented in Figures 6-4 and 6-5 and for
various spin rates. As in all these analyses, a lens with f = 4, F = 400 mm
was used.
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To illustrate the use of these graphs, consider a case where the
following conditions and sensor specifications are given:
Input Contrast Ratio 1.3:1
Phase Angle 600
Optics f = 4, F = 400 mm
Resolution 10 ip/mm
Sensor Electrostatic Camera (ESC)
IMC yes
Required data-link SNR 15
Figure 6-4 shows that in order to achieve a data-link SNR of 15
under these conditions, an exposure time of approximately 1.45 milliseconds
(pt. A) is required. Figure 6-6 indicates that the corresponding amount of
IMC required is approximately
2.45 pixels if the spin rate is 2 rpm (pt. B)
4.9 pixels if the spin rate is 4 rpm (pt. C)
9.8 pixels if the spin rate is 8 rpm (pt. D)
Many tradeoffs are possible that could be used to optimize camera
system performance. Factors such as the spin rate, the effectiveness of the
IMC, the resolution, the exposure time, and optical lens parameters may be
weighed against each other. Therefore, considerable flexibility is available
to minimize image motion when it is more pronounced, such as when the viewing
angle is not normal to the spin axis.
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SECTION VII
WORST-CASE ANALYSIS, COMPARISON OF
CAMERAS, AND SELECTION OF BEST SYSTEMS
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this task is to select from the candidate
systems the most promising frame imaging systems to be used on spinning
platforms for long-term space missions. The selection is based upon the
results of all of the previous analyses.
In order to properly evaluate the candidates, more specific
requirements and selection criteria must first be established. In this
way systems are compared and measured against mission constraints and per-
formance requirements.
The results of exercising the analytical models of the candi-
date systems using worst-case conditions are presented. Aerial image modulation
(AIM) curves showing the different frame imaging systems under identical
worst-case conditions are given with the effects of spin rate superimposed.
The signal-to-noise ratios for the candidate systems at the data link and
for reconstructed images are presented as a function of spatial frequency.
Sensor resolution is shown as a function of exposure, and other relation-
ships of interest are developed.
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Finally, each candidate sensor system is examined in detail,
and three systems are selected for additional analysis for the specific
Jupiter orbiter in Section 8. The reasons for acceptance or rejection of
each sensor have been identified. The systems selected for additional analysis
are the SEC vidicon, the electrostatic storage camera, and the intensified
charge-coupled device.
7.2 SELECTION CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS
In order to properly evaluate the candidate camera systems, specific
mission requirements based on worst-case conditions and other study constraints
will be established. The selection criteria will be based on these mission
constraints and desired performance requirements.
7.2.1 STUDY CONSTRAINTS
The preliminary screening analysis to select the best camera
systems will be based on the following constraints:
* The analysis is limited to the planet Jupiter,
* A worst-case phase angle of 600 is to be used,
* A worst-case contrast ratio of 1.3:1 is to be
used,
* The mission duration is approximately 3 years,
* The study is limited to frame imagers, and
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e A surface resolution at Jupiter is 100 - 300 km
for full disk images, 10 - 15 km for nested frames
with limited coverage,:and .10 - 15 km for satellite
images.
The constraints resulting from spacecraft limitations are:
* The weight of the imaging system is limited to
18 kg,
* Spin rates of from 2 to 32 rpm are to be considered
for a spin-stabilized system as typified by
Pioneer F/G,
* Imaging systems with long target storage are
desirable so that data can be transmitted with-
out ancillary storage equipment,
* Image-motion-compensation systems are
undesirable because of reliability considera-
tions, but will not be precluded from the
study, and
* Data rates from Jupiter may be as low as
2048 bits/sec and as high as 83,220 bits/sec
depending on spacecraft telecommunications
equipment. A nominal value of 16,384 bits/
sec is the most likely to be implemented.
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7.2.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The performance requirements to be used as study parameters have
been established during a meeting between NASA and the contractor at the
start of the study. The TRW Systems Group Report No. 20406-6004-RO-00, Study
of Follow-On Pioneer Missions to Jupiter (2), was offered as a guide in
establishing performance requirements and system parameters. A specific Jupiter
orbiter with encounters with three satellites (2.3 x 45.1 RJ orbit) was selected
as the mission to study in detail after completion of the worst-case parametric
analysis and the camera selection.
7.2.2.1 Imaging Requirements - Specific requirements for an imaging
experiment will vary substantially, depending on the actual objectives of the
investigation being conducted. However, certain imaging requirements, such as
the minimum desired resolution, the field of view, and the allowable smear,
can be anticipated for the purpose of performing this study.
The surface resolution for viewing Jupiter is on the order of 10 km
to 300 km. This fulfills the need for wide coverage over extended periods of
time to view dynamic processes, as well as nested pictures showing full-disk
coverage to close-ups at periapsis. A resolution of 200 km would require a
camera system with a format of 700 elements to obtain full-disk coverage.
In viewing the satellites of Jupiter, the requirements differ. Static
objects are to be observed at as high a resolution as possible. Surface
resolution better than 10 km is required for viewing the satellites and only
a narrow field of view is needed. Thus the desired field of view of the
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imaging experiments range from about 0.1 to 5 degrees.
7.2.2.2 Image Smear Constraint - When imaging from a spin-stabilized
spacecraft, the linear image motion caused by the spin rate generally predomin-
ates the other motions. The displacement of the image is linear as a function
of time for the short exposure time required. For a three-axis stabilized
system operating at longer exposures, random motion due to platform unsteadiness
is generally the dominant angular motion. Linear motion due to the rapid rota-
tional rate of Jupiter relative to the camera is also significant at lower
altitudes.
From earlier discussions, we recall that the transfer function for
linear motion is given by
sin(rA K)T(K) =m (7-1)
rA K
m
where A is the magnitude of uncompensated image motion in the image plane,m
and K is the spatial frequency. This function was shown in Figure 3-1.
The TRW report suggests 60% of a resolution element (pixel) as a
smear criterion. This is equivalent to a transfer function having a value
of 0.85. Other reports suggest a scene motion of one pixel, which corresponds'
to a transfer function value of 0.64. An attempt was made in Section 6 to
select a smear criterion based on the optimum exposure time required for each
sensor. On this basis, a response of 0.79 was obtained, corresponding to smear
of about 74% of a pixel.
In the worst-case parametric analysis, the degradation due to
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image motion is handled more meaningfully as a modulation transfer function.
It is combined with other transfer functions to form the available aerial
image modulation curve which establishes the system performance limits (see
Section 3.4).
7.2.2.3 Data Transmission Requirements 
- As stated, data rates for the
mission will range from 2048 to 83,220 bits/sec, with 16,384 bits/sec used
as the nominal rate for a framing camera at Jupiter. The telemetry rate impacts
sensor design through the video bandwidth, B. This is given by
b
B = r2g
where g is the digital encoding precision and br is the bit rate (bits/sec).
For a nominal 700-line picture with 6-bit encoding,about 3 x 106
bits of information must be transmitted. At the 16,384 bit/sec rate about
three minutes per picture are required for transmission to Earth. In order
to read out this quantity in real time, slow-scan techniques must be employed.
The resulting video bandwidth is about 1300 Hz, which will be used in the
subsequent parametric analysis for slow-scan operation.
For a selected digital encoding precision, it is desirable to
maintain a signal-to-noise ratio which is efficient to encode and at the same
time is not affected by the SNR of the encoder. In other words, if the SNR is
lower than the number of gray levels, the result is a waste of encoding precision.
However, if the SNR is greater than the number of gray levels, the encoding
steps cause discrete contrast levels to be seen in the picture, resulting in
"quantizing noise". Six-bit encoding has been used in this study as a compromise
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between these two conflicting criteria. This is equivalent to a dynamic range
of 64 gray levels.
7.2.3 PRACTICAL SYSTEM PARAMETERS
The practical limits for the optical system parameters are set by
the total image system weight constraint of 18 kg (40 lb). Since the mass of
the optical system varies roughly as the square of the aperture diameter, the
weight becomes substantial for apertures of 150 mm (six inches) or larger,
particularly as focal lengths increase. Estimated weights for typical
catadioptric systems,based on the density of quartz, are given in Table 7-1.(2)
Although aperture diameters of up to 150 mm appear to be reasonable,
a nominal diameter of 100 mm was selected for the worst-case parametric analysis.
A focal length of 400 mm was selected, giving a nominal f-number of 4.0. Any
aperture ratio between 2.0 and 8.0 could probably be used, depending on 
the
spacecraft spin rate.
TABLE 7-1
WEIGHT OF CATADIOPTRIC SYSTEMS
Focal Length Aperture Dia. f/# Weight
400 mm 100 mm 4.0 2.3 kg
150 2.6 5.4
200 2.0 9.5
600 mm 75 8.0 3.6
100 6.0 4.1
150 4.0 8.6
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7.2.4 OTHER REQUIREMENTS
The selection criteria for the best imaging systems must be based
on other requirements in addition to those discussed in this section. The
relative reliability and radiation resistance of the sensors must be considered.
The technological problem areas and possible additional equipment needs, such
as cooling apparatus, data storage equipment, and image motion compensation
devices, will also influence the selection process.
7.3 WORST-CASE PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
Models of the various sensors will be parametrically studied in this
section using worst-case conditions.. Because of the large number of parameters
involved, it has been necessary to select nominal values for several variables
to keep the study within reasonable bounds. For example, only a lens system
of 400-mm focal length with a 100-mm aperture diameter was studied, and
exposure times were limited to several reasonable values. Specific camera para-
meters such as the beam diameter and component MTFs were fixed. A beam
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diameter of approximately 20 microns was selected for most devices to achieve
performance results consistent with existing camera systems. The full visible
spectrum was used, 0.3 p to 0.95 p. Electrostatic focusing was assumed wherever
applicable. However, during the detailed analysis, electromagnetic focusing
and additional camera variables will be considered.
7.3.1 AERIAL IMAGE MODULATION CURVES
The available aerial image modulation curves in Figure 7-1 show
the effect of varying the spin rates at an exposure time of 0.0001 seconds
for both high and worst-case contrast ratios (1.3:1). An optical system with
a 400-mm focal length and an f/4 aperture ratio is used. The available aerial
image response is plotted versus spatial frequency, as well as versus angular
resolution.
As indicated in Equation (3-42), the available aerial image modula-
tion consists of the product of the modulation transfer functions of the lens
system, the linear motion due to spacecraft spin, and the scene modulation
(due.to the contrast). These combine to establish the performance limit
at which the camera system can operate. Note in Figure 7-1 that for a combination
of a 5 rpm spin rate, a contrast ratio of 1.3:1 and a resolution of 20 cycles/
mm, a maximum modulation of 0.094 is available. At 10 rpm, this modulation is
reduced to 0.025, representing a substantial reduction in potential performance.
The zero-rpm curve represents the maximum available aerial image modulation
that can be obtained at any spin rate if a perfect image motion compensation
system is employed.
Figure 7-2 shows a family of available aerial image modulation
curves for 0.0005 sec exposure time. The effect of increasing the image
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smear is apparent when the two graphs are compared. At 2 rpm, the response
at 20 cycles/mm has already dropped to 0.025. Operation of the camera system
at spin rates faster than 4 rpm without IMC would limit performance to 10
cycles/mm at this exposure.
Referring to the resolution relationships shown in Figure 3-5,
we can determine the actual ground resolution from the spatial frequency.
For example, at a spacecraft distance of 20 R , a spatial frequency of
10 cycles/mm (using a 400-mm focal length system) can be translated into a
ground resolution of 200 km/pixel.
7.3.2 CANDIDATE SENSOR AIM CURVES
Threshold modulation curves for the candidate sensors based on the
signal-to-noise ratio at the data link are given in Figures 7-3, 7-4, and
7-5 for different exposure times. Available aerial image modulation curves
are superimposed. The bandwidth of 1300 Hz corresponds closely to the
average data rate of 16,384 bits/sec. Actually, the data rate will range
from about 2,048 to 83,220 bps. In order to compare the candidate sensors
at the same bandwidth, it is necessary to cool the sensors indicated on
these figures by asterisks to temperatures ranging down to -600C. This
reduces the dark current of the targets sufficiently to operate these
devices at slow-scan rates. All of the sensors analyzed in this section employ
electrostatic focusing.
AIM curves for an exposure time of 0.0001 second are plotted in
Figure 7-3. At this low exposure level, sensors such as the silicon vidicon
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(SILV), slow-scan vidicon (SSV), charge-coupled device (CCD), and return beam
vidicon (RBV) are inadequate. They lack prestorage target gain, and con-
sequently the preamplifier noise, or beam shot noise in the case of the RBV,
dominates. Longer exposure times must be used. The SEC vidicon (SECV),
electrostatic storage camera (ESC), silicon dioxide vidicon (SDV), SIT vidicon
(SITV) and intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD), perform marginally at worst-
case conditions for this exposure. An exposure time of 0.0001 sec is not
adequate.
An exposure time of 0.0005 sec results in shifting the ESC, ICCD,
SDV, and SECV into the region where good performance can be obtained. This
is illustrated in Figure 7-4. However, resolution will be limited to about
10 cycles/mm at 4 rpm if image motion compensation is not used. At an
exposure time of 0.0005 sec, image motion compensation will have to be used
at the higher spin rates. With an ideal IMC system the region of possible
performance will be extended to the intersection of the camera threshold
modulation curves and M (K) for no spin.
Figure 7-5 shows threshold modulation curves for an exposure time
of 0.0025 second. This exposure time is impractical without a highly-
effective IMC system. At a 2-rpm spin rate the limiting resolution is already
degraded to about 4 cycles/mm because of excessive image smear. However,
the graph shows that the CCD, RBV and SILV do become feasible with an ideal
IMC system if sufficient exposure is provided.
Corresponding threshold modulation curves based on the signal-to-
noise ratio of the reconstructed image for 0.0005 second exposure time are
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given in Figure 7-6. Comparing these curves to Figure 7-4, we see that after
reconstruction the large-area signal-to-noise ratios have benefited from the
integration over many pixels. This improvement can be explained by examining
Equation (3-46). While the signal in a given reconstructed image area increases
by the ratio of areas Ak/Ab, the noise only increases by the square root of this
ratio. This results in better signal-to-noise ratios when Ak is greater than Ab.
7.3.3 SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO VERSUS RESOLUTION
Another meaningful method of stating performance of a camera system
is on the basis of signal-to-noise ratio versus spatial frequency. These
curves form a good basis for comparing the sensitivity and resolution of
various systems. The parameters used here correspond to the worst-case
viewing conditions at Jupiter. The signal-to-noise ratios at the data link
versus spatial frequency for exposure times of 0.0001 sec and 0.0005 sec
are shown in Figures 7-7 and 7-8 respectively. Only the fully image-motion-
compensated case (equivalent to zero-rpm spin rate) is shown.
At te = 0.0001 sec (Figure 7-7), the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
at the data link is about 6, at 10 cycles/mm for the ICCD. By increasing
the exposure time to 0.0005 sec (Figure 7-8) the SNR increases todata link
12 at the same frequency. If a higher signal-to-noise ratio is required
for an increased digitized bit rate/element, then these curves are helpful,
because they present the maximum SNRdata-link available.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the reconstructed image versus
resolution for the candidate systems is given in Figure 7-9 for an exposure
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time of 0.0005 second. A comparison of Figures 7-8 and 7-9 illustrates
the difference between the SNRdata-link and SNRreconstructed under identical
conditions.
7.3.4 RESOLVING POWER VERSUS EXPOSURE
In this section, resolving power characteristics of the candidate
sensors are presented as a function of exposure. The exposure Ex is the
product of the input irradiance at the photosurface, Fpc
, 
and the exposure
time t e. The resolving power (spatial frequency) is given in Figure 7-10
as a function of exposure as well as exposure time. Worst-case conditions
at Jupiter are used, assuming zero spin rate. The sensor curves represent
a constant data-link signal-to-noise ratio of 3 at a 1.3:1 contrast
ratio. Due to the 1300-Hz bandwidth, the usual sensors must be cooled for
slow-scan operation. Exposure times from 0.1 to 10 msec are used.
Since the basic SNR expressions necessary to obtain these curves
are transcendental equations, the method of preparing Figure 7-10 may be of
interest. Threshold modulation system curves, typified by Figures 7-11 and
7-12,were first established for different exposure times. The modulation
of 0.13, corresponding to a 1.3:1 contrast ratio, was then identified. The
spatial frequencies at the intersects of the threshold modulation curves and
the 0.13 response line (points A, B, and C) wer6 then used to construct
Figure 7-10.
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7.4 SELECTION OF CAMERA SYSTEMS FOR DETAILED STUDY
Based upon an overall assessment of the candidate camera systems,
applying the worst-case conditions for performance evaluation, and consid-
ering reliability, radiation, and other technological areas, several sensors
have been selected for additional analysis. The initial list of candidates
has been reduced to the SEC vidicon, the intensified charge-coupled device,
and the electrostatic storage camera.
Table 7-2 summarizes the selection factors used in determining the
best camera systems. Characteristics identified by a "Y" rating represent
desirable features, while a "N" rating indicates an undesirable feature.
Camera systems with several negative characteristics were rejected.
Characteristics that rate consideration for rejection are circled on the
summary chart.
Each of the initial list of candidate sensors will now be examined
and the reasons for acceptance or rejection will be clearly identified.
7.4.1 SEC VIDICON
The SEC vidicon has been selected for detailed study for the
following reasons:
* The SEC vidicon has a long-term integration capability
and can store an image for many hours. It is capable
of slow-scan operation at the slowest mission data rate.
As a consequence, the data-handling and communications
system can unload the data to Earth without an ancil-
lary storage system such as a tape recorder. The re-
sultant simplification of equipment will have a great
impact on reliability, weight, and payload considerations.
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TABLE 7-2
SUMMARY SENSOR SELECTION MATRIX
CHARACTERISTIC
z
HH 
.0
SENORSELECTION
SEC VIDICON Y Y Y Y N Y Y Y Yes
ESC Y Y Y Y Y N Y y Yes
ICCD N Y Y N N Y - Yes
CCD ® N N N N N Q - No
SIT VIDICON ® N Y Y Y Y Y - No
RBV ® N Y Y - No
CODE: Y .YES
N NO
- INSUFFICIENT DATAO CONSIDERATION FOR REJECTION
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a The SEC vidicon target gain is sufficient to make the
preamplifier noise negligible at the expected exposure
levels. Figure 7-4 illustrates the importance of target
gain on worst-case performance for a 0.5-msec exposure
time. Devices such as the SSV and SILV lack prestorage
gain: consequently,they cannot achieve low modulation
levels, such as in a quantum-noise-limited signal, due
to preamplifier noise. All of the devices with pre-
storage target gain are capable of operating very close
to the quantum noise limit. For this reason, the ISEC
offers no advantage, since the intensifier cannot further
improve the performance of a quantum-noise-limited system.
* The resolution capability of the SEC vidicon is accept-
able. A standard Westinghouse WL-30893 has an aperture
response of 20% at 16.4 ip/mm. The performance curves of
Section 7.3.2 show the worst-case resolution that can be
expected and relate it to the ground resolution for a
Jupiter mission.
* The target capacitance is low. It is only sufficient to
allow collection of several thousand photoelectrons per
picture element before a "full target" is obtained (about
4 x 109 electrons per cm2 for a standard target). Because
of the low capacitance, the SECV cannot be utilized for
large exposures and has limited low-contrast capability.
However, for the mission being studied at a modulation of
0.13 (equivalent to a 1.3:1 contrast ratio), a signal-to-noise
ratio of the reconstructed image of over 20 will be feasible at
10 ip/mm. This is illustrated in Figure 7-9.
* The SEC target does not require cooling, as the dark current
is negligible.
o The SEC is fully developed and space qualified. It has
been flown on many missions. A variety of configurations
is available. For instance, performance of the electro-
statically-focused version can be improved either by sub-
stituting electromagnetic focusing, by eliminating the collector
mesh or by other changes. However, each increase in perform-
ance would result in some other tradeoff.
* Electronic image motion compensation is possible because
the device contains an image section. Photoelectrons can
be deflected in the imaging region before they land on the
target to correct for linear motion during exposure.
Electronic zooming and shuttering are also feasible when
using other SEC vidicon configurations.
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7.4.2 ELECTROSTATIC STORAGE CAMERA
The electrostatic storage camera (ESC) has been selected for
further study. Although the ESC is presently being developed and is not yet
ready for space missions, its future potential for planetary exploration is
excellent because of its unique storage properties. The reasons for selecting
the ESC are given below:
* The ESC has a storage medium with a long integration
capability that can be scanned at the slowest mission
data transmission rate. The storage target does not
require cooling because of its negligible dark current.
Images can be stored for weeks if required before be-
ing transmitted to Earth.
* The electrostatic storage camera can provide its own
bulk storage in the form of a multifaceted storage drum.
A number of pictures (typically two to thirty frames,
16mm on a side) can be exposed, stored, and transmitted
at arbitrary times and data rates. This unique feature
allows multiple pictures to be taken of Jupiter satel-
lites during a single flyby, thereby providing extensive
photographic coverage. The ESC would transmit the
information at a convenient time after the sequence of
exposures were taken. Other framing cameras would
have to dump the data into a tape recorder or transmit
it to Earth before the next frame could be exposed.
* The high prestorage gain associated with the target
(adjustable from about 20 to 200) is sufficient to
override the readout noise at the low exposure
levels of interest. This results in quantum-noise-
limited camera operation over a wide dynamic range.
* The ESC has a high target capacitance that can be
adjusted during design to satisfy a particular ap-
plication. For target thicknesses of 2000 to 5000 .
the capacitance ranges from 1.5 x 10-8 to 5.4 x
10- 9 F/cm2 . Even at the lower capacitance value about
7 x 109 electrons per cm2 can be stored at a 5-volt
target potential, allowing.operation over a wide dynamic
range. In addition, an adequate target potential can
be achieved at lower exposures than with sensors having
lower target capacitance.
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The readout process is non-destructive. Repetitive
scans are possible because the ESC uses a high-velocity
read beam. The ESC essentially has a built-in data
compression capability in that a cursory examination
of pictures can be made at low resolution to identify
areas of interest. These portions can be re-scanned
at high resolution.
* The electrostatic storage camera is capable of high
electro-optical resolution over a large format. The
resolution can be improved by employing electromagnetic
focusing, a thin storage target, and a smaller spot
diameter. Although high performance is not required
for the Jupiter orbiter, these improvements enhance
the suitability of the ESC for other outer planet
missions.
o The electrostatic storage camera system design is
extremely flexible. The size of the image and storage
sections can be adjusted to accommodate varying format
requirements. Electromagnetic focusing can be provided
for improved resolution. Electronic shuttering is
possible, as well as electronic image motion compensation.
7.4.3 CHARGE-COUPLED IMAGERS.
Charge coupling is a significant new concept in imaging. Although
experimental devices are now quite crude and limited in format size, the
potential attributes of excellent performance at low power, low weight, and
good reliability are very appealing. Two devices in the sensor family
based on the charge-coupled principle have been examined. The basic charge-
coupled device is first considered as a frame imager, then the characteristics
of an intensified charge-coupled device are summarized.
7.4.3.1 Charge-Coupled Device 
- The charge-coupled device (CCD)
possesses many attractive characteristics. Despite the fact that
it employs a new concept, it is based on well-developed semiconductor
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technology. It has the attributes of silicon fabrication simplicity, high
reliability, low power,and intrinsic low-noise analog signal processing.
The extremely low-noise properties of the basic CCD impose demanding
requirements for on-chip amplifiers in order to realize the full benefits
of the technology. Using the best conventional preamplifiers, the thermal
noise generated is excessive. By integrating the amplifier, the shunt capaci-
tance can be reduced to approximately 0.2 pf. Novel amplification.schemes
should be possible which would take advantage of the low output capacitance
and reduce the amplifier noise.
The high quantum efficiency of the CCD coupled with the low-noise
properties of an on-chip amplifier provide excellent imaging 
results at
high video bandwidths. However, for slow-scan operation, clock-related
noise is excessive. Due to the presence of interface states within the
target, the minority carriers in each potential well are subject to random
capture and emission. This adds noise to the signal both during the
integration time and during the readout periods. When the signal bandwidth
and the clocking frequency are low, the readout interface
noise becomes dominant. The interstate noise decreases with increasing clock
frequency and with decreasing integration time.
Interface state trapping limits the performance of the basic CCD(
30)
at moderate and low frequencies. The amount df signal degradation can be
influenced by the device parameters, dimensions, and clocking waveforms.
Incomplete charge transfer due to interface state trapping can be reduced
by increasing clock voltages, increasing the signal charge, or using special
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"push" clocks to move the charge. Other CCD system approaches that utilize
single-line storage can be used to overcome the interface state trapping
limitation. For example, the CCD can be operated a line at a time by
transferring the first line into an auxiliary storage unit at a high clocking
frequency. The line in the auxiliary store can then be transmitted to Earth at
the desired low frequency before the second line is transferred. The process is
repeated until the entire frame is transmitted. This type of system will not be
analyzed in this study because of the relative superiority of the intensified
charge-coupled device.
There are several dark current sources associated with the CCDs:
the depletion region, neutral bulk silicon, and the oxide-silicon interface.
The dark current is typically several nanoamperes per square centimeter at
room temperature. This limits the integration period to less than a second.
If slow-scan operation is desired, cooling to about -600C is essential.
Because of the newness of the CCD technology, only a few devices
of limited size have been built. A useful device would consist of at least
500 x 500 elements, but a more suitable device might consist of 1000 x 1000
elements. This goal appears reasonable since 500-element buried channel
linear imaging devices have been constructed.
Figure 7-4 shows the threshold modulation curve for the CCD for 0.5-
millisecond exposure time. The readout interstate noise is responsible for
the moderate performance displayed. The basic CCD device has not been
selected for further study. In addition to its poor low-frequency performance,
the CCD lacks an image section. Consequently, mechanical IMC must be employed
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and some form of mechanical shuttering must be devised. An intensified
charge-coupled device overcomes these limitations.
7.4.3.2 Intensified Charge-Coupled Device - The intensified charge-
coupled device (ICCD) consists of a charge-coupled device preceded by a
photocathode and an electrostatically-focused image section. The high
prestorage target gain (2000) provides a quantum-noise-limited signal-
to-noise ratio at very low exposures. At an exposure time of 0.1 millisecond
(see Figure 7-p), the ICCD provides the best performance among all of the
imagers. This is due to the low-noise properties of the integrated 
amplifier.
The interstate noise is not a problem because of the high prestorage target
gain.
Unlike the CCD, image motion compensation can be applied
electronically. Electronic gating is also feasible. The ICCD requires
less mechanical equipment if the IMC and shuttering functions are performed
electronically. It operates well at low exposure levels. However, it will
be bulkier and heavier than the CCD. TheICCD has been selected for further
study.
7.4.4 SIT VIDICON
The SIT vidicon has not been selected for further study. The
primary reason for rejection is the need for cooling to achieve
slow-scan operation. The SIT vidicon would be an excellent choice for
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many alternative planetary missions, particularly where ancillary storage
equipment can be added because of reduced payload restrictions. Some of
the SIT vidicon characteristics are listed below:
* Based on sensitivity alone,the SIT vidicon is
superior to most camera systems. Its silicon
target has a prestorage gain of 2000,which is
considerably higher than other target types.
The significance of the high target gain is
that the preamplifier noise becomes negligible.
Consequently, a quantum-noise-limited signal-to-
noise ratio is achieved at lower exposure levels.
Figure 7-10,which shows resolving
power versus exposure, illustrates the superior
performance of the SIT vidicon at low exposures.
At longer exposures,the high gain of the SIT
vidicon does not offer as much of an advantage.
This is because the maximum signal-to-noise ratio
is determined by charge-storage considerations. If a
target can store a maximum of b electronic charges
per picture element because of its capacitance,
the maximum number of photoelectrons that can be
stored per picture element is b/Gt, where Gt is the
target gain. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio set
by charge storage considerations is:
SNR (charge storage) = (7-2)
t
At the higher exposure levels,SNR (charge storage)
imposes a limitation since it is
independent of exposure for a given target gain.
SIT vidicons have 20 to 25 times the gain of an SEC
tube, and their charge storage capacity is about 10
to 20 times greater. As a result,the maximum signal-
to-noise ratio set by charge storage considerations
is about the same for both tubes. The performance
of both tubes is quite similar at an exposure time of
0.0005 second, as shown in Figure 7-4.
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* The resolution capability of the SIT vidicon is
acceptable for this class of mission. Conven-
tional silicon targets have a diode center-to-
center spacing density of 72 per millimeter with
a response of 20% at 25.5 ip/mm when used in a
16mm tube. Special silicon targets have been used
in experimental tubes with spacing densities of
up to 130 diodes per millimeter. The results of
the parametric worst-case analysis (Figures 7-3 and
7-4) demonstrate adequate resolution.
* The slow-scan capability of the SIT tube is limited
by the dark current of the silicon diodes. At
room temperature the integration period must be
limited to less than a second. Consequently,
target cooling is required to read out directly
at the expected data rates. For scan periods on
the order of a few seconds, the target temperature
must be held at approximately -20
0C. Integration
times of several hours may be obtained by cooling
to -600C. Implementing thermal control, however,
can involve practical difficulties and the use of
considerable power. The tradeoffs involved in using
onboard storage at higher video bandwidths versus
slow-scan operation requiring cooling equipment would
have to be considered if an SIT vidicon were used.
It is of interest to calculate the limitation
imposed by the dark current in a cooled silicon
target. Consider a target at -40
0C,where the dark
current is 10-12 amperes per square millimeter. At
a resolution of 20 cycles/mm,the number of dark-
current electrons per picture element per second is
approximately 3900.
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The charge required for full target capacity for a
practical target swing of 5 volts and a target capa-
citance of 40 x 10-12 F/mm is
-12 F 1 240 x 10 -p- x ( mm) x 5v
m 40 (7-3)
Q =C*V = 1.6 x 10- 1 9 coulomb/electron
= 7.8 x 105 photoelectrons per picture element.
The time required to fill the target is:
time 7.8 x 105 photoelectrons 200 seconds
3.9 x 103 photoelectrons/sec
So the dark current of 10- 1 2 amperes per square centi-
meter at -400 C completely fills the target in 200
seconds. At the nominal data rate of 16,384 bits/sec,
about 184 seconds will be required to transmit the data
on a 700-x-700-element target. It is obvious that
either onboard storage or cooling to about -600C is
essential, since rates as low as 2048 bits/sec may be
used.
* The SIT vidicon is a relatively new device. So far a
variety of tubes have been developed and space-qualified
versions are available. High resolution, large image format,
and slow-scan configurations of the SIT vidicon must still
be developed.
7.4.5 SILICON VIDICON
The silicon vidicon tube will not be considered. It has little
to offer on a mission of this type that could not be handled better by the
SIT vidicon. It should be recalled that the SIT vidicon is actually a
silicon vidicon with an intensifier front end added. However, the silicon
vidicon does have better red response that the SIT vidicon.
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The silicon vidicon has limited sensitivity because it lacks
prestorage target gain. Thus,the preamplifier noise remains the dominant
noise term at the exposure levels encountered at Jupiter. Another dis-
advantage is the requirement to cool the silicon vidicon to -60
0C for
slow-scan operation, or,in lieu of cooling, the need for auxiliary storage
equipment. Finally,shielding would probably be required to prevent losses
in quantum efficiency and increased dark current due to the radiation
environment.
The performance levels that can be expected are best illustrated
in Figures 7-4 and 7-5. At a half-millisecond exposure, the SILV is not
sensitive enough. However, when the exposure is increased to 2.5 milliseconds
the SILV performs nicely, providing that image motion compensation limits the
smear. Its poor relative sensitivity is illustrated in Figure 7-10.
7.4.6 SLOW-SCAN VIDICON
The slow-scan vidicon has been rejected because of its low sen-
sitivity. Since there is no target gain mechanism in this tube, the ampli-
fier noise prevents its use at the expected exposure levels. The vidicon
generally requires longer exposure times which cannot be used in this appli-
cation due to the associated image smear.
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A slow-scan vidicon utilizing an ASOS photoconductor with a
peak quantum efficiency of 47% illustrates the lack of sensitivity.
Figure 7-5 shows the threshold modulation curve at 2.5 milliseconds exposure
time. Low-contrast images would have an SNR of less than three at the data
link. The ASOS photoconductor also has the disadvantage of requiring
cooling to limit the dark current and allow slow-scan operation.
The selenium vidicon, used in the Mariner series of space probes,
offers good resolution and excellent slow-scan characteristics without
cooling. The dark current is negligible. Unfortunately the sensitivity
is also low, although high quantum efficiencies can be obtained.
7.4.7 SILICON DIOXIDE VIDICON
The silicon dioxide vidicon (SDV) has not been selected. Although
the predicted performance of the SDV is excellent, the device must still be
developed. Other candidates requiring development effort such as the
electrostatic storage camera and intensified charge-coupled device offer
greater advantages and have therefore been selected instead of the SDV.
The ESC offers multiple-frame storage instead of a single picture, whereas
the ICCD is smaller, weighs less, and consumes less power than the SDV.
The silicon dioxide vidicon has a storage medium with a long inte-
gration capability that can be scanned at the slowest mission data rates.
The storage target does not require cooling as the dark current is negligible.
In addition, the SDV has a high-capacitance target.
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The SDV has the same configuration as the SEC vidicon, with the
exception of the target. The high prestorage gain 
associated with the
target is sufficient to override the preamplifier noise 
and results in a
quantum-noise-limited SNR over a wide dynamic range. Figures 7-3 
, 7-4,
and 7-10 demonstrate the predicted performance levels and resolution.
7.4.8 RETURN BEAM VIDICON
The return beam vidicon (RBV) has not been selected. It lacks
sufficient sensitivity and requires cooling to achieve slow-scan operation
at the specified rates. The factors supporting this decision are summarized
below.
" The return beam vidicon has only moderate sensitivity.
The absence of prestorage gain in the target makes it
impossible to achieve a quantum-noise-limited signal
due to the beam shot noise associated with the return
beam. The performance of the RBV at low contrast is
inadequate at 0.5-millisecond exposure time, however,
at 2.5 milliseconds the signal-to-noise ratio im-
proves substantially. See Figure 7-4 and 7-5 for
performance comparisons.
* The dark current of the photoconductor used in the
RBV requires cooling to about -400C to be compatible
with the required slow-scan operation. Thermal
control would be essential. The alternative use of
shortintegration times with an auxiliary storage
unit is undesirable from weight and reliability
considerations.
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* Because of the lack of an image section, electronic
image motion compensation cannot be applied. Mechanical
IMC must be used in addition to a mechanical shutter.
* The primary advantage of the return beam vidicon is its
high resolution. It has an aperture response of 20%
at 59 ip/mm. The RBV is a fully developed tube available
in sizes up to 4-1/2 inches in diameter. It is space
qualified and has flown on space missions.
7.5 CONCLUSION
The basic objective of this task was to select the most promising
frame image systems based on a worst case parametric analysis. The SEC
vidicon, the electrostatic storage camera, and the intensified charge-coupled
device were found to be the best systems for the class of mission being
studied. These three systems will now be analyzed for the specified
Jupiter orbiter.
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SECTION VIII
ANALYSIS FOR SPECIFIED JUPITER ORBITER MISSION
USING SELECTED CAMERA SYSTEMS
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of this section is to determine the performance of
the selected sensors for a specific Jupiter orbiter mission.
Performance curves are presented for the SEC vidicon, the electro-
static storage camera, and the intensified charge-coupled device for the
specified Jupiter orbit including satellite encounters. Both electrostatically-
focused and high performance, electromagnetically-focused configurations are
analyzed.
The suitability of the selected sensors for other outer planet
missions is discussed. Performance curves are given at Saturn and Uranus.
Conclusions are then presented indicating the best systems for outer planet
missions.
8.2 DISCUSSION
8.2.1 SPECIFIED JUPITER ORBITER MISSION
The mission selected by NASA for study by the contractor consists of
a Jupiter orbiter which repeatedly encounters three satellites (3 1 ) . The
selected 1976 orbit is equatorial with a 2.29 RJ periapsis, a 45.13 Rj apoapsis
and a period of 14.22 days. From an interaction region orbit (2.29 x 100 R J),
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the spacecraft is deboosted into the 2.29 X 45.13 Rj orbit, where close
encounters with the satellites occur for about three to five orbits.
Figure 8-1 shows the three-satellite encounter geometry of the
Jupiter orbit. Three of the four Galilian satellites, Io, Europa, and
Ganymede, are nearly commensurate (i.e., their orbital periods are near-
multiples of each other). Syzygy occurs about every 7 days; however, the
alignment drifts about 5.20 in a retrograde direction between one alignment
and the next. The planned orbit therefore results in several encounters
with the three satellites.
The characteristics of the encounter with Jupiter and the satellites
are shown in Figure 8-2, where the distance from the center of Jupiter is plotted
versus the phase angle. These characteristics will be used in determining the
performance of the selected camera systems.
The following frame imagers will be examined for the specified
Jupiter orbiter mission:
SEC Vidicon
Intensified Charge-Coupled Imager
Electrostatic Storage Camera
Performance curves will be given for both electrostatically- and
electromagnetically-focused configurations for all three devices.
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8.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The analytical SNR models for the selected sensors have been used
to prepare the performance curves for the Jupiter orbiter mission. As in the
previous worst-case parametric analysis, it has been necessary to limit the
number of variables and parameters involved to keep the analysis within
reasonable bounds. In particular, specific camera parameters were fixed to
reasonable values. Nominal values were selected for other system parameters.
For example, a video bandwidth of 1300 Hz (corresponding to a 16,384-BPS data
rate) was selected. Performance curves are based on a constant signal-to-noise
ratio of 10 for the reconstructed image. In cases where image motion compensation
(IMC) is used, a 90%-effective system is assumed. Spectral filtering is not
included in the analysis.
8.3.1 EFFECT OF IMC ON PERFORMANCE
The effect of image motion compensation on performance is illustrated
for the SEC vidicon in Figure 8-3. Modulation curves are given showing the
contrast ratio versus resolution as a function of spin rate for cases both
without and with 90%-effective IMC. Note that all of the modulation curves
in this section are plotted using the scene modulation (and contrast ratio) as
the ordinate as described in Paragraph 3.4.1.
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The need for image motion compensation has been established in
Section 6. Consequently, all subsequent performance curves will be based
on a 90%-effective IMC system. That is, only 10% of the image displacement
relative to the sensor's faceplate that would result without IMC remains after
IMC is applied. As an example, with 90%-effective IMC the performance at 10 rpm
is identical to that at 1 rpm for the uncompensated case.
8.3.2 EFFECT OF VARYING PHASE ANGLE
The effect of varying phase angle on performance is shown for the
SEC vidicon in Figure 8-4. Modulation curves giving the response (contrast
ratio) as a function of angular resolution are shown at various phase angles
and spin rates. For a constant angular resolution, we can see how the ability
of the system to perform drops off at low contrast.
Angular resolution can be expressed as ground resolution by applying
the 1976 encounter characteristics for Jupiter (Figure 8-2). This figure shows
the distance from the center of the planet in units of Jupiter radii as a
function of solar phase angle. The ground resolution for several spacecraft
locations characterized by this orbit are tabulated in Figure 8-4 for an
angular resolution of 125 pradian/pixel.
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8.3.3 EFFECT OF VARYING OPTICAL PARAMETERS
In the preceding analyses a nominal optical aperture of 
100-mm
diameter was assumed. Because of weight considerations, an 
aperture diameter
of 150 mm was selected for the upper limit. In Figure 8-5, 
the performance of
the SEC vidicon is shown as a function of optical aperture diameter covering
the range of interest. As expected, the performance improves with larger
aperture size because the light-gathering ability 
of the optical system increases
by the square of the diameter (assuming a fixed focal length).
The effect of varying focal length is illustrated for the SEC 
vidicon
in Figure 8-6, where the modulation (or contrast ratio) is given as a
function of angular resolution. In the preceding analyses a nominal 
focal
length of 400 mm was assumed. In this figure, the performance 
is given for
focal lengths ranging from 200 mm to 1000 mm. The improvement in angular
resolution at longer focal lengths is primarily due to the improved MTF 
of
the image sensor at lower spatial frequencies. Figure 8-7 illustrates the
field of view obtained versus focal length for several photocathode format
sizes. A camera system with a 400-mm focal length has a field of view of
approximately 28 milliradians for an 11.3 x 11.3 mm format. 
The distance
required for a full-disc view of Jupiter and its satellites 
has been plotted
as a function of focal length. Full-disc coverage of Jupiter occurs at about
70 Rj with a 400 mm focal length optical system.
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8.3.4 PERFORMANCE AT JUPITER AND ITS SATELLITES
Performance curves are presented in this section for the selected
camera systems at Jupiter and the Galilian satellites. The analysis is
later extended to Saturn and Uranus to show the applicability of the systems
to other outer planet missions.
Modulation curves for two versions of the SEC vidicon are shown in
Figure 8-8. Performance curves are presented for the standard SEC vidicon
with electrostatic focusing and also for a high-performance SEC vidicon with
electromagnetic focusing and without a suppressor mesh. The suppressor mesh
is a necessary component to prevent destruction of the SEC target when operating
in a continuous mode. However, by operating the tube sequentially and keeping
the scanning beam off when the photocathode is being exposed, the suppressor
mesh can be eliminated. In Figure 8-8, the contrast ratio (and relative
response) is plotted as a function of angular resolution for the various
celestial bodies. Curves are plotted for a nominal spin rate of 5 rpm assuming
a zero-degree phase angle, 90%-effective IMC, an exposure time of 0.0005 sec.,
an f/4 lens with a 400-mm focal length, a bandwidth of 1300 Hz and a constant
SNR of 10 based on the reconstructed image. For a contrast ratio of 1.3:1
the electrostatically focused version of the SEC vidicon is shown to resolve
about 68 pradian/pixel at Jupiter. The electromagnetically-focused SEC vidicon
configuration without suppressor mesh will resolve about 50 pradian/pixel
under identical conditions.
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Note that the performance curves in Figure 8-8 can be modified
for other values of constant SNR if desired. For example, if threshold
modulation curves are desired for a SNR of 3, simply multiply the relative
response curve by the ratio of the two SNRs (0.3).
Similar modulation curves for the electrostatic storage camera
are shown in Figure 8-9. Both an electrostatically-focused configuration and
a high-performance electromagnetically-focused version with a 10 p diameter
read beam are analyzed. For a contrast ratio of 1.3:1 the resolution at
Jupiter is 54 pradian/pixel and 41 pradian/pixel for the electrostatically-
and electromagnetically-focused versions respectively.
Figure 8-10 shows modulation curves under identical conditions
for the intensified charge-coupled device with both types of focusing. A
resolution of 62 pradian is obtained at Jupiter for a contrast ratio of 1.3:1
using electrostatic focusing. Electromagnetic focusing improves the performance
and results in a resolution of 45 pradian/pixel.
It is interesting to note that, in these applications, performance is
generally limited by system parameters external to the sensor, and therefore
operation is limited to a narrow performance range. Factors such as the
uncompensated image smear, the short exposure time, and the image contrast
limit the performance of the sensors. A comparison of Figures 8-8 through
8-10 shows that the performance of the ICCD and ESC are quite similar. The
SEC vidicon does not perform as well as the other two, although its
performance is adequate for the mission being considered.
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8.3.4.1 Satellite Encounters 
- Encounters with Jupiter's major
satellites 
- Io, Ganymede, and Europa 
- have been considered, and camera performance
at Callisto was also analyzed. Performance curves for the selected sensors
at these satellites are shown in Figures 8-8 through 8-10. As we would
expect, the performance at the satellites is quite similar to that at Jupiter.
Differences are mainly the result of the different satellite albedos.
An important consideration in photographing the satellites of Jupiter
is the amount of time available to take pictures due to the encounter
trajectories involved. Let us look, for example, at the encounter with the
satellite Io during the spacecraft's second orbit of Jupiter (after the
phasing orbits). The spacecraft would be within 1.8 RJ of Io, the closest
distance at which full-disk pictures .can be obtained, for about 4 hours.
Conditions satisfactory for photography (when the phase angle is less than
600) would last for about 2 hours. During this period, all three of the
selected camera systems are capable of satisfactorily photographing the
satellites and producing a number of pictures. Approximately 30 to 40
photographs could be taken, assuming a 700 line x 700 pixel format and a
16 ,3 84-bit/sec telemetry rate.
When multispectral photographs of the satellite surface are to be
taken, the ESC offers an advantage. Because of its unique bulk storage
capability, it can expose a sequence of pictures in rapid succession, each
at a different spectral band, and transmit them back to Earth afterwards.
Contiguous ground coverage over several spectral bands can be achieved in
this manner over a wide resolution range from close-up shots to full-disc
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photographs. The ICCD and SEC vidicon, which must transmit each picture
before another can be taken, would require a tape recorder to obtain similar
coverage over several different spectral bands.
8.3.5 RESOLVING POWER VERSUS EXPOSURE
Performance curves are presented in Figure 8-11 showing resolution
as a function of exposure time at Jupiter. Curves for the three selected
camera systems are given for comparison. Electromagnetically-focused cameras
are included. Currently-available IMC subsystems which provide compensation
for ninety percent of the motion due to the spacecraft spin are used in Figure
8-11a. We see that as the exposure time is increased, each sensor reaches a
point of maximum performance. The resolution then begins to drop off as 
the
smear due to image motion becomes excessive. Both the ICCD and ESC perform
better than the SEC vidicon. IMC systems can probably be developed for this
(28)
mission which would compensate for up to 99% of the relative motion
(2 8 ) . For
comparative purposes, Figure 8-11b shows the ideal, 100%-effective IMC case.
8.3.6 CAMERA PERFORMANCE VERSUS ORBITAL TIME BEFORE PERIAPSIS
Figure 8-12 shows the performance which may be achieved using
systems designed around the selected sensors. Resolution is given in terms of
the maximum ground resolution, assuming a contrast ratio of 1.3:1 at an SNR
of ten. The resolution is shown as a function of approach time and phase
angle, with the optical axis pointed toward the planet's center.
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8.4 OTHER OUTER PLANET MISSIONS
8.4.1 SATURN AND URANUS
Although the scope of this analysis addresses a specific Jupiter
orbiter mission, the suitability of the selected sensors for other outer planet
missions is also an important consideration. Performance curves presented in
Figures 8-8 through 8-10 include the planets Saturn and Uranus to illustrate
the feasibility of using the selected sensors without changing the basic design.
The analysis is applicable to both flyby and orbiter missions.
The planet Saturn is 9.54 AU from the sun and has an albedo of
about 0.61. Compared to Jupiter, Saturn reflects approximately a third as much
light. Even under these reduced lighting conditions, the performance of all
the cameras is still adequate. Using the SEC vidicon with electrostatic
focusing as a example (see Figure 8-8), a resolution of 90 Iradian/pixel
is obtainable at a 1.3:1 contrast ratio. The other sensor configurations
have better performance.
Uranus is twice as far from the sun as Saturn at a mean distance
of 19.2 AU. Therefore, since its albedo is 0.42, or approximately the same as
Jupiter, the planet reflects only about 7% as much light. Referring to the
SEC vidicon with electrostatic focusing operating under the conditions of
Figure 8-8, the low-contrast performance drops off rapidly. A scene contrast
ratio of 4:1 (as compared to 1.3:1 at Saturn) is required to resolve
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90 pradian/pixel at an SNR of 10. Performance can be improved by increasing
the exposure time to 1 millisecond, however, performance then decreases
sharply because of image smear. The largest diameter optics.that 
are
practical within the mission weight constraints are prefered 
at Uranus to
maximize the illumination at the image plane of the camera.
It is doubtful that pictures will be transmitted from Uranus using
the same telemetry support equipment as the Jupiter mission. Even at X-band
frequencies, with the inherent increase in communication-link gain, 
slower
data-transmission rates will probably be required, depending on the trans-
mitter power. However, the performance curves for Uranus are calculated using
a video bandwidth of 1300 Hz to allow comparison with the performance at other
planets.
8.4.2 BEYOND URANUS
Neptune and Pluto orbit beyond Uranus at mean distances of 30.1
and 39.4 AU respectively. The light reflected from Neptune is only 2.5% of
that reflected from Jupiter, while that from Pluto is only about 0.005% as
much. Communication distances are approximately 5.8 and 7.6 times longer
than for Jupiter. It is apparent that missions to these planets will impose
much more stringent demands on the camera and communications system than the
Jupiter orbiter.
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For these planets, camera systems with high quantum efficiency
and high inherent target gain must be used to compensate for the limited
illumination. This is essential because the maximum exposure time is
limited by the image motion. By modifying camera parameters, both the
electrostatic storage camera and the ICCD can probably produce modest results
at Neptune. Obtaining good pictures of Pluto from a spinning spacecraft
will be difficult, as much longer exposure times will be required.
Because of the vast distances and long data transmission time
involved, the need for auxiliary storage increases as missions extend to the
outermost planets. Camera systems with tape recorders, or imagers such as the
ESC with integral bulk storage, become essential if a significant number of
pictures are to be obtained.
8.4.3 FLYBY MISSIONS
Many other outer planet missions will be of the "flyby" type
rather than planetary orbiters. These missions take advantage of favorable
planetary alignments by using the gravity-assist flyby technique to explore
two or more planets. For example, the Mariner Jupiter/Saturn Mission
scheduled for 1977 uses this technique. The Pioneer type spin-stabilized
spacecraft will also eventually be used for flyby missions to several
planets. Undoubtedly, the same limited data transmission and storage
capabilities of the Pioneer spacecraft that apply for the Jupiter orbiter
will also impose limitations on the two-planet flybys. As communications
distances lengthen and the available illumination at the distant planets
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decreases, data storage and transmission limitations become more important.
An auxiliary storage system becomes a necessity in order to insure
sufficient data return.
Of all of the camera systems studied, only the electrostatic camera
system contains a built-in storage capability to store more than one picture.
It is capable of taking at least 30 pictures during a planetary flyby and then trans-
mitting the sequence of pictures to Earth after the encounter. At the
outer planets, other camera systems such as the SEC vidicon and ICCD would
require an auxiliary storage system to achieve the same picture-gathering
capability.
8.5 CONCLUSIONS
The three selected camera systems all perform satisfactorily when
applied to the 2.29 x 45.1 Rj Jupiter orbiter mission. Ground resolution
of less than 10 km can be achieved at Jupiter near periapsis for the conditions
selected.
When photographing the satellites of Jupiter, the three selected
camera systems all perform satisfactorily. If multispectral pictures are to
be taken with filters over several color bands, the ESC offers an advantage
because of its multiframe storage capability.
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The selected cameras appear suitable for missions to Saturn and
Uranus without any major design changes. The low-contrast capability of the
sensors begins to deteriorate when missions to Uranus are considered, more
so with the SEC vidicon than the others.
Performance appears to be limited more by other system parameters
than the sensors, particularly for the high-performance electromagnetic
configurations. If the camera parameters were not dominated by factors such
as image smear, even higher-performance versions could be constructed. However,
the need for such systems is not required for the Jupiter orbiter mission.
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SECTION IX
DESIGN STUDY AND TECHNOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
9.1 SUMMARY
This task presents the preliminary design configurations for each
of the three imaging systems chosen in Section 7. These systems are the SEC
Vidicon Camera, the Electrostatic Storage Camera, and the Intensified Charge-
Coupled Device. Sketches of each system are given with estimated dimensions.
A functional block diagram of each system has also been prepared showing the
interrelationship between the various parts. The weight and power require-
ments of each system are then presented as a function of the different per-
formance options available for each system.
Specific equipment such as lenses, mechanical image motion compen-
sation, heating and cooling equipment, and data storage equipment will not be
specified due to the large number of choices available and the resulting
changes in weight and power requirements. However, representative nominal
weights and power consumption will be used to illustrate trade-off options
and to calculate the total weight and power consumption of the camera system.
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9.2 PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
This section will investigate the necessary equipment other than
the imaging sensor and electronics. This includes optics, shutter, filter
wheel, image motion compensation, thermal control,and data storage. Each of
these items will be investigated to determine possible options and nominal
weight, power and volume requirements.
9.2.1 OPTICS
The aperture diameter and focal length of the lens system are con-
strained by the field of view, the resolution desired, and the weight limitation.
For the sensors and orbits being considered in the study, maximum and minimum
sizes of the optics are given below:
Aperture Diameter Focal Length
Maximum: 150 mm 600 mm
Minimum: 100 mm 200 mm
These systems are both capable of giving diffraction-limited
resolution over the proper field of view.
Weights and volumes for the optics can be found from studies done by
Slater and Johnson(2 9)and Bashe and Kennedy (3 2 ) . Slater and Johnson studied the
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weights of a variety of space optical systems as a function of the col-
lecting aperture diameter. With 21 datum points, the dependence was
approximated by
M = 168 D 2 (9-1)
c c
where M is the mass of the optical system in kilograms, and D is the
c c
diameter of the collecting optics in meters.
This data can be verified by comparing it to that obtained by
Bashe and Kennedy. Since this latter study is not confined to space-qualified
optical systems, the weights are slightly higher than those found in the
former study. The weights as a function of aperture size are given below.
Bashe and Kennedy Slater and Johnson
Refractive Catadioptric (all types)
150 mm aperture 7.0 kg. 4.5 kg 3.8 kg
100 mm aperture 2.0 kg 1.5 kg 1.7 kg
Other date for optical system weights based on unknown sources
have been used in reference 2. A portion of that table has been reproduced
below for systems with 0.61-m (24-inch) focal lengths. (See Table 7-1 also)
150-mm aperture (catadioptric): 8.6 kg
100-mm aperture (catadioptric): 4.1 kg
These seem somewhat high compared to the system values found
in Slater and Johnson. In the following analysis, the data of Slater 
and Johnson
will be used.
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The volume of the optics can be approximated by a right circular
cylinder of diameter 1.1 Ds and length 1.1 F, where Ds is the collecting lens
diameter, and F is the focal length. The equation for the volume of the cy-
linder is then
Volume = 1.05 Ds F (9-2)
which yields the following volumes:
Aperture Focal Length Volume
150 mm 600 mm 0.014 m3
100 mm 200 mm 0.002 m3
9.2.2 SHUTTER AND FILTER WHEEL
Two types of shuttering will be investigated here. The first is
conventional mechanical shuttering and the second is electronic shuttering
within the sensor itself.
There are two basic types of mechanical shutters: leaf and focal
plane. Both have been used in space missions, the main difference being
that the focal plane shutter can achieve shorter exposure times, with a
minimum of about one millisecond. A shutter of this type was used on the
Mariner 6 and 7 narrow-angle TV camera. It weighed 140 grams, was 89 mm in
diameter and 28 mm thick.(33)
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The main disadvantage of mechanical shuttering isthat, due to
the rotational speed of the spacecraft, very short exposure 
times are
needed to avoid halation and smear. Minimum exposure times 
of 0.1 millisecond
are needed for fast rotation speeds if the pictures are to 
be smear-free,
because even the image motion compensation systems are only 90% to
95% effective.
Electronic shuttering, or gating, has been demonstrated with
electrostatic-focus SEC tubes.
(3 4 ) A grid is installed ahead of the target in
the image section of the tube. A small (15 - 20 volt) negative swing on
this grid is sufficient to cut off the arriving photoelectrons 
from the
photocathode. Gating speeds much faster than the 
one-millisecond limit
for mechanical shutters can be attained using relatively simple circuitry.
In addition, the gating mesh can be put into any sensor utilizing 
an intensi-
fier, such as the ICCD or the ESC or the SEC vidicon,with 
very little loss of MTF.
Unfortunately, the electronic gating has two main disadvantages.
First, it is impossible to stop all of the arriving photoelectrons, 
since
the spaces in the gating mesh need to be big enough to cause 
very little
transmission loss when the shutter is open. Consequently, the maximum
attenuation possible with the electronic gating is on the order 
of
104 (35) This could cause ghosting or smear with bright targets. The second
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disadvantage is that the gating mesh has its own electric field when it is on,
and hence could be a possible cause of distortion. At present, no SEC tubes
with a gating electrode and magnetic lens have been made and tested, so
further investigation is needed to realize the full value of electronic
gating.
In summary, electronic shuttering development should be accelerated
if the short exposure time necessary for the Jupiter orbiter mission is to
be achieved. The fastest mechanical shutters still provide about twice the
desired exposure. Perhaps a hybrid scheme would eliminate most of the
ghosting while still allowing fast exposure times. Another all-electronic
method might involve reducing the intensifier voltage between exposures.
A filter wheel is often included with a shutter for making color
composites or multispectral pictures. It consists of a stepping motor and a
wheel with several openings covered with glass color filters large enough to
clear the light path from the lens to the sensor. The proper filter is
stepped into position immediately before the exposure. The total weight of
the filter wheel and stepping solenoid is about 100 grams.
Electrical power requirements for small accessories such as the
shutter and filter wheel are estimated to be 0.1 watt each.
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9.2.3 IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION
Section 6 demonstrated that image motion compensation is necessary
perpendicular to the spacecraft axis of rotation. The other components 
of
image motion (e.g., due to the platform unsteadiness and the rotation of
the planet) were shown to be negligible.
There are two separate aspects of the IMC problem. First, a device
is needed to sense the rotational speed of the spacecraft. Second, another
device is needed to translate the data from the IMC sensor into the proper
amount of compensation and to apply that compensation to the image tube.
As mentioned in Section 6, the image motion sensor could be eliminated
by preprogramming the correction into the image tube. For an orbiter close to
the surface of the planet, where ground speed would also be a factor, a standard
V/H sensor could be used. For the 2.29 x 45.13 R orbit, however, the image
tube could also be used in a star-tracker mode to sense the rotation speed.
The IMC could be applied to the image tube by means of a rotating
or oscillating mirror, or in the case of a tube with an image intensifier
section it could be applied electronically. Other methods involving rotating
lenses and prisms (3 6 ) may offer significant savings in weight, power, and
volume, but are not yet part of the state of the art. Design formulas for
oscillating scanning mirrors are given in references 25 and 28. Multifaceted
mirrors are unnecessary due to the slow rotation speed and are much too heavy.
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Representative values of the mass, power,and volume required for an
oscillating mirror have been calculated from these formulas as a function
of aperture diameter.
Oscillating Mirror Only
Mass Power Volume
-4 3
100 mm aperture .69 kg 3.4 watts 5.7 x 10 m
-3 3
150 mm aperture 2.3 kg 25.9 watts 1.9 x 10 m
Klopp et al summarize weight and power data for several space-qualified
IMC assemblies. They estimate that a complete single-direction mechanical IMC
3
system with nodding mirror and V/H sensor should weigh 6.8 kg, occupy 0.013 m
and consume 15 watts of power.
Since all of the sensors under consideration have an image section,
fully electronic IMC may represent a feasible alternative. In this method,
an electromagnetic deflection yoke or electrostatic deflection plates are
mounted on the image section of the tube and are used to deflect the image in
the proper direction as the spacecraft rotates. This system would utilize
an angular velocity sensor, suitable electronics, and, in the electrostatic
case, a modified image section.
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Advantages of this system include fewer mechanical parts, simplified
camera construction and alignment, and a much wider range of scanning 
speeds.
Weight and power requirements should be much less than for the mechanical 
IMC,
especially for large-diameter collecting optics.
The primary disadvantage of the electronic IMC is the lack of
space-qualified systems, although similar systems have been used in
aircraft camera systems. However, the electronic IMC has greater mechanical
simplicity,along with savings in power, weight and volume over mechanical
IMC. For this reason the electronic IMC is the best choice, in spite of
the extra development needed. For this report, the weight, power and volume
of an electronic IMC system in a star-tracker mode or using a V/H sensor are
estimated to be 2 kg, 6 watts, and 0.05 m3
9.2.4 THERMAL CONTROL
The ICCD camera has one significant drawback for the outer planet
missions. Due to the slow data transmission rates and the relatively high
dark current of the silicon, either the ICCD will have to be cooled to
approximately -600C,or else a tape recorder will have to 
be included in
the system. This section will examine the weight and power impact of the
thermal control.
Several different types of cooling apparatus are available, but few
can be efficiently used to achieve such low temperatures. Thermoelectric
cooling is feasible, but may require several stages. Other solutions utilize
active fluid loops such as heat pipes or pumped,closed-loop systems.
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A radiative cooler design proposed for Nimbus uses a radiative
horn weighing one-half pound to dissipate 20 milliwatts. The horn size of
6 inches on a side gives a radiator area of 5 square meters per watt to cool
to 1350K. For a radiative cooler capable of dissipating 300 mW, the Nimbus figures
can be scaled up to:
Weight 3.4 kg
Volume 0.05 m3
However, due to the spinning spacecraft, cooling efficiencies may befurther
reduced, since the radiator will be exposed to the sun during part of each
revolution.
Reference 28 gives a table of IR Detector Cooling Scaling Coeffi-
cients for pumped, closed-loop coolers. By increasing the detector
temperature from 80 K to 160 K, the scaling coefficients for 300 mW of sensor
power dissipation become:
Electrical Power Consumption 10 watts
Weight 0.7 kg
Volume 0.007 m3
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Klopp et al give an approximate sensor power dissipation of 500 As milliwatts
2
where A is the area of the sensor in m . For a CCD one inch on a side, 
the
power is 323 mW, which agrees with the values for the above 
tables. The power
consumption and weight given in the table will be used for 
the cooler
parameters in the trade offs.
The main problem with both the radiative horn and the closed-cycle
systems is that they are still not part of the state 
of the art and need more
development, although the radiative cooler seems to have more potential 
for
the Jupiter orbiter mission. Due to the long distance from the sun, any
effects of spacecraft rotation on the radiator efficiency will be minimized.
The closed-loop system would have a much lower reliability than the radiator
due to the presence of moving parts alone.
9.2.5 DATA STORAGE
The alternative to using a cooler for the ICCD is an onboard data
storage medium capable of holding at least one frame of information. Since
the ICCD would have at least 500 resolution elements on a side, the data
storage must be able to handle about 300,000 pixels x 6 bits/pixel, or about
2 megabits of information per frame. This could be accomplished with 
a MOS
read-write memory or a tape recorder.
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The present state of the art in semiconductor memories corresponds
to 4096 bits per chip, with each chip requiring about 400 mW To store one
frame, however, 488 chips would be required, which would consume almost 200 watts
of power - far too much.
A study of tape recorders(2), however, shows that several flight-
qualified recorders are available with capacities as large as 108 bits. The
-3 3
weight of these recorders is about 4.5 kg, the volume is about 9.8 x 10 m3 ,
and the total power requirement is about 10 watts. This is certainly the
better data storage option.
9.3 BASIC SENSOR PARAMETERS
9.3.1 ELECTROSTATIC CAMERA SYSTEM (3 8 )
The basic camera tube for the Jupiter orbiter framing camera would
utilize a multifaceted drum as the storage medium. Up to 30 frames 16 mm on a
side could be stored at one time, and the time between exposures would be
limited only be the stepping time of the target. A diagram of the ESC tube is
shown in Figure 9-1, a possible camera packaging configuration is shown in
Figure 9-2, and a block diagram of the system is shown in Figure 9-3.
System performance can be changed by substituting an electromagnetic-
focus image section for the electrostatic one shown in Figure 9-1. This
results in a weight and power decrease, which is shown in Table 9-1 along with
the decrease in MTF. Both the electromagnetic- and electrostatic-focusing
configurations are currently available technologies. An alternative which
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TABLE 9-1
30 - FRAME ELECTROSTATIC CAMERA PARAMETERS
Electromagnetic Focus
Electrostatic
Parameter Focus Aluminum Coil Permanent Magnet
Weight:
Camera Head 7.2 kg 8.4 kg 8.4 Kg
Cables & Electronics 3.0 kg 3.6 kg 3.0 kg
10.2 kg 12.0 kg 11.4 kg
Power:
Average* 18.6 watts 20.0 watts 18.5 watts
Peak 22.8 watts 34.6 watts 21.8 watts
Advantages: Sensor MTF Sensor MTF 20% at 68 ip/mm
20% at
30 ip/mm.
*10% duty cycle of the image section
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would decrease the weight and the power consumption of the electromagnetically-
focused design but still retain the high MTF would be a permanent-magnet
focusing section.
CBS Laboratories has constructed a permanent-magnet focusing module
(39 )
that provides the proper field, yet uses no power. The weight and volume are
less than that of an aluminum-wire coil used for electromagnetic focusing.
9.3.2 SEC VIDICON
A space-qualified SEC vidicon camera has been described previously(5)
and will form the basis of this study. In its original form, the 
camera
utilized a one-inch-diagonal tube with an electrostatic image section. The
basic system has been examined both with electrostatic - and electromagnetic-
.focus SEC tubes and with a permanent-magnet focus module. A picture 
of a
typical SEC tube is shown in Figure 9-4, a proposed packaging 
configuration for
the SEC vidicon camera is shown in Figure 9-5, and a simplified block diagram
of the camera is shown in Figure 9-6. The various performance and weight
trade-offs are shown in Table 9-2.
This tube is capable of storing one frame of information in slow-scan
operation unless a tape recorder or memory unit is used. For this analysis,
one-frame storage is assumed to obtain the minimum weight and power and
maximum reliability.
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TABLE 9-2
SEC VIDICON CAMERA PARAMETERS
Electromagnetic Focus
Electrostatic
Parameter Focus Aluminum Coil Permanent Magnet
Weight: 6.8 kg 8.6 kg 8.0 
kg
Power:
Average* 10.0 watts 11.2 watts 9.5 watts
Peak 10.0 watts 21.8 watts 9.5 watts
Advantages: Sensor MTF Sensor MTF 20% at 28 lp/mm
20% at
17 lp/mm
* 10% duty cycle of the image section.
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9.3.3 INTENSIFIED CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE CAMERA
The ICCD camera is significantly smaller and less complicated than
either of the other two systems. Its main drawback is that it must be
cooled for slow-scan operation or have a memory unit. Both the control
electronics and the high voltage supplies are simpler than those for the
other camera systems. No filament supply is needed, and high voltages are
needed for the intensifier only. A schematic of the device is shown in
Figure 9-7, a proposed packaging configuration in Figure 9-8, and a simplified
block diagram in Figure 9- 9.
As in the other cameras, the ICCD image section can be focused
electrostatically, electromagnetically, or with a permanent magnet module.
Table 9-3 shows the weight and performance tradeoffs anticipated using each of
these options. These figures are probably more conservative and have a larger
probability of error than those for the other two cameras. This is because
the ICCD, even more than the CCD, is still in the laboratory experiment stage,
and the circuitry is still being developed. The MTFs given in the table
were obtained from the camera models and represent the resolution expected
for an array with 20 pm element spacing.
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TABLE 9-3
ICCD CAMERA PARAMETERS
Electromagnetic Focus
Electrostatic
Parameter Focus Aluminum Coil Permanent Magnet
Weight: 2.7 kg 3.9 kg 3.2 kg
Power:
Average* 5.0 watts 6.4 watts 5.0 watts
Peak 5.0 watts 16.8 watts 5.0 watts
Advantages: Sensor MTF Sensor MTF 20% at 34 ip/mm
20% at
24 ip/mm
*10% duty cycle of the image section.
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9.4 CAMERA SYSTEM TECHNOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT
9.4.1 SENSOR DEVELOPMENT: STATE OF THE ART
The three sensors chosen for the Jupiter orbiter mission are in
various stages of development. Only the Westinghouse-manufactured SEC vidicon
is currently a production item. Several models of these tubes are space
qualified, and they have been flown on many missions.
The electrostatic storage camera is still in the developmental
stage. Over the past several years, CBS Laboratories has funded several in-
house research and development programs to test the basic image sensing and
storage concepts. As a result, all of the basic components have been success-
fully built and debugged,and a complete camera tube is now being assembled to
demonstrate system performance.
Although the basic charge-coupled device is currently being sold in
sample quantities, it is not yet in a form suitable for space qualification.
Several companies, notably General Electric and Fairchild, are manufacturing
row arrays and small area arrays. However, more development work is needed
in several problem areas, namely increased array size, elimination of blemishes,
uniformity of photoresponse, and increased transfer efficiency. Adequate
sensitivity, once a problem,has been accomplished by placing a low-noise
preamplifier directly on the sensor substrate. It appears to be only a matter
of time before the rest of these problems are satisfactorily resolved.
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9.4.2 MISSION PARAMETERS
Each sensor can have many possible combinations of the peripheral
equipment discussed in Section 9.2. However, it is important to carefully
define the mission requirements so that the different systems can be compared.
Whatever the mission, each camera needs a shutter, filter wheel, diffraction-
limited optics, and associated electronics. For the Jupiter orbiter mission,
the need for IMC has been established.
In Tables 9.4 through 9.6, each sensor is presented in several
possible configurations, together with weight and power requirements. The
items necessary for the Jupiter orbiter mission requirement listed above have
been selected, and the total weight and power of that system has been calculated.
A section describing each of the systems follows the tables. Tradeoff charts
are then given for various entire systems.
9.4.2.1 Electrostatic Camera System - The components picked for the ESC
system are shown in Table 9.4. The total estimated system weight is 17.45 kg
(38.44 lbs.). The average power usage is 24.8 watts. If it is necessary to
further cut the weight, the 100-mm lens can be used, reducing the total weight
to 15.35 kg (31.81 lbs.). Both lenses are diffraction-limited, but the larger
lens would be best suited for high-resolution photographs in the low incident
light.
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TABLE 9-4
ELECTROSTATIC STORAGE CAMERA SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
OPTION LIST
Approx. Average
Alternative Configurations Weight Power Benefit
O Basic 30 Frame ESC Tube 10.2 Kg 18.6 W Additional ground coverage at
and Electronics satellites and during flyby
(Electrostatic Focus) missions.
a. Electromagnetic Focus +1.8 Kg +1.4 W Higher resolution than with
with Focus Coil Electrostatic Focus. See
Figure 8-9.
Electromagnetic Focus +1.2 Kg - High resolution with some
with Permanent Magnet additional weight and no power
penalty. Needs development.
2. 100 mm Optics 1.7 Kg
O 150 mm Optics 3.8 Kg - Larger diameter optics have
greater light gathering ability
and improved SNR. Penalty of
added weight and volume.
4. Mechanical Shutter .14 Kg 0.1 W
SElectronic Shutter .15 Kg 0.1 W Both shutters require development.
Electronic shutter will be more
reliable and will provide shorter
exposures.
6. Mechanical IMC 6.8 Kg 15 W
)Electronic IMC 2.0 Kg 6.0 W Electronic IMC will be more
reliable and will weigh less.
However, it must be developed.
O Filter Wheel 0.1 Kg 0.1 W
SYSTEM TOTAL: 17.45 Kg 24.8 W
(Circled Options)
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Several parts of the ESC system in addition to the basic tube need
some further development before they are flight-qualified. Most important
is the electronic shutter for the electromagnetic image section. A mechanical
shutter is just too slow to take non-smearing pictures from a spinning space-
craft. In addition, an electronic shutter would probably have higher
reliability. So far the electronic shutter has only been used on tubes with
electrostatic image sections.
The permanent-magnet image section is attractive because of its high
reliability, low weight and zero power consumption. Although prototypes of
this device have been made and tested, further development work is needed
before a space-qualified version is ready.
The most attractive feature of the ESC is its internal storage
capability. Instead of utilizing a 4.5 kg, 10 watt tape recorder with its many
moving parts and subsequently low reliability, the ESC employs an integral,
silicon-dioxide coated drum rotated by a stepping motor.
9.4.2.2 SEC Camera System - The components picked for the SEC camera
system are shown in Table 9.5. The total estimated system weight is 14.05 kg
(30.95 lbs.). The average power usage is 16.2 watts.
All the comments relating to the lens, shutter, and image section of
the ESC system in Section 9.4.2 also apply here. The basic difference is that
the SEC camera does not have a multiframe internal storage capability (a tape
recorder would be required to store more than one picture).
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TABLE 9-5
SEC VIDICON CAMERA SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
OPTION LIST
Approx. Average
Alternative Configurations Weight Power Benefit
Basic Tube and Electronics 6.8 Kg 10 W Basic tube already 
developed
(Electrostatic Focus) and space qualified.
a. Electromagnetic Focus with +1.8 Kg +1.4 W Higher resolution than with
Focus Coil. Electrostatic Focus. See
Figure 8-9.
b. Electromagnetic Focus with +1.2 Kg High resolution with some
Permanent Magnet. additional weight and no power
penalty. Needs development.
2. 100 mm Optics 1.7 Kg
, 150 mm Optics 3.8 Kg Larger diameter optics, greater
light gathering ability and
improved SNR. Penalty of
added weight and volume.
4. Mechanical Shutter .14 Kg 0.1 W
Electronic Shutter .15 Kg W0.1W Both shutters require development.
Electronic shutter will be more
reliable and will provide shorter
exposures.
6. Mechanical IMC 6.8 Kg 15 W
Electronic IMC 2.0 Kg 6.0 W Electronic IMC will be more
reliable and will weigh less.
However, it must be developed.
Filter Wheel 0.1 Kg 0.1 W
9. Tape Recorder 4.5 Kg 10 W
SYSTEM TOTAL: 14.05 Kg 16.2 W
(Circled Options)
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The advantage of the SEC is that it has been successfully used a
number of times in flight hardware. Thus there would be less unknowns in
this approach than in the other two.
9.4.2.3 ICCD Camera System 
- Due to the integrated-circuit-type sensor,
the ICCD is the lowest-weight and lowest-power system of the group. The
components of the system are shown in Table 9.6, and the weight and power are
13.35 kg (29.41 lbs.) and 11.2 watts, respectively.
All the comments in Section 9.4.2 concerning the development of the
basic device, the electronic shutter, optics,and image section apply here also.
The main problem in using the ICCD is the method of data storage. Even for
one-frame storage, either a radiative cooler or thermal control is needed.
Thus, if multi-frame storage is anticipated, it is much more convenient to
use a tape recorder and quickly read out the sensor after each exposure.
The big advantage of the ICCD system is its low complexity. Compared
to either of the tube systems, it has fewer moving parts and less electronic
equipment. Its main drawback is the short storage time of the silicon
necessitating thermal control or a tape recorder.
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TABLE 9-6
ICCD CAMERA SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
OPTION LIST
Approx. Average
Alternative Configurations Weight Power Benefit
L.) Basic ICCD with Electronics 2.7 Kg 5.0 W Light weight, low power system.
(Electostatic Focus)
a. Electromagnetic Focus with +1.8 Kg 1.4 W Higher resolution than with
Focus Coil Electrostatic Focus. See
Figure 8-9.
b ~ Electromagnetic Focus with +1.2 Kg - High resolution with some
Permanent Magnet additional weight and no power
penalty. Needs development.
2. 100 mm Optics 1.7 Kg
3. 150 mm Optics 3.8 Kg - Larger diameter optics have
greater light gathering ability
and improved SNR. Penalty of
added weight and volume.
4. Mechanical Shutter .14 Kg 0.1 W
5. Electronic Shutter .15 Kg 0.1 W Both shutters require development.
Electronic shutter will be more
reliable and will provide shorter
exposures.
6. Mechanical IMC 6.8 Kg 15 W
7.) Electronic IMC 2.0 Kg 6.0 W Electronic IMC will be more
reliable and will weigh less.
However, it must be developed.
Q Filter Wheel 0.1 Kg 0.1 W
9. Tape Recorder 4.5 Kg 10 W
() Radiative Cooler 3.4 Kg -
11. Closed-cycle Cooler .7 Kg 10 W
SYSTEM TOTAL: 13.35 Kg 11.2 W
(Circled Options)
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9.5 CAMERA SYSTEM TRADEOFFS
In previous sections, different camera types were evaluated, along
with necessary peripheral equipment for the mission under consideration. The
only remaining task is to examine the three complete camera systems chosen and
to choose the system that best fits the mission. In this case the systems
picked out in Tables 9-4 to 9-6 will be rated, with a choice of either electro-
static or electromagnetic focus. This is because the Jupiter orbiter mission
does not require extremely high resolution, and therefore the lower-weight
electrostatic system may be more appropriate.
Table 9-7 shows the weight, power, and resolution of the three
camera systems chosen for the Jupiter orbiter mission. With the exception of
the ESC system, each camera must transmit the previous frame to Earth before
the next picture is taken. There is very little difference in resolution
between the three systems because they are all performance-limited by the
spacecraft spin.
It would be useful if the camera system used on the Jupiter orbiter
mission could also be used for other similar missions. Such missions would
include outer planet flybys and missions with satellite encounters where
multispectral pictures are required. For these missions, it would be important
to have some sort of onboard data storage to obtain the desired photographic
coverage.
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TABLE 9-7
PERFORMANCE TRADEOFFS FOR SELECTED JUPITER ORBITER MISSION
CAMERA FOCUS SYSTEM RESOLUTION* WEIGHT 
POWER
(uNadEie1( (W)
Electrostatic (ES) 72 16.2 24.8
ESC Electromagnetic (E 1) 46 18.0 26.2
(30 frames
available) Permanent Magnet (PM) 46 17-4 24.8
ES 76 12.8 16.2
SEC EM 59 14.6 17.6
PM 59 14.0 16.2
ES 68 12.1 11.2
ICCD EM 50 13.9 12.4
PM 50 13.3. 11.2
TABLE 9-8
PERFORMANCE TRADEOFFS FOR OTHER OUTER PLANET MISSIONS
REQUIRING MULTIFRAME STORAGE
CAMERA FOCUS SYSTEM RESOLUTION* WEIGHT POWER
(-rad/pixel) (kg) (W)
Electrostatic(ES) 72 16.2. 24.8
ESC Electromagnetic (EM) 46 18.0 26.2
(30 Frames
available) Permanent Magnet (PM) 46 17.4 24.8
ES 76 17.3 26.2
SEC EM 59 19.1 27..6
(With
Recorder) PM 59 18.5 26.2
ES 68 16.6 21.2
ICCD EM 50 18.4 22.4
(With
Recorder) PM 50 17.8 21.2
*For 150-mm lens diameter, 400-mm focal length,0.25-msec exposure, SNR = 10,
600 phase angle, 1.3:1 contrast, 5-RPM spin rate with 90%-IMC, 1300-HIz bandwidth.
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In Table 9-8, each of the Jupiter orbiter cameras is presented,
including a data storage capacity of at least 30 frames. For the SEC and
ICCD cameras this is accomplished by adding a tape recorder, while the ESC
utilizes its internal recording drum. The resolution of each system is again
presented, along with the weight and power requirements.
9.6 RECOMMENDED TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS
Based on the results of this study, a number of suggestions are
tendered for further work associated with the camera systems.
* New camera concepts are now being actively
investigated by industry. The electrostatic
storage camera and charge-coupled imagers are
two systems that should be adapted to future
outer planet missions. NASA support in funding
the development of the ESC and ICCD is clearly
indicated by this study. Active support by NASA
is recommended in order to speed up the avail-
ability of these systems.
* There is a need for additional radiation studies,
especially involving low-energy protons, at ir-
radiation levels approximating those expected at
Jupiter. There is insufficient experimental
evidence available on the susceptibility of the
various camera systems to radiation damage.
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Even existing camera systems may require
additional developmental work to function
adequately on a Jupiter orbiter mission. In
particular, the development of new shutters
may be required in order to achieve the short
exposure times necessary to limit image smear.
The need for shutter design improvement will
depend on the type of shuttering used, the
effectiveness of the IMC system, the type of
sensor and other factors. Existing mechanical
shutters do not operate well in the required
range of 0.0005 to 0.002 seconds and will have to
be improved if they are to be used. An electronic
shutter incorporated into the image section of the
sensor is recommended from a reliability view-
point. While electronic shutters have been
satisfactorily applied to electrostatically-focused
sensors, additional work will be required to im-
plement electronic shuttering in electromagnetic-
image sections.
An image motion compensation system is mandatory.
Although mechanical image motion compensation
systems and associated angular velocity sensors
currently used are satisfactory, they are heavy.
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Alternative methods of IMC should be investigated,
particularly electronic IMC where compensation takes
place within the image section of the tube. Alter-
native methods of sensing the amount of angular
compensation required, including pre-programming
for fixed amounts of correction, should be analyzed.
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SECTION X
COSTS AND DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULES
10.1 INTRODUCTION
This part of the study will investigate the costs and development
times associated with the three types of sensors chosen in Section 7. Both
an overall cost estimate and a relative cost comparison between the three
systems will be supplied. Data on mission operations and data processing
will not be included in the cost study. All cost figures should be taken
as approximate.
10.2 HISTORIC COST ESTIMATES
Two cost models developed by Goddard Space Flight Center will be
used to estimate the system costs. Neither one covers television imaging
specifically, but both used together should give a good indication of the
magnitude of costs that will be involved. The earliest study,(40) made in
1966, utilized a data base of 15 optical experiments which were flown on
unmanned satellites. The experiments were not mentioned by name, but were
defined as requiring "...significant optical elements..."
The second study 41) completed in 1971, covers the costs of "optical,
infrared, line scanning (Imaging) radiometer experiments for unmanned satellite
missions..." A data base of 12 experiments was used, including the ERTS-A and -B
multi-spectral scanners.
Both studies, or cost estimating relationships (CERs), as they
are called, use versions of a multiple linear regression program developed
by the Health Sciences Computing Facility at UCLA.
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10.2.1 INPUTS
The cost data in the models cover the design, development and
fabrication of the complete experiment, one prototype and one flight model.
The estimating relationships use combinations of parameters that are readily
available, such as weight, power, volume, lens size, and data rate. The
inputs for each of the systems used are given in Table 10-1 below.
TABLE 10-1
INPUTS USED IN COST ESTIMATING RELATIONSHIPS
ITEM ESC SECV ICCD
Field of view 33.7 mrad 33.7 mrad 33.7 mrad
Data Rate 16384 BPS 16384 BPS 16384 BPS(6 bits/word,
1 channel)
Average Power 33.3 watts 24.2 watts 30.2 watts
Lens Diam. 100 mm 100 mm 100 mm
Focal Length 400 mm 400 mm 400 mm
Path Tolerance 25 1 25 1 25
Scan Mirror Area 450 mm2  450 mm2  450 mm2
Weight 17.8 kg 15.9 kg 16.3 kg
Volume 0.028 m3  0.026 m3  0.031 m3*
*Includes tape recorder since the model does
not specifically provide for cooling.
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10.2.2 CER RESULTS
The 1966 study produced much higher costs than the 1971 study, probably
due to its emphasis on optical components. The only such components 
on the
three imagers discussed here are the lens system and scan mirror. For these CERs, the
mechanical IMC described in Section 9.2.3 is used since there is 
no provision
for electronic IMC . The estimated costs for the three systems are given
below:
67% CONFIDENCE BAND
AVERAGE COST HIGH LOW
ESC $4.6M $6.2M $3.4M
SEC $4.3M $5.7M $3.2M
ICCD $4.4M $6.OM $3.3M
The 1971 study used a slightly different method of estimation and,
as stated earlier, based the results on more analogous types of equipment.
The average and high and low costs from this study were:
AVERAGE COST HIGH LOW
ESC $1.4M $2.7M $.7M
SEC $1.3M $2.1M $.7M
ICCD $1.4M $2.5M $.7M
10.2.3 MAXIMUM CER INPUTS
To get an idea of what the maximum cost of a camera system might be,
the CERs w-ere exercised again using the largest values of the parameters.,
even though each of these systems would be far too heavy for the Jupiter
orbiter mission.
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TABLE 10-2: MAXIMUM INPUTS TO THE CERs
ITEM ESC SEC ICCD
Field of View 50 mrad 50 mrad 50 mrad
Data Rate 16384 BPS 16384 BPS 16384 BPS
Average Power 35.2 W. 26.4 W. 31.4 w.
Lens Diam. 150 mm 150 mm 150 mm
Focal Length 600 mm 600 mm 600 mm
Path Tolerance 25 1 25 p 25 i
Scan Mirror Area 1000 m 2 1000 mm2 1000 mm2
Weight 21.4 kg 19.5 kg 19.1 kg
Volume 0.039 m3  0.038 m3  0.043 m3
*includes tape recorder for the ICCD since the model does not specifically
provide for cooling.
**electromagnetic image section with focus coil.
10.2.4 MAXIMUM CER RESULTS
Again,the 1966 report gave much higher values than the 1971 report.
The estimated costs were
67% CONF. BAND
AVG. COST HIGH LOW
ESC $6.4M $10.OM $4.7M
SEC $6.3M $ 8.5M $4.7M
ICCD $6.2M $ 8.4M $4.6M
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The 1971 study results were
AVG. COST HIGH LOW
ESC $1.62M $2.96M $.82M
SEC $1.55M $2.81M $.75M
ICCD $1.56M $2.81M $.79M
10.3 ENGINEERING COST ESTIMATES
To amplify the results of Section 10.2, engineering estimates of
the cost of each camera system have been made(42) Included in the breakdown
are costs of the design and breadboarding, engineering model, prototype model,
bench test equipment,and one flight model. Mission operations and data processing
are not included in the cost figures. Tables 10-3 to 10-5 show the expected
costs for the ESC camera, SEC camera,and ICCD camera,respectively.
It should be emphasized that these figures are merely engineering
estimates. However, they agree in order of magnitude with cost figures given
by people who have managed similar programs for various companies. They do seem
more realistic than the results of the CERs.
10.4 COST COMPARISONS
As a quantitative check, the average costs obtained in Section 10.2
from the CERs should be compared with the engineering estimates from
Section 10.3. Table 10-6 below summarizes this comparison:
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TABLE 10-3
ESC CAMERA COSTS
First
Engineering Prototype Flight
Model Model Model
Sensor D&D $ 450 K $ 300 K -
Sensor Fabrication $ 350 K $ 200 K $ 200 K
Sensor Evaluation $ 200 K $ 400 K $ 200 K
Sensor Equipment $ 200 K $ 100 K -
Sensor Mgt. & Q.C. $ 150 K $ 400 K $ 400 K
Electronics D&D $ 150 K $ 50 K -
Electronics Fabrication $ 100 K $ 250 K $ 250 K
Electronics Test & Q.C. $ 40 K $ 100 K $ 150 K
IMC & Elec. Shutter $ 300 K $ 150 K $ 50 K
Optics Des. & Proc. $ 40 K $ 30 K $ 30 K
Customer Interface $ 200 K $ 100 K $ 100 K
Subtotals: $ 2.18 M $ 2.08 M $ 1.38 M
TOTAL SYSTEM COST:
$ 5.64 M
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TABLE 10-4
SEC CAMERA COSTS
First
Engineering Prototype Flight
Model Model Model
Sensor D&D
Sensor Fabrication $ 200 K $ 100 K $ 50 K
Sensor Evaluation $ 50 K $ 100 K $ 50 K
Sensor Equipment $ 100 K $ 50 K -
Sensor Mgt. & Q.C. $ 100 K $ 200 K $ 200 K
Electronics D&D $ 100 K $ 30 K
Electronics Fabrication $ 80 K $ 150 K $. 150 K
Electronics Test & Q.C. $ 40 K $ 100 K $ 100 K
IMC & Elec. Shutter $ 300 K $ 150 K $ 50 K
Optics Des. & Proc. $ 40 K $ 30 K $ 30 K
Customer Interface $ 200 K $ 100 K $ 100 K
Subtotals: $ 1.21 M $ 1.01 M $ .73 M
TOTAL SYSTEM COST $ 2.95 M
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TABLE 10-5
ICCD CAMERA COSTS
First
Engineering Prototype Flight
Model Model Model
Sensor D&D $ 600 K $ 400 K -
Sensor Fabrication $ 200 K $ 100 K $ 50 K
Sensor Evaluation $ 200 K $ 400 K -
Sensor Equipment $ 400 K $ 100 K -
Sensor Mgt. & Q.C. $ 150 K $ 200 K $ 200 K
Electronics D&D $ 100 K $ 30 K -
Electronics Fabrication $ 80 K $ 150 K $ 150 K
Electronics Test & Q.C. $ 40 K $ 100 K $ 100 K
IMC & Elec. Shutter $ 300 K $ 150 K $ 50 K
Optics Des. & Proc. $ 40 K $ 30 K $ 30 K
Customer Interface $ 200 K $ 100 K $ 100 K
Subtotals: $ 2.31 M $ 1.76 M $ .73 M
TOTAL SYSTEM COST: $ 4.8 M
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TABLE 10-6
MODEL COST COMPARISONS
1966 Study Engineering 1971 Study
Avg. Inputs Max. Inputs Estimates Avg. Inputs Max. Inputs
ESC $ 4.6 M $ 6.4 M $ 5.6 M $ 1.4 M $ 1.6 M
SEC $ 4.3 M $ 6.3 M $ 3.0 M $ 1.3 M $ 1.6 M
ICCD $ 4.4 M $ 6.2 M $ 4.8 M $ 1.4 M $ 1.6 M
The reasons for the large variations are, in part, due to the fact
that the models only took into account the average costs of previous systems.
Thus,the small cost needed to further develop the SEC was not accurately
differentiated from the large research and development costs needed for the
ESC and ICCD cameras. The reason for the low results of the 1971 Study is
not known. This examination of the cost data indicates that the engineering
cost estimates should be more accurate than the CER results.
10.5 DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULES
Listed below are approximate development schedules for the three
cameras. These cover the period from the initial contract date to the
delivery of the flight model to the spacecraft contractor, and also allow
for six months of customer interface after delivery. The ESC system schedule
is shown in Table 10-7, the SEC vidicon in Table 10-8, and the ICCD in Table 10:-9.
The SEC camera would require approximately 20 months to deliver; the ESC and
ICCD systems about 36 months.
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TABLE 10-7
ESC CAMERA DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
MONTHS
EVENTS 6 12 18 24 30 36 42
CONTRACT AWARD
ENGINEERING MODEL:
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
TESTING
SYSTEM OPERATIONAL V
PROTOTYPE MODEL:
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
TESTING
DELIVERY 7
FLIGHT MODEL:
FABRICATION
TESTING
DELIVERY
CUSTOMER INTERFACE
TABLE 10-8
SEC VIDICON CAMERA DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
MONTHS
EVENTS 6 12 18 24 30 
36 42
CONTRACT AWARD
ENGINEERING MODEL:
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
TESTING i
SYSTEM OPERATIONAL
PROTOTYPE MODEL:
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
TESTING
DELIVERY
FLIGHT MODEL:
FABRICATION
TESTING
DELIVERY
CUSTOMER INTERFACE
TABLE 10-9
ICCD CAMERA DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE
MONTHS
EVENTS 6 12 18 24 30 36 42
CONTRACT AWARD
ENGINEERING MODEL:
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
TESTING
SYSTEM OPERATIONAL V
PROTOTYPE MODEL:
o
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT i
FABRICATION
TESTING
DELIVERY
FLIGHT MODEL:
FABRICATION
TESTING
DELIVERY
CUSTOMER INTERFACE
APPENDIX A
CAMERA MODELING
A.1 INTRODUCTION
Detailed analytical models for the candidate camera systems are
developed in this appendix using the basic relationships established in
Section 3. The analytical signal-to-noise-ratio models for all of the
candidate camera systems are shown.
A.2 DEVELOPMENT OF ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODELS FOR
SELECTED CANDIDATE SENSORS
A.2.1 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR SIT-SEC-Si02 VIDICONS
These vidicons incorporate a photocathode and a target exhibiting
a charge gain mechanism. Light imaged onto the photocathode generates
electrons which in turn are accelerated toward the target. Upon striking
the target, they initiate a gain mechanism which causes the primed surface
of the target elements on the read beam side to discharge by an amount equal
to the charge delivered to that target element times the gain of the target.
During readout, the surface of the target facing the read electron
gun is primed to the cathode potential of the gun. This repriming process
generates a modulated current in the target (output) circuit which is pro-
portional to the charge pattern established on the target.
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A.2.1.1 Output Signal Current - As discussed in Section 3.2.1.1,
Equation (3-5), the current density leaving the photocathode of the camera,
can be determined from the integral of the product of the spectral response
of the detector, the input flux at the image plane, and the spectral
transmission of the detector optics. For a given exposure time, t , the
charge density, Qin' delivered to the target from the photocathode is given
by the expression
t W S t cose
in 4rzf 2  fo W P tod (A-1)
The amount, Qd' by which a resolution element on the target is
discharged is equal to
Qd = GtAQin (couls/res. ele.) (A-2)
or
G tAte W S t Lcos
d 4r2f 2  W P to d  (A-3)
where
Gt  = gain of the target
A = area of a resolution element (meters2 )
For the case where the area of the read beam is equal to the area
of a resolution element, a fraction, nc, of this charge is replaced during
readout in a time, At, where At is approximately equal to - (B = video bandwidth).
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The current, Ii, generated in the target circuit by this readout
process is given by the expression
Qd Bn GtAteW S tL oso
i t 2r2 f  WPXto (A-4)
The signal, S, corresponding to this output current (Equation 3-23)
is then
S(K) = 2Mos (K)I i  (A-5)
or
M T (K)Bn GtAte W S t Lcos
S(K) =  r 2 f 2  0  Ptoa dX (A-6)
A.2.1.2 Output Noise Current - The noise sources associated with these
image tubes are
" Quantum (image) noise
* Noise associated with the gain mechanism of
the target
* Shot noise in the read beam
* Shot noise in the target dark current
* Thermal noise of the load impedance
* Shot noise in channel current of the preamp
field effect transistor (FET)
Each source of noise will now be discussed in detail.
NOTE: In discussing the development of the analytical models, the assumption
has been made that the area of the read beam, Ab, is equal to the area of the
resolution element, A. When Ab # A, A must be replaced by Ab in the analytical
models.
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A.2.1.2.1 Quantum (Image) and Target Noise Terms - The charge density
delivered to the target from the photocathode is given by equation (A-1) above.
The number of electrons striking a resolution element is then
AQd At WpS tLcosO
- = erf2 m W P toa dX (electrons/res. ele.) (A-7)
where
e = electronic charge.
Assuming Poisson statistics, the RMS fluctuations in this number of
electrons is the noise, which is associated with the image. As in the case
of the signal, these noise electrons are multiplied by the gain of the target.
In addition, the target contributes its own noise. If the assumption
is made that the randomness of the gain process can best be described in
terms of a Poisson distribution, then this noise contribution can be taken into
account by multiplying the image noise by the factor FG where
G + 1
FG G (A-8)
Thus, the number of noise electrons, Nd, associated with the
discharging of a resolution element on the target is given by the expression
/G +l At W S t Lcos
Nd = Gt oer2f t  (A-9)
= (noise electrons/res. ele.)
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or, expressed in terms of a noise charge, Qd'
e(G +l)G At W S tLcose
Qd 4r 2 f f WP t a dX] (A-10)
= (couls/res. ele.)
As with the signal, a fraction, nc, of this noise charge is replaced during
readout in a time, At = 1/2B, assuming that the area of the read beam is equal
to the area of a resolution element.
Therefore, the noise current associated with the input signal is
Qnd Bn (Gt+l)GteAteW S tLcos(amps) (A-
At = Bnc r2o WPtood] (amps) (A-11)
While the quantum noise is not reduced by the response of the entire
imaging system, it is reduced by a correction'factor, 8, which is a measure
of the equivalent noise bandwidth 43 ). This bandwidth is determined by the
modulation transfer function of certain system components. In the above
analysis, the MTFs of the target and read beam will result in a smaller noise
current being observed at the output. The corresponding correction factor, 8,
is given by the expression
S=  K ITT(K)TR(K)12 dK (A-12)
where T (K) and TR (K) are the responses of the target and readout section
respectively and K is the spatial frequency at which the signal and noise is
being observed.
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Therefore, the output noise current, ii, resulting from the input
signal is
(Gt+l)GteAteWStLcoso
i. = BBn r e L f WP to0 d] (amps) (A-13)
A.2.1.2.2 Readout Beam Shot Noise - The current I. generated in the target1
(output) circuit by the read process is given by Equation (A-4) above. This
current, originating from the read electron gun, has a shot noise component
given by the expression
i = (2eI B) (A-14)
r i
where i is the shot noise current due to the read beam.
r
By combining equations (A-4) and (A-14), the shot noise in the read
beam can be expressed as
eB2n G At W S t cose
i c t eppL oir r2f2 fW t dX] (amps) (A-15)
A.2.1.2.3 Target Dark Current Shot Noise - During the read process a
second current, ID, is observed in the output. This current is the result of
the dark current in the target. While this current does not contribute to the
output signal, it does contribute to the noise in the signal. Its noise current
id is equal to (2elDB) .
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A.2.1.2.4 Thermal Noise of Load Impedance - The thermal noise current, it ,
generated by the output load impedance of the device is 
given by the expression
) = (amps) (A-16)
where
k = Boltzmann's constant
T = absolute temperature
RL = load impedance
A.2.1.2.5 Shot Noise in Channel Current of Preamp Field Effect Transistor
(FET) - The preamp chosen for this model utilizes a low noise junction 
field
effect transistor. The shot noise current, is, due to the channel current of
the FET is given by the expression
(8el FB3 C2
i = FB- 2 (amps) (A-17)
s gm
where
IF = FET channel current
C = total shunt capcitance to ground
gm = FET transconductance
A.2.2 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR THE SEC VIDICON
WITH AN IMAGE INTENSIFIER
When an image intensifier having an effective gain, GI, (see Section
A.2.10) is used on this image tube, the following modification must be made
to the corresponding signal-to-noise model:
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The output signal S is increased by the gain of the
intensifier and decreased by the MTF, Ti(K), of the
intensifier.
GM T (K)Bn G At W S t L cos e
* S(K) = os r t eppL WP toa d (amps) (A-18)
*NOTE: Ts(K) now includes the MTF of the intensifier.
The output noise current, ii, associated with the input
signal (quantum noise) is modified as follows:
In a manner similar to that discussed in Section A.2.1.2.1,
the noise associated with the signal photoelectrons generated
by the photocathode of the image intensifier can be given by
the expression
At W S 'tL cos
Nd 4er f o W pt" oac'dA] (A-19)
in units of noise electrons/resolution element
where t" = transmission of image intensifier (II) fiber
optic faceplate.
S ' = II photocathode sensitivity (couls/joule)
' = the relative spectral II photocathode response
Expressed in terms of noise charge, Qnd' the noise asso-
ciated with this signal is
eAt W S 't cose
nd 4 r2f o WAP t"' ~dX] (A-20)
(couls/res. ele.)
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This noise charge is amplified by the intensifier in the
same manner as the signal. When it is accelerated across
a potential difference of Va within the image section of
the intensifier, it has an energy of Qnd(Va - Vd) joules
at the phosphor surface, since QndVd joules of energy were
lost in penetrating the conductive coating on the phosphor.
The resulting energy (light) output of the phosphor then
passes through the fiber optic endplate of the intensifier
and the fiber optic faceplate of the vidicon, and reaches
the photocathode. At the photocathode of the vidicon, this
light energy, which is associated with the noise charge
generated at the photocathode of the image intensifier,
(quantum noise), is converted back into an electronic charge,
qn"
This amplified noise charge is given by the expression:
Qqn = Qnd (Va-Vd)LSJ p a t t dI (A-21)
where
L = peak monochromatic output of the phosphor (joules/
P joule/nm)
4 = relative spectral output of the phosphor
t' = spectral transmission of the intensifier fiber
optic faceplate
toh = spectral transmission of the vidicon faceplate.
Substituting expression (A-20) for Qnd, this amplified
quantum noise charge is equal to
eAt W tLS'cos6
Q e 2 L 2 WPt" o'dX].
qn 4r o WP tox
x (V -Vd)LpSfo Lh m t otdX couls/res. ele. (A-22)
This quantum noise charge can be traced through the camera
in a manner identical to that described in Section A.2.1.2.1.
The resulting output noise current, ii , associated with the
input signal is given by the expression
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ii = 2Bn [G (Gt+l)1 (V-Vd)LS / 0 t' t d
c t t a-V d ppo AA At
eAt W t S'cos
r 0 e X x WP t'o a 'dA] (A-23)
Only in the case where Sp = Sp', ao = ax' and
to = t'oh = t"lo , does equation (A-23) reduce to
eAt W t LS cos
ii = a2Bnc[(Gt+l)(Gt)] G I[ 4r2f 2  0 WP to a dA]2 (A-24)
where GI = effective gain of the image intensifier.
* The amount of read beam current required for readout is
increased by the factor GI . This increases the shot
noise current ir in the read beam by a factor of (G I).
G eB2n G At W S pt Lcos0
I ct eppL WPt ad] (amps) (A-25)r r 2 f2  o oAA
* The remaining noise terms described in Section A.2.1.2 remain
the same.
The complete analytical peak-signal-to-RMS noise expression for
the SIT-SEC-SI02 vidicons and the SEC vidicon with an image intensifier
is presented in Section A.2.12.
A.2.3 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR SILICON AND
SLOW-SCAN VIDICONS
The signal-to-noise model of the silicon vidicon and slow-scan
vidicons are obtained in the same way as the SIT-SEC-SI02 vidicon model
discussed above. However, since a photoconductor is used in these image
tubes (replacing the photocathode and target), the expressions for the
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signal and the signal-related noise take a somewhat different 
form.
For a given exposure time, the photoconductor is discharged by
the amount, Qd' where
et AW tLcose
Qd 4hcrfp fo XWxPxtox dX (couls/res. 
ele.) (A-26)
Having converted the image into a charge pattern on the photo-
conductor, the expressions for the output signal and noise currents
associated with these image tubes are developed in a manner identical to
the development of the SIT-SEC-Si02 vidicon signal-to-noise model described
in Section A.2.1.
The complete analytical peak-signal-to-RMS noise expression for
the silicon and slow-scan vidicon is presented in Section A.2.12.
A.2.4 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR SILICON AND SLOW-
SCAN VIDICONS WITH IMAGE INTENSIFIERS
When an image intensifier having an effective gain, GI, is used
on the silicon and slow-scan vidicons, modifications similar to those discussed
in Section A.2.2 must be made to the corresponding signal-to-noise model:
* Using the definition of GI presented in Section A.2.11,
the output signal of the intensified vidicon is equal
to the output signal of the unintensified vidicon multi-
plied by GI and the response of the intensifier:
GI te Ms (K)Bn ceAWp tLcos
S (K) =  e o f P o to n X dX (A-27)
where, T s(K), now includes the response of the intensifier.
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* The output noise current, ii, associated with the input
signal (quantum noise) is modified in a manner similar to
that described in Section A.2.2. However, since both a
photocathode and a photoconductor are being used, the
expression for the output noise current takes the form
eL (V -V )
i i = B2Bn (n+l) eLp (Va -Vd t t An d1 c hc X 0) ox X
eAt W t S 'cosI
ep L  w tx 4r2 2  P t oA dA} (A-28)
* The amount of read beam current required for readout is
increased by the factor, GI . This increases the shot
noise current, ir, in the read beam by a factor, (GI) .
G t B2n e2AW t cos6le c pL t (A29)
r her 2  a A  A(A-29)
* The remaining noise terms for the intensified silicon and
slow-scan vidicons are the same as those presented in the
signal-to-noise model for the unintensified silicon and
slow-scan vidicons.
A.2.5 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR RETURN BEAM VIDICON
In a return beam vidicon, that portion of the read beam that does
not go into charging the target elements follows a return path to the read gun
where it is collected by an electron multiplier. This method of obtaining the
video signal results in the following modifications to the signal-to-noise
model presented for the silicon and slow-scan vidicons.
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A.2.5.1 Output Signal Current - A fraction of the signal from the
target is lost due to the presence of a field mesh in the readout 
section of
the tube. The remaining portion of the signal is multiplied by the gain, GM,
of the electron multiplier. The mathematical expression for the signal of
the return beam vidicon is
GMteMo(K)tfBnceAW tL cosW
S(K) = M s hcr2f2  p o XW Pt ndX (amps) (A-30)
where tf is the transmission of the field mesh.
A.2.5.2 Output Noise Current
A.2.5.2.1 quantum (Image) Noise - The field mesh and electron multiplier
have the same effects on the quantum noise current as they do on the signal
current. As with the signal, the expression for the quantum noise current of
the silicon and slow-scan vidicons is multiplied by the transmission of the
field mesh and the gain of the electron multiplier. The expression for the
quantum noise current, iqn' thus becomes:
t B2n 2e2AW t cos amps) (A-31)
iqn = [GM2 t f 2 2 (n+l) hcr f  o XP Xto dX] (amps) (A-31)
A.2.5.2.2 Read Beam Shot Noise - Due to the dark current in the photoconductor
and the reflection of a portion of the readout beam at the surface of the
photoconductor, a current somewhat greater than the signal current must be used
in a return beam vidicon. The required read beam current, (as measured at
the plane of the photoconductor), must be larger, by a factor of 1/m, than the
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signal current, Is, being read out. The quantity, mb, is defined to be the
"beam modulation factor". The corresponding noise current in this read beam
is therefore equal to
2el B
[ S ]k (amps) (A-32)
mb
Since the return beam current, [--- ]I , passes through the field mesh of
mb s
the readout section, a partition noise term must also be added. The resulting
expression for the noise current, ir, associated with the read beam thus becomes:
2el B +1mb
r2 = GM2 S )t 2 + 2etf(l-tf)(- IsB]
2et I B
= 2 mb )(-mb+mbtf) (amps 2 )  (A-33)
or GM2 (1-Mb+Mbtf)tfe2B2nct AW ptL cos
2= cWPto dX (amps2) (A-34)
r mbhcr2f2 o 1X X
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A.2.5.2.3 Noise due to Electron Multiplier -
The electron multiplier in
the return beam vidicon also contributes to the 
noise current. For a return beam
tf (1-)Is associated with the
current equal to , the noise current, ie , associated with them e
electron multiplier is given by the expression
2et (l-m ) I sB
e = G[ mb(6m -l)
G 2 t f(l-mb)e 2 B2n t AW t CosO
M= mb -l)hcre L Pt on d (amps
2 ) (A-35)
mb (6-l)hcr f2  a 0o
where 6 = secondary emission yield of the first dynode 
of the electron
m
multiplier.
The expression for the thermal noise of the load impedance 
and the
shot noise in the channel current of the preamp FET are 
the same as in the
analytical models already discussed.
The complete analytical peak-signal-to-RMS-noise expression 
for the
return beam vidicon is presented in Section A.2.12.
A.2.6 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR 
THE IMAGE ORTHICON
The image orthicon is similar in operation to the return beam 
vidicon.
The significant difference is that instead of a photoconductor, the image
orthicon has a photocathode, an image section with a collector mesh of 
transmission
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coefficient, tm , and a thin insulating target. Secondary emission at the
target is the pre-readout gain mechanism employed in this type of tube. The
complete analytical peak-signal-to-RMS-noise expression for the image
orthicon is presented in Section A.2.12.
Most of the terms in the signal-to-noise model for the image orthicon
(IO) have been developed in detail in either Section A.2.1 (SIT-SEC-Si02 Vidicon
Model) or Section A.2.5 (Return Beam Vidicon Model) and consequently will not
be repeated here. The secondary emission noise at the target, however, has
not been previously discussed.
A.2.6.1 Noise due to the Secondary Electron Emission of the Target 
- For
a charge density, Qd' striking the target from the photocathode, an amount of
charge, Qd', is removed from each resolution element. This Qd' is equal to
Qd' = A6tQd (couls/res. ele.) (A-36)
or
A6tQd
d =  d (electrons/res. ele.) (A-37)
where
6t = secondary emission ratio of the target.
If Poisson statistics are assumed, the rms fluctuation in this
number of electrons, qs, is equal to
q = AeQd (electrons/res. ele.) (A-38)
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However, for some materials, the fluctuation in the secondary
electron emission cannot be described using Poisson statistics. A more
general expression for the rms fluctuations in the secondary electrons
emitted from the target is
qs = [(K- 6t) e dt ] (electrons/res. ele.) (A-39)
where, K, defined by Timm and Van der Ziel 
(4 4 )
, is a characteristic of the
target.
These noise electrons can be expressed in the form of an output
noise current contribution in the same manner as'the noise associated with
the image (quantum noise).
A.2.7 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR THE IMAGE ISOCON
Since the image isocon is very similar in operation to the image
orthicon, its signal-to-noise model is also quite similar. However, the
ability of the image isocon's readout section to separate the scattered and
reflected portions of the return beam requires the introduction of certain
factors into the model.
. The factor, as , is defined to be the "scatter gain"
of the isocon readout.( 4 5) The scatter gain is the
ratio of that portion of the read beam current
scattered during readout to that portion of the
read beam current collected by charging the target.
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* The factor, Ks, is a signal reduction factor.(45)
This factor takes into account the effect of the
field mesh in the readout section and the reduction
in signal due to the incomplete separation of the
scattered electrons from the reflected electrons.
* The factor, KD, takes into account the fact that a
certain portion of the reflected beam is not separated
out from the scattered beam(4 5). As a result, a "dark
current" is observed at the output of the image
isocon. The noise in this dark current contributes
to the overall tube noise. Measurements have shown
the dark current ID to be proportional to the signal
on the target, i.e.,
I (6 t-l)BAt etmWpSptL cos amps
D 2r2f2  WPto d (amps) (A-40)
Using these additional factors, the development of the analytical
signal-to-noise model for the image isocon is similar to the development of
the signal-to-noise model for the image orthicon. The complete model is
presented in Section A.2.12.
A.2.8 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR THE ELECTROSTATIC
STORAGE CAMERA
The electrostatic storage camera differs significantly from the
other sensors being considered. From the standpoint of developing a
signal-to-noise model, the principal difference is the method by which the
output signal is obtained. While the other sensors use charge replacement
or charge transfer to obtain an output signal, the output signal in the
electrostatic camera is obtained by analyzing the energy of secondary
electrons generated at the dielectric storage surface by a high-energy
read beam. Since the energy of these secondaries is a function of the surface
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potential of the target elements from which they originate, the output
signal corresponds to the potential variations on the storage 
target produced
bythe input (photoelectron) signal.
A.2.8.1 Output Signal Current - As in the case of the SIT-SEC-Si02
vidicons, a charge density, Qd' is delivered to the storage target from the
photocathode. The charge density is proportional to the exposure, i.e.,
t W S t Lcos
Qd =  4rf 2  o WXP to a dX (couls/meter
2) (A-41)
The amount, AQd, by which the surface of the storage target is
discharged is
AQd = GtQd (couls/meter2) (A-42)
The corresponding change in surface potential, AV, is equal
to AQ/C*, or
G t W S t cos6
AV e p L f 00 WPto d (A-43)
AV =  C*4rzf
2  o X 
(A-43)
where C* is the capacitance per square meter of the target.
When the read beam having a forward current, Ib , scans the storage
target, a return beam of magnitude 6tIb is obtained (6t 
= secondary emission
ratio of the target). Variations in the amount of this return beam current,
AI, passing through the energy analyzer are related to variations in the target
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potential, AV, by the readout characteristic slope. That is,
AI = I signa = m6 I bV (A-44)
where m is the slope of readout characteristic.
The electron multiplier then amplifies this signal by the
multiplier gain factor, GM .
After taking into account the reduction in signal due to the MTF
of the system, T (K), and the input modulation, Mo, the signal in the
electrostatic camera is given by the expression:
I = 2MoT (K) (Gmt I AV)
signal 0 S tb
M T (K)GMm6 tlbGt teAW S tLcose
2C*r 2f2  o WXPto a dA (amps) (A-45)
A.2.8.2 Output Noise Current - The noise sources associated with the
electrostatic storage camera are:
* Quantum (image) and target noise
* Dielectric target charging noise
* Read beam shot noise
* Secondary emission noise of dielectric target
* Energy analyzer partition noise
* Electron multiplier secondary emission noise
* Thermal noise of the load impedance
* Shot noise in the channel current of the preamp FET
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A.2.8.2.1 quantum (Image) and Target Noise Terms - For a given exposure
the amount of noise charge Qnd stored on one resolution element of the target
is given by
(G t+l)G teAte WS t cos (A-46)
Qnd t t 4rf 2  om WPt a dX] 
(A-46)
(couls/res.ele.)
This equation, which takes into account the noise contribution of
the target, is developed in the discussion of the SIT-SEC-Si02 vidicon signal-
to-noise model (Section A.2.1.2.1).
This noise charge corresponds to a noise voltage, Vnd, where
V (volts) (A-47)
nd C*A
This noise voltage is converted into an output noise current, ind'
in the same manner as the signal voltage on the target is converted into
an output signal current, i.e.,
i =G 6I V (A-48)ind = Gpmt bVnd
or
G tm6 Ib (Gt+1)G eAt WS tL os
ind C*A b 4rf fo WeP t adX] (amps) (A-49)
nd C*A 4r 2 f 0 X ox
As was discussed in Section A.2.1.2.1, a correction factor, 8, must
be included in the quantum noise expression. This factor takes into account
the fact that the quantum noise contribution to the overall noise of the
sensor will be reduced due to the MTFs of the target and readout section.
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A.2.8.2.2 Dielectric Charging Noise during Readout - During readout, the
surface potential of the target is shifted to a more positive value (assuming
6t > 1). This causes additional fluctuation or noise in the surface potential
of each resolution element. These voltage fluctuations are the result of
current fluctuations in the primary read beam and in the return beam.
Since the noise in these two currents is fully correlated, the
resulting fluctuation, Vnc , in the surface potential of a resolution element
is given by the equation
V n= (A {At[2eb (6t-l) 2B+2e(K-6 )6 tIbB]} (A-50)
where K is defined in Section A.2.6.1 and At is the dwell time of the read
beam on a resolution element.
If the video bandwidth, B, is selected so that the dwell time of
the read beam on a resolution element is equal to 1/2B, then
1 eIb (6t-1)2 + elb (K-6 t )6
nc C*AL 2B
1 eIb[1+(K-2)6tI
= 1 {  B } (volts) (A-51)C*A 2B
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As with the quantum noise voltage, the noise voltage due to target
charging is converted into an output noise current:
SGn 6 tIb eIb[l+(K-2)6 t ] !i = } (amps) (A-52)
nc C*A 2B
A.2.8.2.3 Read Beam Shot Noise - The shot noise in the read beam is
amplified by the secondary emission yield at the target. The shot noise current
in the return beam is therefore equal to 6t(2elbB). Since the energy analyzer
permits only a fraction, a, of the return beam to enter the electron multiplier,
the output noise current, ir , due to the shot noise in the read beam can be
,expressed as
i = GMa6t(2elbB) (amps) (A-53)
A.2.8.2.4 Secondary Emission Noise of Dielectric Target - The rms
fluctuations in the secondary emission current, 6t b , would be equal to
(2e6t bB) provided Poisson statistics could be assumed. Since, however, the
fluctuations in the secondary electron emission of some materials cannot be
described using Poisson statistics, a more general expression for the noise
current associated with the secondary emission current takes the form
[2e(K-6 t)t bB] . As with the read beam shot noise current, a fraction, a,
of this noise current enters the electron multiplier. The output noise current,
is, due to secondary emission at the dielectric target can thus be expressed
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as
is = GMa[2e(K-6t 6t IbB] (amps) (A-54)
A.2.8.2.5 Energy Analyzer Partition Noise - At the energy analyzer, a
portion, a, of the return beam passes through the energy analyzer while the
remaining portion, 1-a, is rejected. The value of a is determined by the
potential of the target element where the return (secondary) beam was generated.
This return beam separation results in a partition noise current, i , at the
sensor output, where
i = GM[2e(l-a)a6tIbB] (amps) (A-55)
A.2.8.2.6 Electron Multiplier Secondary Emission Noise - The development
of the expression for the noise contribution of the electron multiplier is
the same as that described in Section A.2.5.2.3, with the current entering the
electron multiplier as a6tI b
The complete peak-signal-to-RMS-noise model for the electrostatic
camera system is presented in Section A.2.12.
A.2.9 ANALYTICAL-PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODEL FOR THE CHARGE-COUPLED
IMAGER AND INTENSIFIED (PHOTOEMITTER) CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE
Both the charge-coupled device target(20) and the intensified charge-
coupled device target consist of arrays of closely-spaced metal electrodes
that overlap an insulator deposited on a uniformly-doped semiconductor substrate.
Silicon is normally used as the substrate.
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Light from the scene results in a corresponding pattern of 
charge
being collected in potential wells under the electrodes. 
In the case of the
CCD, this charge pattern is generated directly by photons at the 
silicon
target (photoconductivity). In the ICCD, a photocathode converts the light
into photoelectrons which generate electron-hole pairs within the silicon.
These "charge packets" are collected under each electrode and are transferred
during readout by manipulation of the voltages that constrain them. When they
reach one end of the device, an output shift register removes them sequentially
from the silicon.
A.2.9.1 Output Signal Charge - As in the other sensors that have been
discussed, the amount of charge, Q, generated at each target resolution element
is given by
t eAW tL cos6
Q = 4hcr2 f2  o xW P n: dX couls/res. ele. (for the CCD) (A-56)
and
G tt AW S tL cos4r2 f2  0 xo x dx
couls/res. ele. (for the ICCD) (A-57)
If all the charge in each packet reached the output of the device,
the output signal Qs would be
Qs = 2M s (K)Q (couls/res. ele.) (A-58)
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However, a certain fraction, ,c' of this charge is lost during
each transfer. If n transfers are required in order for a particular
charge packet to reach the output, the output signal in that charge packet
will have been reduced to:
M (K)AeW tLte COs
Q = (1-nWe 2hcrtf t AWP dA (A-59)
couls/res. ele. (for the CCD)
and
M 0 (K)AG t teW St Lcos
s = (1nc) 2r 2 f 2  fo WA tooX dA (A-60)
couls/res. ele. (for the ICCD)
A.2.9.2 Output Noise Charge - The noise sources associated with the
CCD and ICCD are:
* Quantum (image) and target noise
* Dark current noise
* Interface state noise
* Shot noise in channel current of preamp FET
* Thermal noise of preamp input impedance
A.2.9.2.1 Quantum (Image) and Target Noise - The expressions for the
quantum target noise are very similar to those presented in other signal-
to-noise models. In the case of the CCD and ICCD however, the signal and
noise terms are being expressed in terms of charge rather than currents.
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The expressions for the quantum target noise, Qqn, thus becomes:
82(n+l)e2AW tLt c o s e
Qqn 4hcr2f XW X ndX] 
(A-61)
coul/res. ele. (for the CCD)
and
82(Gt+l) Gt teeAWS tLcose
Qqn = 4r2f2  0 f XWPtox XdX] 
(A-62)
coul/res. ele. (for the ICCD)
A.2.9.2.2 Dark Current Noise - In both the CCD and ICCD, the dark current
across a resolution element of the target adds shot noise to the signal. Noise
charge resulting from this dark current is added to a signal charge packet both
during the integration (exposure) time and during the time required to read out
a given signal charge packet.
For an integration time, Tinteg, the amount of noise charge added to
a signal charge packet is equal to (2elDT integ) couls, where ID is the dark
current per resolution element.
If the time required to transfer a signal charge packet from its
original location to the output p-n junction is - , where n is the number
c
of transfers required and Be is the clocking (transfer) frequency, then the
amount of shot noise charge added to a signal charge packet during the
[2enlD) !
readout time is2e ) _ couls.
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A.2.9.2.3 Interface State Noise - Due to the presence of interface states
within the target, minority carriers in a potential well are subject to random
capture and emission. The spectral density of the mean-square minority carrier
charge density fluctuation S q(w) is given by the expression
4kTNt (E)A e2  a tS (w) = p [tan-l (wT e )-tan-1 (T y)] (A-63)
where
N t(E) = number of interface states per unit volume
per unit energy as a function of energy.
A = area of the MIS capacitor formed by the metal
electrode-insulator-silicon overlap
W = radian frequency
a = parameter characterizing the tunneling probability
(i.e., P(y) - e-apy, where y is the distance from
silicon into transition region)
ti  = thickness of the interface transition region
T = time constant of interface state at y = 0
-at 
-1
For(e P )/,y < W < 1/T, Sq( ) varies as w . For w > l/Ty,
-2S (w) varies as -2
As with the dark current, the interface states add noise to the
signal both during the integration period and during the readout period.
Integrating S (w) over the appropriate frequency intervals results in the
following expressions for noise charge contributions, qn, due to the interface
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states:
)Ae 2kTNt (Winteg)A c 1
qn (integration) =[ i In ( )
p Winteg y
4kTNt (e. )A e 2
+ t integ c (A-64)P
kTNt (w c)Ace 2 n
qn(readout)= [ n ( +
n a cTp cy
4kTNt (Wc)Ae 2 n (A-65)S ] if w <- ( - )
a c T
p y
4kTNt ( )A e 2 n 1
qn(readout) = [ ] if c > - (A-66)
pcy y
A.2.9.2.4 Shot Noise in Channel Current of Preamp FET - As in the other
sensors discussed, the channel current of the preamp FET will contribute shot
noise charge, qnFET equal to
iFET 8eF B3 C2  2eF BC2
4FET= 2B = 2-2 -) (couls) (A-67)
where
iFET  = shot noise current in IF
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A.2.9.2.5 Thermal Noise of Preamp Input Impedance - Since the output of
the CCD and ICCD has an impedance of the reverse-biased output diode
(generally % 1015 ohms), the thermal noise due to this load impedance is
insignificant. However, the input resistor of the preamp, in parallel with
the load impedance, will contribute a thermally-generated noise charge. This
noise charge is equal to (kT/RiB) couls, where Ri is the impedance of the
input resistor.
The complete analytical peak-signal-to-RMS noise models for
both the CCD and ICCD are presented in Section A.2.12.
A.2.10 GAIN CALCULATION OF IMAGE INTENSIFIERS FOR USE IN ANALYTICAL MODELS
A.2.10.1 Determination of Gain.of Image Intensifier to be used with the
SEC Vidicon - The image intensifier consists of a fiber optic faceplate,
photocathode, image (accelerating) section, phosphor, and fiber optic endplate.
The photoelectron current density, I, resulting from the image plane irradiance
is equal to
W t S'cose
I = p L p oW P t1 (' aodA (A-68)
These photoelectrons are accelerated across a potential difference,
Va , within the image section. At the phosphor surface, they have an energy
of e(Va-V d) electron volts. That is, the input power density to the phosphor
is equal to I(Va-Vd) watts where IVd represents the energy lost by the electrons
in penetrating the conductive coating of the phosphor.
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The light output of the phosphor reaches the photocathode of the
SSEC vidicon after passing through the fiber optic endplate of the intensifier
and the fiber optic faceplate of the vidicon. The resulting photoelectron
current density, It, reaching the SEC target is thus
I t  I(V-V d p)LSo  toXtax d (A-69)
Substituting Equation (A-68) for photoelectron current density in
the above equation gives
WtLS 'cosO
It [ 4f2 2  f WP t'oXo'dX] [(Va-Vd)LpSpo 40toAtoke dX]
(A-70)
Without the image intensifier, the photoelectron current density,
tI'. would be equal to
W tLS cose
t I't = r2f o WP to dX (A-71)
The gain, GI, of the image intensifier is, therefore, defined to
. be
I S'L (V -Vd) oWxPxt"o 'dX/ t' t o dX(
G t . a d o X x A o x0O oXx (A-72)
t f WP to a dX
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If we assume that S S 'P ax= a ' and to= t'l = t"o, then the
gain becomes
G = (Va- d)S L f0  t o20 X dA (A-73)
A.2.11 DETERMINATION OF THE GAIN OF THE IMAGE INTENSIFIER TO BE USED
WITH THE SILICON VIDICON AND SLOW-SCAN VIDICON
A derivation similar to that discussed in Section A.2.10.1, leads to
an expression for the gain of an image intensifier used with a vidicon having
a photoconductor.
Since a fiber optic faceplate must be added to the vidicon, the
spectral light intensity striking the photoconductor is similar to the case
for the photocathode device. If monochromatic quantum efficiencies, q,are
used to express the efficiency of the photoconductor, this spectral light
intensity (generally expressed in watts/m2/nanometer) must first be converted
into photons/nanometer. The corresponding current, Ipc
, 
generated in the
photoconductor is therefore equal to
I(V -V )L e
Ipc hc 0om 0t 'ot d (A-74)
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By substituting Equation (A-70) for, I, we obtain
WtS' cos0 (V ad)L e
pc t42 2  -o WxPt oX X hc o
IpC 2_4Lf _ o W t"o ay'dX] [ a he o to 
t Add
(A-75)
In a silicon or slow-scan vidicon tube having no intensifier, the
current I' generated in the photoconductor would be equal toPC
W t ecos
I'pc 4h rf 2  o X (A-76)
The effective gain, GI , of the image intensifier is then defined
to be
I S'L (V -V )f0 W Pt"'c 'dXf 4 t'otoX AdX (A-77)
pc fo w XP Xn dX
A.2.12 ANALYTICAL PEAK-SIGNAL-TO-RMS-NOISE MODELS FOR SELECTED CANDIDATE
SENSORS
The analytical peak-signal-to-RMS-noise models developed in this
section are presented in Equations (A-78) through (A-87).
A.2.13 ANALYTICAL MODEL PARAMETERS
Definitions of the parameters used in these models and in the
development of these models, and the Fortran symbols which are used in
Appendix B,are presented.
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SIT VIDICON - SEC VIDICON - SiO 2 VIDICON
HTs (K)Bn G tAte W Sptcose
r2f z  $o WAPAtoldA
SNR A (A-78)
eIFB3C2 B24 eC At W S tLeose B2n 2eGAt W S t cose 1/2P FB'C' 4kTB eX XAt W p L wosw
L 2 RC +2eDB + rZf o A A At od
Preamp Load Target Read Beam Quantum (Image)
FET Shot Imped- Dark Shot Noise Noise
Noise ance Current
Thermal Shot
Noise Noise
SILICON VIDICON - SLOW SCAN VIDICON
M T (K)Bn eAt Wt cose
hcrzf2 AWPtoxndx (A-79)
SNR -
SR e FB3C2 4kT B2n 2Ate W t cs B
2
c 
2
e
2At W t cose 1/2
gm + + 2eB +  ho AWPAt o dX + B2( ) hcrf 2  o d
Preamp Load Target Read Beam Quantum (Image)
FET Shot Imped- Dark Shot Noise Noise
Noise ance Current
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Noise Noise
INTENSIFIED SEC VIDICON
(A-80)
M o (K)Bnc GtGAt W S tLcose
oa c re pp /oW Pt dX
r
2 f2  0 x ox
SNR 8e C2 B2n eGG At W S tLos eAt W tScose 1/ 2
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INTENSIFIED SILICON VIDICON - INTENSIFIED SLOW-SCAN VIDICON
(A-81)
M T(K)Bn eAte W tLcose
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RETURN BEAM VIDICON
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IMAGE ORTHICON
Mo s(K)GMBtf (6t-1)AtmteW ptLeosSrZf o f WPto dX
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ELECTROSTATIC CAMERA SYSTEM
(A-85
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LIST OF ANALYTICAL MODEL PARAMETERS
TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
2
A AELEM AREA OF ELEMENT m
2
A AELEM AREA OF CCD MIS CAPACITOR m
c 2
Ab ABEAM AREA OF READ BEAM 
m
2
Ak RESOLUTION ELEMENT AREA 
m
2
A SMEAR SMEAR IN IMAGE PLANE m
m
a A FRACTION OF RETURN BEAM PASSING
THROUGH ENERGY ANALYZER
a LENGTH OF THE SEMIMAJOR AXIS m
o
SCATTER GAIN OF IMAGE ISOCON TARGET
PARAMETER CHARACTERIZING TUNNELING
P. PROBABILITY
-1
ALP SILICON ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT m
WAVELENGTH OF INTEREST
B BAND VIDEO BANDWIDTH 
hertz
-1
BC BC CLOCK (TRANSFER) FREQUENCY 
sec
b BIT RATE bits/sec
r
b TARGET STORAGE CHARGE electrons/
res. ele.
8 BB NOISE BANDWIDTH CORRECTION FACTOR
82 NOISE CORRECTION FACTOR
C CS CAPACITANCE (PREAMP SHUNT CAPACITANCE) Farads
C* C CAPACITANCE PER UNIT AREA (TARGET) Farads/m2
CR CR CONTRAST RATIO
8
c C VELOCITY OF LIGHT 3 x 10 m/sec
D OPTICAL LENS DIAMETER m
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
Dh  D HOLE DIFFUSION CONSTANT IN n-TYPE SILICON m /sec
D DIAMETER OF RIGHT CIRCULAR CYLINDER m
s
d D DIAMETER OF ELECTRON BEAM m
d DP ONE HALF CENTER TO CENTER SPACING m
OF DIODES
6 SET SECONDARY EMISSION YIELD OF TARGET
t
6 SEM SECONDARY EMISSION YIELD OF FIRST DYNODE
nm OF ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
E THE AVERAGE LEVEL OF LIGHT INTENSITY W/m2
E MAXIMUM INTENSITY OF LIGHT W/m2
max
E MINIMUM INTENSITY OF LIGHT W/m2
mln
AE DIFFERENCE OF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM W/m2
LIGHT INTENSITY
E ELLIPTIC INTEGRAL OF THE FIRST ORDER
0
-19
e Q ELECTRONIC CHARGE 1.6 x 10
couls
E EC FRACTION OF CHARGE CAPTURED FROM ONE
c PACKET AND EMITTED INTO TRAILING
PACKET
e ECCENTRICITY OF THE ORBIT
ni MONOCHROMATIC QUANTUM EFFICIENCY electrons/
proton
QE INTEGRAL QUANTUM EFFICIENCY electrons/
proton
QEP QUANTUM EFFICIENCY PEAK electrons/
proton
QEPC RELATIVE QUANTUM EFFICIENCY OF
PHOTOCONDUCTOR
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYIBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
F FOC FOCAL LENGTKH m
FG FT SCENE NOISE FACTOR
F INPUT FLUX DENSITY AT IMAGE PLANE W/m
2
2o
FL INPUT FLUX (OR FLUX DENSITY) W (or W/m )
L2
F FLUX INPUT FLUX (OR FLUX DENSITY) AT PHOTOCATHODE W (or W/m 
2 )
pc
F FLUX RATE OF FLUX OF PHOTONS photons/sec
V
f FNUM F-NUMBER OF OPTICAL SYSTEM
4 AP20 RELATIVE SPECTRAL OUTPUT OF PHOSPHOR
G GS20 IMAGE INTENSIFIER CURRENT GAIN WHEN
COUPLED TO AN S-20 PHOTOCATHODE
G GSSV IMAGE INTENSIFIER CURRENT GAIN WHEN
COUPLED TO A SLOW SCAN VIDICON
G GSV IMAGE INTENSIFIER CURRENT GAIN WHEN
COUPLED TO A SILICON VIDICON
G GI IMAGE INTENSIFIER CURRENT GAIN
GM  GM GAIN OF ELECTRON MULTIPLIER
GR SPATIAL FREQUENCY EQUIVALENT TO ip/mm
ONE PIXEL SMEAR
G GROUND RESOLUTION m
GRS SMEAR IN GROUND PLANE m
G .GT GAIN OF TARGET
g ENCODING PRECISION bits/pixel
gm GMFET FET TRANSCONDUCTANCE 
amp/volt
H ALT SPACECRAFT ALTITUDE ABOVE PLANET SURFACE m
-34
h H PLANCK'S CONSTANT 6.62 x 10 Jsec
I CURD -DETECTOR OUTPUT CURRENT DENSITY amps/m2
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
Ii CURRENT FROM TARGET amps
I b  BEAM READOUT BEAM CURRENT amps
ID  IDARK DARK CURRENT amps or amp/m2
IF  IFET FET CHANNEL CURRENT amps
IS  SIGSYS SIGNAL CURRENT amps
Ip PHOTOCONDUCTOR CURRENT WITH IMAGE amps
INTENSIFIER
I'c PHOTOCONDUCTOR CURRENT WITHOUT IMAGE amps
INTENSIFIER
i d  UDARK TARGET DARK CURRENT SHOT NOISE amps
ie UMULT NOISE CURRENT ASSOCIATED WITH ELECTRON amps
MULTIPLIER
i OUTPUT NOISE CURRENT ASSOCIATED WITH amps
INPUT SIGNAL
i OUTPUT NOISE CURRENT DUE TO V amps
ind OUTPUT NOISE CURRENT DUE TO Vnd amps
ir  UREAD SHOT NOISE IN READ BEAM amps
is SECONDARY EMISSION NOISE CURRENT amps
it  UAMPL THERMAL NOISE CURRENT amps
i PARTITION NOISE CURRENT amps
UBEAM READ BEAM SHOT NOISE (ESC) amps
UANAL ENERGY ANALYZER PARTITION NOISE (ESC) amps
UDIEL DIELECTRIC CHARGING NOISE DURING amps
READOUT (ESC)
UQUANT QUANTUM (IMAGE) NOISE amps
ULOAD PREAMPLIFIER FET SHOT NOISE amps
USCENE QUANTUM (IMAGE) NOISE amps
K SPAT SPATIAL FREQUENCY ip/mm or
250 cycle/mm250
TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
K SIGNAL REDUCTION FACTOR
s
KIMAGE ISOCON INCOMPLETE SEPARATION
FACTOR
k BK BOLTZMANN'S CONSTANT 1.38 x 1023J/ 
K
k DK DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
t
VAN DER ZEIL'S CORRECTION FACTOR
t FORMAT SIZE mm
L LA THICKNESS OF UNDEPLETED REGION m
a
L LB THICKNESS OF THE N-TYPE REGION m
PLUS WIDTH OF DEPLETED REGION
L LO DIFFUSION LENGTH m
o
L PP20 PEAK MONOCHROMATIC OUTPUT OF PHOSPHOR W/W/m
p
x WAVE WAVELENGTH m
m M SLOPE OF READOUT CHARACTERISTIC amp/amp/volt
mb  M BEAM 
MODULATION FACTOR
MTBF MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES sec
MTF MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION
M (K) TAVA AVAILABLE AERIAL IMAGE MODULATION
M i (K) IMAGE MODULATION
M TSCENE OBJECT MODULATION (SCENE)
0
Md(K) TMA THRESHOLD MODULATION (EXCLUDES AVAILABLE
IMAGE MODULATION FROM SNR CALCULATION)
Nd NOISE ELECTRONS ASSOCIATED WITH ele/res. ele.
DISCHARGING A RESOLUTION ELEMENT
NF TOTAL NUMBER OF FAILURES
-3 -l
N (E) NUMBER OF INTERFACE STATES PER UNIT m joule
VOLUME PER UNIT ENERGY AS A FUNCTION
OF ENERGY
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
N (Wt integ) NTL NUMBER OF INTERFACE STATES m-3 joule-1
ASSOCIATED WITH W.
integ
Nt (Wc) NTCL NUMBER OF INTERFACE STATES m-3joule-1
ASSOCIATED WITH W
c
n AVERAGE NUMBER OF PHOTONS/RESOLUTION photons/res.eleELEMENT*
n TN NUMBER OF TRANSFERS OF CHARGE PACKET
n RE READOUT CONVERSION EFFICIENCYc
n NUMBER OF RESOLUTION ELEMENTS
FREQUENCY OF LIGHT FROM SCENE sec-1
PA PHASE ANGLE 
radians
P AJUP GEOMETRIC ALBEDO (JUPITER)
PIX PIXEL m
c DESIRED CONFIDENCE LEVEL OF MTBF
Qd CHARGE DENSITY couls/res.ele
d CHARGE REMOVED FROM EACH RES. ELEMENT couls
Q CHARGE FOR FULL TARGET CAPACITY couls/res.ele
Qin Q INPUT CHARGE DENSITY FROM PHOTOCATHODE couls/m2
nd NOISE CHARGE ASSOCIATED WITH THE couls/res. eleINPUT SIGNAL
Qqn NOISE CHARGE AT PHOTOCATHODE OF THE couls/res. eleIMAGE INTENSIFIER
Qs OUTPUT CCD SIGNAL CHARGE couls
n NOISE CHARGE couls
nFET NOISE CHARGE DUE TO FET CHANNEL coulsCURRENT
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
q NOISE ELECTRONS FROM EACH RESOLUTION electrons/
s ELEMENT res. ele
R R SILICON REFLECTIVITY AT WAVELENGTH
OF INTENSITY
R RELIABILITY
e
RD RESP RESPONSIVITY OF DETECTOR amp/W
Ri  RI INPUT IMPEDANCE OF PREAMPLIFIER 
ohms
RJ RJ RADIUS OF PLANET m
RL RL OUTPUT LOAD IMPEDANCE ohms
R SPIN SPACECRAFT SPIN RATE rpm
s
r AUJ SUN-PLANET DISTANCE IN ASTRONOMICAL A.U.
UNITS (JUPITER)
S(K) SIGSYS " OUTPUT SIGNAL amps
S S SURFACE RECOMBINATION VELOCITY m2/sec
v HOLES AT THE ILLUMINATED SURFACE
smear IMAGE SMEAR m
SNR(K) SNR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO
SNRL SNRL LIMITING THRESHOLD SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
RATIO
S S20P PEAK MONOCHROMATIC RESPONSIVITY OF amp/W
P THE DETECTOR (S-20)
S ' INTENSIFIER PHOTOCATHODE SENSITIVITY coul/J
p
S (W) SPECTRAL DENSITY OF THE MEAN-SQUARE coul
2
q MINORITY CARRIER CHARGE DENSITY
FLUCTUATIONS
S OPTICAL SIGNAL W/m
2
o
SNRAIM SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (EXCLUDES
AVAILABLE AERIAL IMAGE MODULATION
FROM SNR CALCULATION)
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
SIGAVA SIGNAL (EXCLUDES AVAILABLE AERIAL IMAGE amps
MODULATION FROM SIGNAL CALCULATION)
a STANDARD DEVIATION
0 RS20 RELATIVE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION
OF DETECTOR S-20
a' RELATIVE SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF
INTENSIFIER PHOTOCATHODE
T.integ INTEGRATION (EXPOSURE) TIME sec
T TEMP TEMPERATURE (KELVIN) oK
TT TOTAL SYSTEM TEST TIME sec
TM THRESHOLD MODULATION
To  SPACECRAFT ORBITAL PERIOD sec
tL TL TRANSMISSION OF OPTICAL SYSTEM
tm  TRANSMISSION OF COLLECTOR MESH
t EXPT EXPOSURE TIME sec
t opt OPTIMUM EXPOSURE TIME sec
t1 Ti TARGET THICKNESS m
t2  T2 TARGET-TO-MESH SPACING m
ti  L THICKNESS OF INTERFACE TRANSITION REGION m
tf TF TRANSMISSION OF FIELD MESH
t o SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION OF SENSOR FACEPLATE
to SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION OF INTENSIFIER
ENDPLATE
toA SPECTRAL TRANSMISSION OF INTENSIFIERFIBER OPTICS FACEPLATE
At READOUT TIME 
sec
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
r(K) RESPONSE FOR SINE WAVE OF K CYCLES/MM
sen(K) TCAM MTF OF SENSOR
T (K) TSYS MTF OF SYSTEM
Slens (K) TLEN MTF OF LENS
TIM(K) TMOT MTF DUE TO IMAGE MOTION
TT(K) TTAR MTF OF TARGET
Tis(K) TIS MTF OF IMAGE SECTION
TR(K) TELB MTF OF READOUT BEAM
Trec(K) MTF OF RECORDER
T.(K) TII MTF OF INTENSIFIER
TFIB MTF OF FIBER OPTICS
TMES MTF OF TRANSMISSION MESH
( PAD PHASE ANGLE degrees
0 FIELD OF VIEW radians
V
TH(K) TLD MTF OF SILICON TARGET DUE TO LATERAL
HOLE DIFFUSION
TD(K) TDS MTF OF SILICON TARGET DUE TO DIODE
SPACING
TE(K) TFS MTF OF SILICON TARGET DUE TO FIRST 
SCAN
EFFECT
T TS TIME CONSTANT OF INTERFACE STATE FOR
y Y=O SEC (WHERE Y= DISTANCE FROM
SILICON INTO TRANSITION REGION)
V V IMAGE INTENSIFIER ACCELERATING VOLTAGE volts
a
Vd VP DEAD VOLTAGE LOST IN PENETRATING PHOSPHOR volts
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TEXT PROGRAM
SYMBOL SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
v AVERAGE SPACECRAFT VELOCITY km/sec
AV CHANGE IN TARGET SURFACE POTENTIAL volts
VS  VELOCITY OF IMAGE WITH RESPECT TO m/secOBJECT
Vnd NOISE TARGET VOLTAGE CORRESPONDING volts
TO NOISE CHARGE, Qnd
Vnc CHARGING NOISE VOLTAGE volts
DUE TO TARGET
p VELOCITY OF SPACECRAFT AT PERIAPSIS km/sec
W SIRP PEAK SPECTRAL DENSITY OF INPUT FLUX W/m 2/n
Wx RSIR RELATIVE SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION OF
THE INPUT FLUX
w RADIAN FREQUENCY rad/sec
w ANGULAR VELOCITY OF SPACECRAFT AT PERIAPSIS rad/sec
cWC CLOCK (TRANSFER) RADIAN FREQUENCY rad/sec
winteg INTEGRATION RADIAN FREQUENCY rad/sec
( s  SPIN ANGULAR VELOCITY rad/sec
wtot RELATIVE ANGULAR VELOCITY OF THE rad/sec
SPACECRAFT WITH RESPECT TO JUPITER
AT PERIAPSIS
X X INTERFACE STATE NOISE CONTRIBUTION couls2
DURING INTEGRATION TIME (CCD)
CHI-SQUARE VALUE OF 2N + 1 DEGREES
OF FREEDOM OF CONFIDEN E LEVEL P
c
x H SECONDARY EMISSION NOISE FACTOR
Y Y INTERFACE STATE NOISE CONTRIBUTION couls2
DURING CHARGE TRANSFER (CCD)
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APPENDIX B
PREPARATION OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
B.1 INTRODUCTION
Computer programs have been developed for the signal-to-noise-
ratio models of the candidate imaging systems and were used to perform the
parametric analysis in Sections 7 and 8. These programs were written in
FORTRAN IV for interactive use on the Computer Sciences Corporation
Univac 1108 computer timesharing system.
This appendix presents the computer programs. First, the SIT
vidicon model is used as a representative example to illustrate how the
models have been structured. Computational flow diagrams for the SIT
vidicon main program and subroutines are shown along with a line-by-line
description of the program. Samples of the input and output are included,
as well as a symbolic listing of the programs for all of the camera systems.
A symbol list showing both text and FORTRAN symbols is given in Appendix A.
B.2 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The analytical models for the camera systems have been written in
FORTRAN IV computer language. A separate main program exists for each
sensor type. Subroutines common to several camera models were used whenever
possible to simplify the programming task. A list of the main programs
and subroutines along with a brief statement of the purpose of each is shown
in the Computer Program Summary Matrix, Figure B-1.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS SUMMARY MATRIX
SUBROUT N ES
NAME > PURPOSE
SECV (Z) X X X X SEC VIDICON CAMERA ()
ANALYTICAL MODEL
STV IT VIDICON CAMERASITV Y, x
ANALYTICAL MODEL
RBV X RETURN BEAM VIDICON
ANALYTICAL MODEL
51LV SILICON VIDICON )
t _~ _ ,-_- _ ANALYTICAL MODEL
SSV SLOW SCA VIDICON (1)
-_ AINALTICAL MODEL
i ESC () A X X ELECTROSTATtC CAMERA
Si ANALYTICAL MODEL
SDV X LICON DIOXIDE VIDICON
Z _ ANALYTICAL MODEL
- CCD CHARGE-COUPLED DEvCE
" [ - - ANALYTICAL MODEL
JCCDEFN () X INTENSIFIeD CHARSGECOUPLCD
DEVICE ANALYTICAL- MODEL
o z z
%710s IE 1 0 (1) WITH OR WITHOOr
IMAGE INTENSIFIER
STAGE
w 2 C(2) MAGNETCALLY FOCUSED
f 0 CAMERA PROGRAk,:4
FIGURE B-I
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Most of the programs representing models of the camera systems
are quite similar in structure. Therefore, in order to avoid repetition,
only the SIT vidicon model will be discussed in detail.
B.3 SIT VIDICON COMPUTER PROGRAM
A description of the SIT vidicon program includes the main program
SITV and the associated subroutines IRWATT and MTFAVA. The signal-to-RMS-
noise expression for the SIT vidicon, Equation(B-1), illustrates how the sub-
routines are used to calculate the various terms.
Calculated by Calculated by
Main Program Subroutine
SITV IRWATT
/
nr(K)BaGtAt W S tcoa
0o WAPA/ (Bd1)
eFSC2 2 eC S tS oso B2
2
eG Ate S 1/2
D4k 2el B + at )P tod 2 (+1) 1 W t d
SIT VIDICON MODEL
where,
Mo s(K) = MTIM(K)LENS(K) TIS(K)TT(K)R(K)
Calculated by
Subroutine
MTFAVA
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SITV is the call name of the main program for the SIT vidicon.
It controls the bulk of the input/output statements and performs the signal-
to-noise ratio and threshold modulation calculations. The subroutine IRWATT,
which is common to all camera programs that utilize photoemissive cathodes,
calculates the integral expression shown in equation (B-l).
Actual computation requires taking the integral of the product of several
wavelength-dependent factors, including the input flux at the image plane,
the geometric albedo of the planet, the transmission of the fiber optics,
and the detector spectral response. MTFAVA calculates the available aerial
image modulation transfer function, which combines the MTFs due to the lens
assembly, image motion, and the image modulation.
B.3.1 SIT VIDICON FLOW DIAGRAMS
Computational Flow Diagrams for SITV and subroutines IRWATT and
MTFAVA are shown in Figures B-2 and B-3.
B.3.2 SIT VIDICON PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
A symbolic listing of SITV and its subroutines are given.
A brief line-by-line description for SITV and its subroutines will clarify
the construction of the program.
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FOVCtiNP- - StT'/ PIOIZ
t4PJ
E-KPT SPN , Pkb FO Cq
AIO, RAD,-NUM, CR, BAND
DATA DOK- 11
TIS (K)j TELBh(K), TAB(Kg 1
TLDOLD(K),TDS)K)TTS(K))1 -nS(4)
INITIALIEC TWI S "pw A.), SN(Y-),
SNRL, , GT, AELEM,
SOP GMF~~SIW6S(r), Sl(Aw\N(c,
I $K, ,FE;C, GMET
L.,O IFA, CSOA, RS.P
CAL'L I f"e
SPNrIc), BBPJ rArV '9 USEAD 'Si-tow '~MM>,
PCA( ) GTYS, AAt V.. ALu~ OF, '5Tt2.
iiPStNrJ RA LO ) BUAK),
Co~4r~Cv Fiur
FLacomCi T - st'BRou1W IRWMT FLQt~RT- SABMOTIM WTFAVA
~sri'pILr
INPUT: T rT =,4=
TL, Szeop, SIRP
DATA:
RS52O(W-), RSIR(t.), AJ.S(r), CA tULPrTE:
TLEN (K), SMt., PKN6
Tmor(K) . TA-4vA (w)
WAE(.) 'SUI, IF
I~~5"R() =,.GoT j
FwxSPSfMIN
Figure B-3,GS, P-
WAYFOO, QST 262.
SITV PROGRAM LIST
100 PRINTp 'ANALYTICAL MODEL OF S[I VIDICON CAMERA
105 PRINT*,'WITH ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE SECFIOrN'
110 OI~FMEN ION SNRAAIM(14), SNR(14), TM(14)* TCAM(14)
115 DIMENS ION TSY((4) rTIS(14), TELH(14), TFIH (14), sPAr(14)
120 DtIMEOJSION 8-B(14), vJSCE'NE(14). JNUOISE( 14) , SGAVA(14)
125 OfMENSION TFAR(14) TLO(14) rTOS(14), fFS(14)
1311 OIMESI')O\N LIGSS(14), TMA(14)
135 C'OM.',1ON CJRIF),FLJXrRESP, rFAVA4(14)
1.40 REAL [IARK, [FET
1.45 OATA TIS /.98 .9, .79, .65 .51r .36 .22?, .08t.r() .1 Ou01
150 .001,.001 .001 .00I/
155 DATA TELI/.98,.965,.94 .905,.855,. 78,.72, .6 -,. 1,.56'%
160 .52..46.41*.36/
165 DOAr TF(A/.5,.98 .95,, .r .3. 75,.67,.62, .- v4,. 5. .45.
170 .4, .35, .3/
175 10 REAO(5 r*PROMPT='EXPOSI RE(SEC), S IN qATE(RPM). %
180 RANOWIDTH :' EXPT, SPIN, BArNO
185 20 READ(5,*,PROMPfT='FOCAL LENGTH(M). F NIJBER, CO()NRAST %
190 RAOr0: ') FOC, FNJIM CR
197-5 30 REAO(5c0,PROMPT='PHASE ANGLE, [INCIIOENCF ANGLEP '9
20. REEFECTI[ON ANGLE (DEGRE- S) :' ) PAOAI)RA-)
20)5 ' 3A JAO/57.2958
210 AI-4AI/57.2958
215 RA=RA0/57.2958
22) Q=1.602E-19
225 Gf=z2,00.
230 F=20. E-6
235 AELEM=(3.146/4.)*0**2
240 IDARK=1.E-9
245 SNRL=3.
251) TEMP=23..
25:., fK=1.5 E-25
260; RL:2.E3
265 [FErF7.E-3
270 GMFET=13.4E-3
275 CS=20.E-12
280 RE:.0
285 CA''. [ ,AF (pAAI,RA,FNOM)
290 CAL._ MFFAVA(FrNM, '-SPIN, EXPT FOGC CR)
25 IATFA TLO/.9 S, .926 p.851, 772 . 704,. 64 .51, .5- .51 .47, o.00)1. .101
D3A:i fAfA r)C/ .9q,. 958,. 908. 84. .75 7,.662 v.5'8,. 45 ,.3 1 ,. 234 p. 13
.5
3oi OATA TFS;/.9 , .3.76 702,.648, .),.55' 16 .481.45'
.42 .5) 6 ., 175 .3521
108 )00 290 K=l: 1.4
i10 T YAR ( (K = ) * (K) S(K)* FS(K)
312 2q1 C;ONT "JtJE
315 LRINT 3051( FLO( 1)p =1,14)
,320) ORINrT 310,( TOS( I), * f=1 14)
325 Pl f NT 315, ( FFS(I) p [l 14)
3SO PRINf 52 ( rTAR (I). =1p14)
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335 0') FORMAT(' TL) 'P30 14F6.3)
341 310 FORTMAf(' TO ,  '3#t4F6.3)
345 15 FORMAT(' TF 'r P 14F.3)
350 32n FOOOMAr' rfAq '3P.K1'4Ft).)
35') '1 ) K I l4
356)1 ,~rT(K) -K t.lE3
365 H-,-= H + T AR( K) **2* TEL( K) **2
37)0 F!(K) = (A HF* .)/%#Ar(Ki
37 0 3o C;)Nr INJ FE
1 0, [rFL r4. 4IAN)* ;I* rALM*C qO* ExPr*,E
385 II)ARK c,,~ f(2. * * [ AK OA 4 )
391) iHF A z)Sg r ( Aj+ (, IGF_ T
395 j13AO-= j r 4. HK* TEAP*6ANO) /?L)
41)') ) '41) K: p , I
41,1 1,C 'N-( K ) c, r ( H '( K ) ( Gr T+ 1 .) cHANI)* , IGFLr t*RE)
415 IJO )F(K) ( K) = ; r iJL )Ai)* ?+ IAPI.t* 2+Flr)4 K 2 IRE A)* t2%
420 +S CF,4F K) * *2)
425 TCAM( K)rTA(K) r cT ( K) rF[z-3(K)*TELB(K)
430 rSCF- _F= (CR- .)/( C + I )
455 rY,(;K):rCAM(K)*rAVA(K)
4 il s[GAVA(K)z7,[GFLTr*CAM(K)
4-a5 lrG Y,( K) [GFL rT* I Y,), (K)
450 SNRAIM(K ) :1[GAVA(K)/ JOf)[c,(K)
45-, iN'4R(K) =-IG'Y (K) /,)NOf-F(K)
460 TMA( K ) ::,NRL/- NRA [M(K)
465 r M( K ) -. 4RL/r4q ( K
470 :! CI: T 0 JE
475 ,4 , - Ir 't20 ( rTI (I) [= 14)
480 -? [- NT r25 I (ELH(I) =1l t4)
485 -jqINF )30 , ( TFIB( ), =I,14)
490 'RINT 680,( TCAM( 1), [ 1v 4)
495 PRINT 69, ( rcYS([ ), =ll4)
501 'U,,Ir 70:, (~0(i [I 1=1, 14)
505 IN4r 702, (TM() [zIl, 141
511 I-[NT 705, ( M(I , r) * =1 14)
51O I4rT 71) v(NR( 1) * [= ,14)
, l-'11 [NTr 720.(SNRAIM( [) I1 L, 14)
52a INrrTr*, '
530 T r 72 *( 0Ar( [1)/101i. Il :1l, l
IS AT 72I) % Yv( ' ( ),F ,=11i )
14; I T [ 750 ,(SIGAV4(I) [= t Iii)
54' 
-INF 735( NOt() ,E( I), I(= i1.1)
510 , [4r 740. ( lSCENE(I) p 1=1 ,1 1
5', O I-"T , I I
560 ,- [NT 74-, IFArO
565 PR (1 7 )r, JLOAI)
570 
-3'I'JT 75,, J'AMPL
575 PRINTr 760, I)ARK
580 620 FORMA(' TIS ',v3,14h.3)
585 625 FORMAT(' TELH 'e35<14F6.3)
590 630 FORMAT(,' rFt '.5, 14r,. 5)
595 680 FORMAFr (9 rCAM ',501,'4P.3)
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600 691q FORMAr (' ITSYS ',3014Fo.3)
605 71)ti FnO MAr (' t)3 ' 3 14F6.35)
610 702 FOtAMA( rMA ' .3 v 1 4F6.3)
615 705 FORMA4 (' ry ' ,3 , 141Fn. 3)
620. 715 FORMAF (' SrN ' - 3, 014F6.1)
625 720 FORMA (' SNR IIM'3,p14F6. I)
63 ) 722 F)R-AF(' SPAr 'l o 1019)
655 7215 F O'vlArf ( -IG Y"'"; o' 13<, l)0E .3)
h40 . 751 FO)~iA T ( I S[GAVE' 3,. 10E9. )
7 y. FI' vMAT ( ' uJN(.)ISE' , 3 o o10E9.3)
0, 741) F ),MAT (' SCENE'r ,3<, tl)E 4.3)
7)55 74 FO RMvlA(A R EA) NOISE z'rE1i1.2 A MP')
h) 750 FORA4 r(' THERMAL NOESF ='Fi10.2, ' A,1~PS' )
6- 5 75, FOIMA ' FEr S:OT No IE =' E10.2' AMP')
670 76J PORAAF ( OARK CIRi ErENT ', E10).2' AMi')
75 rP
IRWATT SUBROUTINE LIST
100' SIBRO)JTINE I[RNATF(PAP Alp RA. FNJM)
10,05 OIMENSION RS20(14)' RSIR(14), .AJ!JP(1l4)v RFIB(14) NAqA/E(14)
1006 DIMENSION ALf(9)pAJJ( 9 )
1010 COM! I)ON COiROP FLj)( RESP
1015 TL=.6
1020 10 READ(5*,p R (.) M P T =' O00Y NIMIER :')r
1021 DATA AL-/l., .92p .85P .49 .26 .61 .42p .42 *14/
102' OArA A,J/5.2,5.2,5.2,b.2#5.2,
9
.4.)rL 9.18 30.1,39.44/
.1025 520P-. 0626
10 30 )[R .2f06
1035 OAT4 ~0/ .14, .68, .96, .952, .791, .645. .501) .356, .21 L%
1040; .09i 5 .01q9 .001 .001i .001/
10 45 OArA RS I/.256, .54 5, .712, 1., .968. .859v .831, .755, .682,%
105)0 .615, .5)?, .495, .443 .416/
10 P ,  Ar 4J, , / .25 .31, .36, .42, .5 .5o .49, .49, .47, .40; %
1160 .39. .54, .33. .52/
1065 DATA RFI,/ .0'1. .58, .71t .g p .8 .p. .8P .R .8p .8S .*i%
107(0 .A, .ir, .8/
1071 IF(T.E4.1.) GO r() 150
1072 00 10 K=I 1. 4
1073 A.J I!P((K) =1.
1074 10 o C, rri IiE
10(75 150 CO:rI[!4J E
1076 00 200: K=1,14
1080 .4AV E(K) =2 5n . +K*50.
11)85 Si = ,r I+ T) I- ( K) *AJ, P(K) *RF IH(K) *RS20( K) *ALB(r)
1 c) MFZS. IMF +'; I ( K) *AJ IP( ) * F It-3( K) *ALq( r)
1095 2o0' CONTI4JE
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1100 CONS=( SIRP*TL*COS(AI)*COS(RA) )/(4.*AJ(T)** 2 *FN JM** 2 )1105 CIURD=S20 P* CONc;* SM 1*50 .
1110 FLUJ =CONS*, 5JMF*50t0.
1115 RESP=Ci JRO/FL!JX
1120 PRINTt,' '
1125 PRINT*,' '
1130 PRINT 635p(lf4AVE(I),I=1 14)
1135 PRINT 640,(RS20(I)),I=1,14)
1140 PRINT 645, (RSIR(I),I:=,14)
1145 PRINr*,' '
li50 PRINT 80,., CIRO
1155 PRINT 80, FLIX
1160 ORINr 810I RESP
1165 635 FORMAT(' WAVE ',3X,1416)
1170 640 FORMAT(' RS20 ',30,14F6.3)
1175 645 FORMAT(' RSIR ' 3X 14F6.3)
1180 800 FORMAT(' CIRRENT OENSITY= ',E10.2,' AMPS/'Q.METER')
1185 805 FORMAT(' FLIJX= 'rE10.2,'4ATr/SQ.METER')
.1190 810 FORMAT(' RESPONSIVITY= ',E10.29' AMPS/WATr,)
1195 RET JRN
1200 END
MTFAVA SUBROUTINE LIST
1000 % JBROUTINE MTFAVA(FNJM, SPIN, EXPr, FO)C CR)
1005 DIMENSION TSCENE(14) SPAr(14), rLEN(14) Tr1UT(14)o GR(14)1010 COMMON 01(3), TrAVA(14)
1015 ,vAVE5-)O0.E-9
1020 10 REAO(5*,PROMPT=9ALTITrJOE (RJ) :.')RJ
1021 READ(5*,PROMPT= IMC? YES=l, NO=O')COMP
1025 AL=(RJ*71.4E6)-1l.4E6
1030 DO 25? K=Il14
1035 TSCENE(K)=(CR-1.)/(CR+1..)
1040 SPAT (K)=K*5.E3
1045 8:( .1416)/(FNJM*WAVE)
1050 rLEN(K)=(2./3.1416)*( ARCOS(SPAT(K)/8)-(PAT(K)/8)*%
1055 SQRT(1.0-(SPAT(K)/8)**2)
1056 IF(COMP.EQ.1) GO TO 90
1060 SMEAR:(2.*3.1416*SP[N*EKPT*FOC/60.)
1065 ANG=(2.*3.1416*SPIN*EXPT*I.E
6 )/60.106i GO TO 95
1067 90 SMEAR=(.2*3.1416*SPIN*Fpr*FOC/60.)
1068 ANG=(.2*3.1416*SPIN*EXPT*1.Eb)/ 6 ).
1069 95 CONTINJUE
1070 GR5=ALT*ANG*1.E-6
1075 IF(GRS.EQ.) GO TO 100
1080 P I::ALT/(FOC*GRS*2.
1085 100 CONTINUE
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109o GR(K) =ALr/(FOC*SPAT(K)*2.)
1095 [F (SMEAR.EQ.0) GO TO 249
l~i AK=SPAT( K)*SMEAR
1 f)- IF (AK.GE.1.O) GO TO 250
1 t) rMOr(K) =( IN( 3. 1416*MEAR PAr(K) )) ( 3. 1416 SEAq*;pAT (K)
1 '- GO TO 251
1 2' 249 Tr4Or(K)=l.o
1. 2 Go TO 251
1 ,) 250 TMOT( )=.On0
1;5 251 CONrINJE
1 4I1 TAVA(K) =TSCENE(K)* TLEN(K)*TMOT(K)
1 4) 252 CONTINuIE
1150 PRINf 690,SMEAR
1!55 PRINT 692,GRS
1160 PRINT 696#P/[Y°10'1.
1165 PURINT 695PANG
1l70 PINr*T,' '
1 i75 PRINT 650 ( GR(I)r [=1#14)
1 10 PRI[NT 660, (SPAT( [)/1001). e[l114).
1 85 PRINT 665 (TLEN([)[=1, p4)
1 'f P rINT 670 * TIOT( ) * I=l1 14)
I1 , O IrNTr 675 (TSCENE(I), =1114)
120: PPR rNT 8hS ( TAVA( [1)r 1=1v14)
!0,- 6511 FORMAT(' GR RES',3<01416)
1211 6)0 FORMAT i( SPAT ' 1K,1416)
1ri i,-5 FORMAT (' FLE\I 't.3X&14F6.3)
1? -) 670 Fz.)RMAT ( ' TMOT ' ,r3Xt 14F6.3)
12 5 67) PORMAr( ' TSCENE',3 rl34FA..3
1230 680 FORMAT(' TAVA 'e3'014F6,3)
12.35 690 FORMAT( SMEAR(IMAGE PLANE)='pE10.2METEqR )
1240 692 FORMA r ( ' SMEAR(GROIJNO) ='El 0 .2p'METER)
1245 695 FORMAT(' ANG,)LAR SMEAR =' F6.l1' MICRO RADIANS')
1250 696 FORMAT(' SPATIAL FREQ. E4iJ[V/. TO I PIXEL SMEAR =',%
1255 [16 ' LP/M t')
1260 RET JRrN
1265 ENO
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B.3.2.1 SITV Line Description
LINE 100-105 Prints out the identity of the camera model and
any distinguishing features.
110-140 Type and dimension statements for the variables and
arrays used in the program.
145-170 A list of the input data constants used in the
signal-to-noise ratio calculations. MTF values for
the image section (TIS), the electron beam (TELB),
and fiber optics faceplate (TFIB) are given.
175-200 These statements prompt for the input variables
including the exposure, spin rate, phase angle,
incidence angle, reflection angle, focal length,
f number, contrast ratio, and video bandwidth.
205-215 Calculates the phase angle, the angle of incidence,
and the reflection angle in radians from input
values which are in degrees.
220-280 Initializes input data and constants such as: electron
charge, the target gain, the beam diameter, the read-
out efficiency, the temperature, Boltzmann's constant,
FET leakage current and transconductance, the shunt
capacitance, and load resistance. The limiting SNR is
initialized for threshold modulation calculations.
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LINE 285-290 Subroutines IRWATT and MTFAVA are called.
295-305 Input data constants for the target MTF values
are given. The target MTF components,consisting
of the MTF due to the finite diode spacing (TDS),
the MTF due to lateral hole diffusion (TLD), and the
MTF caused by scanning the electrostatic surface
(TFS) are given as a function of spatial frequency.
308-312 The total target MTF (TTAR) is calculated for each
value of SPAT(K) by combining the three target MTF
components.
315-350 Values for TLD, TDS, TFS, and TTAR are printed for
each spatial frequency.
355 Entry point to the DO loop 300 in which lines 355 to
375 are cycled 14 times. The spatial frequency is
cycled from 5 lp/.mm to 70 lp/mm in increments of
5 ip/mm. The noise bandwidth correction factor, BB(),
is calculated as a function of spatial frequency.
380 Calculates the flat field signal. For this term
the system response (Ts (K)) is assumed to be eaual] to one.
385-400 Calculates the noise terms due to read beam shot noise
(UREAD), the dark current shot noise (UDARK), the
preamplifier thermal noise (ULOAD), and the pre-
amplifier FET shot noise (UAMPL).
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LINE 405 Entry point to the DO loop 400 in which lines
405 to 470 are cycled 10 times. This varies
the spatial frequency in 5 ip/mm increments over
the range 5 to 50 lp/mm.
410 The quantum (image) noise term (USCENE) is calculated
for each spatial frequency (SPAT).
415-420 The RMS noise (UNOISE) is calculated for each
spatial frequency.
425-435 The MTF of the camera (TCAM) is calculated at
each spatial frequency. The input modulation (TSCENE),
and system MTF (TSYS) are also determined.
440-445 The signal terms are determined for the range of
spatial frequencies. The system signal term (SIGSYS)
is calculated using the system MTF (TSYS), whereas
SIGAVA is computed using only the camera MTF (TCAM).
450-455 The signal-to-noise ratio expressions are calculated
for the range of spatial frequencies. SNRAIM is
determined using SIGAVA while SNRSYS employs SIGSYS.
460-465 The threshold modulation expressions (TM and TMA)
are calculated for the range of spatial frequencies.
TMA is used in plotting AIM curves. It is determined
by taking the ratio of SNRL/SNRAVA(K), where SNRL is
the threshold signal-to-noise ratio (assumed to be 3.)
TM is the threshold modulation (using the system MTF)
determined by taking SNRL/SNRSYS(K).
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LINE 475-575 These lines control the output data. They
instruct the computer to print out 14 values
of TIS, TELB, TFIB, TCAM, TSYS, BB, TMA, TM,
SNR and SNRAIM for spatial frequencies 5 to
70 ip/mm. Ten values of SPAT, SIGSYS, SIGAVA,
UNOISE and USCENE are printed for 5 to 50 Ip/mm.
UREAD, ULOAD, UAMPL and UDARK are also printed.
580-670 These are the format statements that control the
print statements.
675-680 Stop command and end of program.
43.2.2 IRWATT Subroutine Line Description - IRWATT is a subroutine
used for camera systems containing photoemissive cathodes to calculate
the input flux in the image plane, the current density, and the photocathode
responsivity.
LINE 1000 Subroutine name and dummy arguments.
1005-1010 Dimension and common statements for variables
and arrays.
1015 Initializes the lens transmission (TL).
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LINE 1020 This statement prompts for a body number (T)
which corresponds to the planet or satellite
of interest. The body number code used is:
Body Number Object
1 Jupiter
2 Io
3 Europa
4 Ganymede
5 Callisto
6 Saturn
7 Uranus
8 Neptune
9 Pluto
1021-1070 Initializes input data and constants such as the
sun-planet distance in astronomical units (AUJ(T)),
and the albedo (ALB(T)) of the selected object.
Values for the input flux, detector spectral response,
and fiber optics faceplate transmission are given for
different wavelengths ranging from 300 to 950 nm.
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LINE 1076 Line 1076 is the entry point of DO loop 200 in
which lines 1080 to 1095 are cycled 14 times. On
each cycle of the loop the variable K is incremented
until it equals 14.
1080 The wavelength (WAVE) is established from 300 nm
to 950 nm in 50 nm steps as the program loops.
1085-1090 The integral product of terms required to calculate
the current density (CURD) and flux at the photo-
cathode (FLUX) are formed. On each cycle of the DO
loop the terms (fapW toP dX and fW P d)
are calculated for a specific wavelength interval and
added onto the accumulated sums SUMI and SUMF.
1100-1115 The current density (CURD), input flux at the
photocathode (FLUX), and detector responsivity
(RESP) are calculated for use in the main program.
1130-1190 These lines control the printing of the output data.
They cause the outputs WAVE, RS20 and RSIR to be
printed for wavelengths between 300 and 950 nm. The terms
CURD, FLUX, and RESP are also printed as directed
by.the format statements.
1195-1200 Returns control to the main program and ends the
subroutine.
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8.3.2.3 MTFAVA Subroutine Line Description - MTFAVA calculates the
available aerial image modulation (TAVA). This term represents the available
aerial image modulation incident on the faceplate of the camera system. It
consists of the product of the image modulation due to contrast, the MTF
due to image motion, and MTF of the lens assembly. TAVA is useful in plotting
AIM curves.
LINE 1000 Subroutine name and dummy argument.
1020 This line prompts for the altitude in units of
the planet radius. The altitude is later used
to convert spatial frequencies to ground resolution.
1021 This line prompts for a reply indicating whether or
not image-motion compensation is to be applied.
By typing a "1", 90%-effective-image-motion compen-
sation will be applied. A "O" response will result
in no IMC.
1025 The altitude (ALT) is determined.
1030 DO loop 252 loops through line 1145 incrementing K
and establishes 14 values for the spatial frequency.
1035 Calculates the input modulation due to the image contrast
(TSCENE).
1050 Calculates the MTF for a diffraction-limited lens
(TLEN) as a function of spatial frequency.
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LINE 1060-1090 This group of statements calculates the image plane
smear (SMEAR), angular smear (ANG), the ground
smear (GRS), the ground resolution per pixel (GR)
equivalent to the spatial frequency, and the spatial
frequency equivalent to one pixel smear (PIX).
1105-1135 Calculates the MTF due to image motion (TMOT) as
a function of spatial frequency. Several IF and
GO TO statements are used to test the value of TMOT
to insure that division by zero will not later result.
If TMOT equals zero, it will be set to .001 for
future computations.
1140 Calculates the available aerial image modulation expression
(TAVA) for spatial frequencies 5 lp/mm to 70 ip/mm.
1150-1255 These print and format statements control the output
data. The outputs GR, SPAT, TLEN, TMOT, TSCENE and
TAVA are printed for spatial frequencies 5 ip/mm to
70 ip/mm. SMEAR, GRS, PIX and ANG are also printed.
1195-1200 Returns control to the main program and ends the
subroutine.
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B.3.3 SIT VIDICON INPUT/OUTPUT FORMAT
The input/output format for the SIT vidicon program is typical of
all of the camera models. An example of the SITV program output is shown
in Figure B-4 .
During program execution, the program will prompt for inputs
representing a number of mission variables as shown below. Underlined
values are typed in using the keyboard.
SITV
ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SIT VIDICON CAMERA
wITH ELECTROSTATIC IMAGE SECTION
EXPOSURE(SEC), SPIN RATE(RPM), BANDWIDTH :.0005 2. 1300.
FOCAL LENGTH(M), F NUMBER, CONTRAST RATIO : .4 4. 1.3
PHASE ANGLE, INCIDENCE ANGLE, REFLECTION ANGLE (DEGREES) :60. 60. 0
BODY NUMBER :1.
ALTITUDE (RJ) :4.
IMC? YES=1, NO=01.
The program continues execution and responses with the data listed
in Figure B-4. Note that many of the program data arrays are displayed as
well as the calculated parameters. This facilitates plotting the output
data in various forms.
In general, the output is arranged to present several arrays that
vary as a function of wavelength. Wavelengths are taken at 50 nm intervals
from 300 to 950 nm. Numerous arrays of data are also presented as a function
of spatial frequency and ground resolution. Signal-to-noise ratios, MTF data,
and threshold modulations are generally given for spatial frequencies ranging
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:57 rv
ANALYT[CAL MO)DEL OF Sir VIDICOi CAME,?A
.qITH ELECTrO~MArIC [MAGE ';ECrION
Et,)SiJ F(gEFC)# ';PIN RATFE< r)r* flUNI1FH :.0005 2. 1.300.
Fr)CL ILENGTH(MM F 4I0 _E', COilrA A'; , .Ar[IO : .4 4. 1.3
PHA;E ANGLE INrCI-DE;CE AfIGLE, REFLECTION A1GLE (OEGRE-S) :60. 60. 0
FO1 f N, JIMB3ER :1.
WAVE 01) 350 401 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800 850 90l) 950 NM
W120 . .140 60 .q60 .952 .791 .645 .101 .356 .211 .08O .019 .01(1 .001 .00
S.256 .- 45 .712 1.000 .968 .9859 .851 .753 .682 .615 .5"2 .493 .443 .416
C, Jq 'Efr DENSITf= .15E-02 AA'-/SQ0.ETER
FL' I<= .51E-1 4Arr/rSt.ME TEr
RE';nN; IVITY= .IOE-01 AM';S/,ATr
ALTITJDE (RJ) :4.
IMC " ?ES=I, '0=01.
ISME AG(  'LV4EFT .4F-oSMETER
SMEA'~ r( GO INrO) = .2'E+04 "F TE'R
SPAR[AL. FErE. EflIV. TO I oIl<EL ME'A; = .119LP/,'M
ArNG JLA! SMEA = 10.5 MICq)RAD IANS
GR .; ES , 53550 26775 17850 13387 10710 8925 7650 6 ,93 5950 5355 4865 4462 4119 3825 KM/PlK
SPAr 5 10 lb .20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5:i 60 h6 I70 : LP/MM
TLEN .9q 6  .991 .987 .982 .978 .973 .969 .964 .960 .9b5 .951 .947 .942 .938
Tror .9 .) 9 7 .L),4 .9q8 .982 .974 .965 .454 .943 .929 .915 .891 .842 .864
TSCFNJE .131) .130 .1 ) .130 .1 3 .13 0 -. 1301 .1) .130 .130 .130 .131) .130
FAAv .1.50 .129 .128 .127 \.125 .124 .122 .12i .118 .11 .11.11 .1 .o10A .106
TLO . . 80 .Q26 .i51 .'7 72 *704 .640 . 590 .5i0 .510 .470 .001 . 001 .01 * Oil
rF)S .900 .:58 .9018 .940 .757 .6r,2 .558 .45110 .541 .234 .135 .042 .0)1 .i0 1
TF" .411 .Hi3 .764 .70)2 .648 .99 .555 .516 .481 .450 .422 .596 .71 .3512
T TA, ..84 . 739 .540 .455 ."545 .254 .183 .12F .084 .049 *0011 .. 00 .0f0i) .i001)
T Is . 90q .Qi0 .790' .650 .510 .360 .220 .08 . Wt1 .(01 .00"1 .0011 . 001 . 01
TFL. . 9 ) .(65 .)40 .P905 .855 .780 .720 .(~i0 .610 .50 .521) .460 .41 ) . 560
T F 1. . . 0 .*0 .*..80) .7" .)7 . 0 3 .7 1 500 .4 .40) .3)) . 500.
TCAM .045 .629 .41i .241 .125 .053 .019 .. 14 .000 .000 0. o. n. 1.
Tr Y . 110 .0)1 .053 .031 .016 . 700i7 .002 . ) 1 .0 .00 0 0. 0. 0. 0.
S.75) .629 .522 . 34 .365 .310 .269 .236 .2L1 .189 .172 .158 .14i5 .155
TMA, .Q034 .011 9 .1111 ) . 170 .113 .226 .540 2.204** * *
T .25 .301 .3 .5'>2 .905 1.827 4.'v2718.3r';1*
* i I 1''
SrN 11.3 1 0.1) 7.9 5i. 3.3 1.6 .7 .2 .0 .0 0. 0. 0. 0.
8N;RA IM 7.2 77.4 61.7 42.9 26.5 13.3 5.6 1.4 .1 .0 0. 0. I). .
SPAT 5 11) 15 20 2. 300 35 40 4, . 5 LP/tMM
SIGlSI .247E-09 .183-9 .120E-09 .68')E-10 .355E-10 .14- E-1) . 54E-11 .113E-l1 .7 4 1 62 .2E-
u14 ' AMAPS
S IGA /E .191E-08 *.142E-03 .9''E-09 .i4IE-09 . 221?E-09 .121E-0o9 .4 .hE-10 .- 44E-11 .622E-'-13 .515E-13 AM,)S
jrJ)lSE .219F-lo .183E-10 .152E-10 .127E-10 . I07E-11) .-O0'E-1 . 7i.:E-11 .6,)3E-ll .619E- 1 .5',9--l1 AMPS
J.;CFr4r .21iE-10 .103-F-10 .152E-0 .12C-) .6!)F-1n .9-)~E-1 I . 7 Fs2-1. .h%,)E-1 1 .611FE-11 .)',tE- AM'PS
REAO !lrIE = .69E-12 AMlPS
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FIGURE B-4
from 5 to 70 ip/mm. The output signal and several spatial-frequency-dependent
noise terms are also printed in array form.
A number of parameters of interest are displayed and identified,
however not all of the program constants are listed. These can be displayed
if required by using the system "SHOW" command for the specific computer used.
Although only the most important mission variables are prompted as
input, we may wish to vary other parameters as well. This may be achieved
by using the computer system command features, or rewriting the statements
that require modifications.
B.4 LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A symbolic listing of the candidate camera system main programs
and subroutines is presented in this section (excluding those already
listed).
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.4.1 SECV PROGRAM LIST - ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS
L
li i. ORINrT*'ANALYTICAL MOOEL OF SEC VIDICON CAMERA '
1. PINT " *'NITH SJPPRES,OR MESH AND ELECROSYTrArIC IMAGE SECrION'
I- 1 OIMEISION CNRAIM(14), SNR(14), TM(14), TCAMv1(14)
11 OIMrAENS['N rS YS(14), TIS(14), TELH(14) FF (14), SPAT(14)
12 )MFJENSI:)N A3(1HR 4) ! JSCENE(14), l NOISE( 14) , SIGAVA(14)
) IMEN',IUN [(GSYS(14), TMA(14), T [1( 14), FMES (14)
, CO)M-4ON CIRO), FLIJUX RESP, TAVA( 14) , TTAR(14)
WFAL IFFr
140 r)A r lI/.9 , 9 r ..7 4 .6 i 51 .36,.22 .. 0 0, o11. .0 I %1
145 . I 1 .0:11 .0 01,.0 1/
Io rAA TrELB/. 9 9P . 965p .9 (,?05 p .85-)p .S78 .7 2 6. r, . 61,.56P
S.52P .46,.41#.36/
1i ATrA TF [B/.99, 98, . 5, 9e .9 5' . 75. 67,P.6 2 , . 5 4,. 5 p.45p %
1711 ')A T I/R .87,.7 . 95 .4 2. ,.21. 16 . 12.. o08l. b. *05 *. 0L4, .,5. )2
175 -)A i v I E /. 99 97o . 93-7 P .AB9, . 836 p 7 1 ,r. 7 0 2 .
6 2 9'  
.
5 "  7 P. 4 r p8 m %
113i .417,.354,.295,.245/
145 10 RFAO(,*, PROMP='FEXPOS'i RI E(-EC). S'INr - TE(RiPM), %
190 q HANOIJTH :' )EKPT,SPINANr
1 2-0 READ(5.*,PROMPT='FOCAL LENGTH(M), F NA.JM6JER*, C)'NTRA;r %
A. ra l : ' ) FOC FNjM, CR
.05 TO REAO(5,*PROMPT'PHASE ANGLE, INC [DE'CF A JGLE-%
210 FFLFEC TION ANGLE (OEGREES):')PAO., A[ORAO
?I 411 READ(5,*,PROMPF TINTENSIFTER SrAGE? EF=I., ()'=0 :') fSAG
2) ; AzPAD/57.2958
: A Al 0/57.2958
A fA4 40/57.2958
4 "1 . 602E - t 9
74 0 G1:.32.
?51l ?F.=. 8
z t) 21. E-6
17) AELM=(3.1416/4.)*O**2
2nb TE '30.
270 'K= .38E-23
7- qL=2.E8
SIFE r=7. E-3
GMFET=13.4E-3
?m r,- 5. E-12
I5 rt:10.lE-6
:- NRL=l 0 o.
CAL. I[R AT F(PAP AlRA,FNJM)
CALI MTFAVA(FNJM, SPIN, EXPTP FOC, CR)
CALI. VTAR( TI)
'k" 0)) 501 K=1P14
5 'A r(K) =K*5.E3
, rlHPr=BP+T rAR ( K ) **2*T ELB(K)*. 2* rTMES ( K)**2
S( K) :( rt3P*5000 .)/SOAT(K)
14i [IF( ')TAGE) 250,250,300
145 250 GI=l.
351 rI .(K):1.
~5' 32 CONTINJE
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361) 30i COrTTNJE
561) '-[GFLT2:4,*BAN*G*GT*AELEM*CiR*EX(PT*R~E
57 )JL')An;(NRT( (4.*3K*fEM1P*8AND)/RL)
j~n iANPL=(Hf((8.*Q*IFEr*F3ANO**3*CS**2)/GMjFET**2)
ipfl-) 0l0 400 K=lPl4
39-) * JrAOl;E(K)=Y~qT ),-)A* *2+ AMPL** 2+1 READ** 2%
4II~-)rCAM(K)=rrAR(K)*['(K)*FI(K)*TELB3cK)*rT4ES(K)*rII(K)
1.11 rsCENFEc CR-l el/(CR+l*)
420 S-IGA\qA(K)=SIGFLT*TCAMIK)
1425 C) cI G; , ( K) GF L T T ;Y c( K
0 "1,4qI ( K) tG A'/,( K)/JN ISE (K)
44ITMA(K) 
-NRL/NqATM(K)
4 rm('O =SNqL/sN(tlK)
450 400 CONfI4,i
qtINT 625P ( FUSC T) t 1=1 14)
6 Oq I9N r 6209# ( TF Lti( t)I = 1114)
47 oL IN r 635 o,(rME' -cl ) #1=1914)
471) O 'HNr 640. C 1T([ tI t1.4)
480 PI Fr4T 68o0. cfCAM (I ) tflP4)
485 Pt 1NT 695o,(T CA[) r=lol4)
490) PRINT 70, P(9 t*( fl T=lI14
495 OqITr 702P ( f1A ( 1) v IZ1 v14)
500 C) NNT 705 ( rMCI) P11 , t4)
905 P ? rNT 715P (SN 14 ) P TZ.F14)
510 oprEr 720p(SNNATM(t',t=lp14)
515 0q IN 722v(CSPAT(t)/lO00o,11.lo)
920 PRINT 725p ( SIG'SCE() p =1P,10)
5i311 -JRNT 735o I No 1'E (1)pI =1o, 0)
53,) Pq ir 740p (;CENF ( I Ip 11 v10)
540 PN~rrr*tl
5145 PRINT 745P,HEA,)
550 PRINT 750t, JLkAAO
555 PRIN r 795, JAMAPL
960 620 F0RMAT'v rtS: qv3Xp14F6.3)
565 629 FORMA T( TELI3 '.-3X #14F6.3)
570 630l FOR~MA T ( rT9 # '3 X I4F6. 3)
575 .)1 FoqMA Tr C' p~F '3 X I4F6. 3)
90 C)40 FORMAT(, UT 1#3014F6.3)
9R5 6-90 FORMAT~ (f TCAM 'v3Kp14F6o3)
590 695 FOR9MAT (' rSY., 900(14F6.3)
i959 700 PORMAT (t i36 '.3K#14F6.3)
6il) 70? PORMAT t TMA 'e3X(et4F6.3)
~97095 FORMAT (I rm '@3Kel4P6.3)
h-d0 71') FORMAT C' 5NN t.5(4F6.l)
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610 702 FORMAT( TMA '35014F6.3)
615 705 FORMAT (' TM '93X,14F6.3)
620 715 FOR-MAT (' SNR 'p3Xi14F6.1)
625 720 FORMAT (' SNRAIA'3 p14F6.1)
630 72? FORMAT(' SPAT ', 1.1019)
635 725 FORMAT (' SIGSYS'p.3 pOE9.3)
640 730 FORMAT (' SIGAVE.,3,pl0E9.3)
645 735 FORMAT (' JINOISE'P3010E9.3)
650 740 FORMAT (' 9JSCENE P3X IOE9.3)
65)" 745 FORMAT(' REA) NOISE ='EEL.2?,' AMPS')
6h0 746 FORMAN ' DIELECTRIC NOISE =',EOE10.2' AMPS')
665 750 FORMAT(' THERMAL NOISE ='E10O.2e' AMPS')
67 0 75 FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOIE =' E1!I.2 ' AMPS )
675 STOP
g680 END
B.4.2 SECV PROGRAM LIST - ELECTROMAGNETIC FOCUS
L: ( RI.r 'AALA'TI CCAL )OEL )OF SEC ')IC)ICON CAMERA
Si. # ,N T LF. c' L :CT .),AG P- I [C , 0.. i [ 'G ,- I THO, I) I - -PPRRF, AF ) '4
1 i1 Olr)IV;[)N , ;4[I(I 1 , SoN( ,14)' TlM( 14) TCAN4(14)
. 1 OIMEN'[OI 7 ( 14~ . I (14) . TEL( 14) SUA (14)
S)0 )IMENSI)N 1 N(1) .'-CENF( 14) v JNO I"n E( ' ) , SIGA \( 14)
"I MEJ*') J , IG , -( 14), FMA( 14) p r r (1.4), rTME (1.4)
I C)M ;);'N C N ), -L. RPL -, ,  TA\JA(14) , rrA'(1 4)
A<AL 1 [:r
1 ) * T I 15/. 5,. '4 5,. .-. 94 1p .8 7 2,. 2, . 75t . 75v
S41 A4 TEL/.9 3 .96 9 9.9 .W5, 7 * 7. L. ./%
n )AF TI*I/. 7,.7,.Y v.4-.29#.21 .*16 .12, .0,- 8v .0 .. 04 5.0 .2
S7 A A E / 1. . *.*.1. 1. *.1. 1* .*1.*
1.-5 10 R;EAO '( . *,PROMPT '.-. ; F cC)RE( EC) , SPIN RA [E(RP M) %
1I 1 ANOW rN :' , c' I N , ANO)
10i' 2no-0:'EAf ( 5 L,*, L. )-M :'F '()CAL IE IGTF4 (M)* F N: iM ER COK TRAS r
SAAF : ' I ;)C, F J'i , ( C
n FA ( ,. R ,R): A r HA-E rANGILF [IC l)E-NCi- AJGL , s.
:1 TFF', Cr 0 , ANGL ( )_ ;E'- ) :') ) AO' Al 1p, A!!
21' 4 - TAf)(5,r*P Mr)', TNTENSIFIiER TA\GE? YIF'-1 , )0n :' ) r AGE
SA .' -AO/)7. 
-I
RA , )n/ 7.2' )
2532.
:, 
)  RE= .
'0- =20. F-r
:n E EL= ( 3.14 . /4. )!) , 2
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270 9K=1.38F-25
275 RL=2.E8
28ii IFETr7.E-3
285 GMFE rl 3.4E-3
29q C:=35.E-12
295 rli= .F-6
3)0 NrL= 1.
305 CAL !  TR4ArM( A, AIRA, F4'JNM)
510 CAL. MrTFAVA(Fj jM C;\j EMr, fOC, CR)
31s CAL. JTAR(rl)
52f1 O0) 3[I) KZl,14
325 -,AT(K) K*5.3
340 IF ( 'rAGE)250250,300
Z5 2) '[l:1.
350) r ( ): .
35 , .20 CONIr [NJE
360 300 colJr [,'JIE
365 SIGFLT=4. * 8ANO*GI*GT*AELEM* CJRO*EXP T*RE
370 IJREAD=SQRT(BAND*Q*SIGFLT)
375 'JLOAO=SQR r((4.*3K* TEMP*SANO)/RL)
380 IJAMPL=SQRT( (8.*Q*IFET*SANO**3*CS**2)/GMFET**2)
385 DO 400 K=1,14
390 'SCENE(K) =SQRT( 8 (K) **2*( GT+ i. ) *BANO*Q*S IGFLTrRE*G I)
395 1 NO ISE( K) =SQRT ( iLOAD**2+UIAMPL**2+ IREAO**2%
400 +UJSCENE(K)**2)
405 TCAM(K) =TAR(K) *TIS(K)*TELB(K)*TMES(K)* TI(K)
410 TSCENE=(CR-1.)/(CR+1.)
415 TSYS(K) =TCAM(K) * rAVA(K)
420 SIGAVA(K)=SIGFLT*rCAM(K)
425 SIGSYS(K)=SIGFLT*TrY(K)
430 SNRAIM(K)=SIGAVA(K)/UNOISE(K)
435 SNR(K) =SGSYS(K)/JNOISE(K)
440 TMA(K)=SNRL/SNRAIM(K)
445 TM(K)=SNRL/SNR(K)
450 400 CONTIN)JE
455 PRINT 620 (TIS(I) I=1,14)
460 PRINT 625,(TELB(I)pI=1,14)
470 PRINT 635,(.TMES([),I=1,14)
475 PRINT 640e(TII(1),I=,114)
480 PRINT 680,(TCAM(I), I=114)
485 PRINT 695,(rSys(I),Il1,14)
490 PRINT 700,(BB( I),I=1,14)
495 PRINT 702,(TMA(I),1=1,14)
500 PRINT 705 (TM(I), I =1 14)
505 PRINT 715,(SNR(I),I=114)
510 PRINT 720, (NRAIM(III=1,14)
515 PRINT 722,(SPAT(I)/t00o..,r1lo)
520 PRINT 725, (IGSYS(I),I=1,10)
525 PRINT 730,(S[GAVA()pIIlO10)
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530 PRINT 735p (IJNOISE() p Ietll0
535 PRINT 740 ('JSCENE(I) I=1p t0)
540 PJRINT*pF
545 PRINT 745pJiREAO
5150 PRINT 750, JLOAD
555 PRINT 755, JAMPL
560 6211 FORMAT( 9 TIS ',3,014F6.3)
565 625 FORMAT(' TEL '9,3X,14F6.3)
575 635 FORMAT(' TMES v,3X,14F6.3)
580 640 FORMAT(' TII ' 3014F6.3)
585 680 FORMAT (9 TCAM ',3X, 14F6.3)
590 695 FORMAT (' TSYS ',3X,14F6.3)
595 700 FORMAT (' BH ,. K,14F6.3)
600 702 FORMAT(' TMA 9, 3'14F6.3)
605 705 FORMAT (' TM 'e3YX14F6.3)
610 715 FORMAT (' SNR ',3,014F6.1)
615 720 FORMAT (' SNRAIM'3X,14F6.t1
620 722 FORMAT(' SPAT 'lo1,l0[9)
625 725 FORMAT (' SIGSYS',3p10E9.3)
630 730 FORMAT (' SIGAVE'3X'10E9.3)
635 735 FORMAT (' !JNOISE'p,3X.0E9.3)
640 740 FORMAT (' 9JSCENE'3<.10E9.3)
645 745 FORMAT(' READ NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
650 750 FORMAT(' THERMAL NOISE ='E10.2,' AMPS')
655 755 FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOISE ='rE10.2' AMPS')
660 STOP
665 END
B.4.3 ESC PROGRAM LIST - ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS
100 PRINT*'ANALYTICAL MOIEL OF THE ELECTROSTATIC STORAGE CAMERA'
105 DIMENSION SNRAIM(14), SNR(14) TM(14), TC AM(14)
110 DIMENSION TSYS(14),  TIS(14), TELB(.14)p TFIB(14), SPAT(14)
115 DIMENSION 88( 14), 'JSCENE(14), INOISE( 14), SIGAVA(14)
120 OIMENSION.SIGSYS(14), TMA(14)
125 COMMON CIJROD FL!IX, RESP, TAVA(14), FTAR(14)
130 REAL Mr IFET
135 OATA TIS/.9g8 ,.9,.79.65.51.36.22p08P.0O),.I1,%
140 .001 .001, .001, .001/
145 OATA TFIB/.9':)5.98 .95,.9.83,.75P.67P.62P.54P.5,.45'.4.35.3/
150 1.0 REAO(5, * PROMPT='EKPOSIJRE(SEC)P SPIN RATE(RPM), %
155 BANlOWITH .:') EXPTeSPIN, BANO
160 20 REAO(5,v,PROMPT-'FOCAL LENGTH(M), F NJMFER, CONTRAST %
165 RATIO : ') FOC, FNJi.M CR
170 30 REAO(5,*,PROMPF ='PHASE ANGLE. INCIOENCE ANGLE%
175 REFLECTION ANGLE (OEGREES) :') PADO,. AITO RAD
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180 PA=PAD/57.2958
185 AI=A10/57.2958
19l RA=RAO/57.2958
195 A=.5
20,I SET=1.1
210 SEM=2.2
215 H=SET+1.
22 ) BEAM=3.3E-10
2'5 M=.13
25) 0=20.E-6
235 ABEAM=(5.1416/4.)*O**2
240 Q=1.602E-19
245 GT=100.
250 GM=1.E4
25.% FT=l1.
260 C=5.4E-9
2r5 AELEM=ABEAM
270 TEMP=300.
275 8K=1,38E-23
280 RL=2.E8
285 [FET=7.E-3
290 GMFET=13.4E-3
295 CS=20.E-12
301) SNRL=10.
305 CALL IRWATT(PA, AIRAFNJM)
310 CALL MTFAVA(FNJMp SPIN, EXPT, FOC, CR)
315 CALL. SOTAR
317 OATA TELB/.98.965,.94,.905,.855,.78,.7 2,. 6 6 ,. 6 1,. 56 P%318 .52,.46,.41,.36/
320 00 300 K=1,14
325 SPAT(K) K*5.E3
3.5 BHP=8BP+TTAR(K)**2*TELR(K)**2
340 R(K)=(3P*5000.)/SPAT(K)
345 3010 CONTIN.IE
350 IMJ LT=A*SET/( SEM-1. )
355 . JREA)=A**2*SET* * 2
360 ULOAO=SQo r ( ( 4 * IK* rEMP* 8AN) /RL)365 iJAMPL=SQRT (( 8 * *FEFT*BAND* 13*CS**2)/GMFET**2)
370 iSEC=A**2*(H-SET)*SET
375 IEAP=A* ( -A) *SEr380 JI3EAM=SR (2 . *GM**2** 2 EAM* ANJ* ( IMULT+, READ+, JSEC+UEAP )
385 'CHAR= (M*SET* BEAM/(C* 100o,)0.* ABEAM) **2
390O JANAL =,*REAM* ( 1. + ( 2 ) * E r / ( 2.*AN)
395 JDIEL=SQRT( ICHAR*JANAL*GM**2)400 J: JAN r = ( * AELEM* G r* CJ, o * EXPP r)
410 00 400 K=Il14
415 :SCENE(K) =SQR T( GM**2* ( H ( K) *2) * ( r+ . ) * (JOI ANTr t *CHAR)
420 ; IGFLT=( GM*M*SET*2. * EAM* Gr*C, RO E o r) / ( C* 0 . )
425 'NOISE(K) =SQ r (rIJLO)A**2+jAL**2+ JSCENE(K) **2+O IEL**2+ JiEAA*k,
430 TCAM(K)rrTAR(K)*rIS(K)*rFl(K)*TELH(K)
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435 TSCENE-=(CR-1.)/(CR+1.
40L TSYeS(K)=TCAM(K)*TAVA(K)
445 5IGAVA(K)-=IGFLT*TCAM(K)
450 SIGSY;(K):S[GFLT*TrSY(K)
455 SNRAIM(K) =SIGAVA(K) /jN IO I[;F( K)
460 rM4( K) :SNRL/SNRAIM( K)
465 SNR(K) S IGSY(K)/JNQOTSE(K)
470 TM( K)=NRL/SNR(K)
475 40!1 CONTINJE
480 PRINr 6 2 0 p(TTIS( ) , I:, 14)
482 PRINT 625,(TELB(f) I=1,14)
485 PRINT 630, (FI8(I), I l,14)
490 PRINT 680( TCAM( I),I=, 14)
495 PRINT 695,(TSYS()e p p 4)
500 PRINT 700v B( I)I 1=1l, 4)
505 PRINT 702 ( TMA(I) , =1 14)
510 PRINT 7015* TM( I) rl t 14)
515 PRINT 715 (SNR(I) 1 1 14)
520 PRINT 720) (NRAIM(I) El, 14)
525 PRINT*, '
530 PRINT 722 ('PAT( I)/ltIu,, 1=1 10
535 ORIN, 725 (SIGSYS(), I=1 10)
540 PRINT 730v(SIGAVA(I),I=1,10).
545 PRINT 735 (,JNOISE(I)T =1 10)
5 O PRINT 740p (ISC'NE(I) , (=1, 10)
555 PRINT* '
560 PRINT 745, 'JEAM
565 PRINT 746;flO[EL
570 PRINT 750!JdLOAO
575 PRINT.755,'JAMOL
580 620 FORMAT( TIS 'r3014F6.3)
585 625 FORMAT(' TELB ' 3,3014F6.3)
590 630 FORMAT(' TFIB 'r3<,14F6.3)
595 680 FORMAT (' TCAM 'r,3,14F6.3)
600 695 FORMAT (' SYS ,3X, 14F6.3)
605 700 FORMAT (' B ',3X,14F6.3)
615 720 FORMAT (' SNRA[M'3-,14F6.1)
620 722 FORMAT(' SPAT 'rl,1019)
625 725 FORMAT (' SIGSYS.'.,3010E9.3)
630 730 FORMAT (' SIGAVE'.x10E9.
3 )
635 735 FORMAT (' lJNOISE'3X,O10E9.3)
640 740 FORMAT (' IJSCENE',3K10E9.3)
645 745 FORMAT(' READ NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS' )
650 750 FORMAT(' THERMAL NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
65 - 75:i FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOISE =',E10.2'' AMPS')
(- STOP
6o5 ENO
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B.4.4 ESCMF PROGRAM LIST - ELECTROMAGNETIC FOCUS
t10o PRINT*,'ANALYTICAL MODEL OF THE ELECTROSTATIC ,rORAGE CAMERA'
102 PRINT*,'ELECTROMAGNETIC FOCIJSING AND 10 MICRON READ BEAM'
105 DIMENSION SNRAIv(14). SNR(14), Tr(14) , TCAM(14)
lt) DIMENSION TSYS(14), TIS(14), TELB(14), SPAT(14)
115 DIMENSION 8H(14), P JSCENE(14)P IJNOISE(14), SIGAVA(14)
120 DIMENSION SIGY;YS(14), TMA(14)
125 COMMON) C IRD, FL'IX RESP, TAVA(14), TFAR(14)
130 REAL M, IFET
135 OATA TIS/.995,.985,.97,.95,.94,.91,.87,.82,.75,.675,%
140 .6,.52,iP.45,.37/
150 10 REAO(5S*,PROMPT='EXPOSIJRE(SEC), SPIN RATE(RPM), %
159) BANDOIDTH :') EXPT,SPIN, BAND
160 20 READ(5,*,PROMPT='FOCAL LENGTH(M) F NUMBERP CONTRASrT
165 RATIO : ') FOC, FN.JMp CR
17f0 30 REAO(5,*,PROMPT :'PHASE ANGLE INCIDENCE ANGLE%
175 REFLECTION ANGLE (OEGREES) :') PAO, ATO RAO
180 PA P4 0/57.2958
185. A [A 0/57.2958
190 A=ZRA/57.2958
195 A=.5
200n ET=1.1
205 SENI=2.2
210 H=SEr+1.
215 BEAM=.83E-10
220 M=.13
225 0=1(0.E-6
230 AREAM=(3.1416/4.)*O**2
235 9=1.602E-19
240 GT=100.
245 GM=1.E4
250 FT=l.
255 C=5.4E-9
260 AELEM=ABEAM
265 TEMP=300.
270 8K=1.38E-23
275 RL=2.E8
280 IFET=7.E-3
285 GMFET=13.4E-3
290 CS=20.E-12
295 SNRL=10.
300 CALL.. IRWATM(PAP AlRA,FNIM)
305 CALI_ MTFAVA(FNJIM, SPIN, EKPT, FOCG CR)
310 CALL SDTAR
315 DATA TELB/.9q7,.988,.973,.952,.926,.895,.86,.821,.779P.735,%
320 .689,.641,.594.546/
325 00DO 300 K=1,14
.33 0 SPAT(K)=K*5.E3
335 BIP =iP+TTAR(K)**2*TELB(K)**2
340 83(K)=(Bf3P*5000. )/SPAT(K)
345 300 CONTINIUE
3.50 IJMLTA*SET/(SEM-1.)
286
5 JREAD=A** 2*SET**2
3o0 JLOAOD=SRT( (4.*K*TEMP*tiAND)/RL)
365 i AMPL=S r ((8.Q* IFET*AND**3*CS**2)/GMFEr**2)
570 ~SEC=A**2*(H-SET)*SET
37 !EAP=A*(1.-A)*SET
380 I BEAM=SO r (2. * GM * 2*Q*BEAMI*RAND* ( IJMLT+ r JREAD+UISEC+iJEAP)
3TA 'JCHAR= ( M*SETr*EAM/( C* 1000J.* ABEAM) **2
390 I)AINAL=Q*BEAM*(t.+(H-2.)*SETr)/(2.*BANO)
395 ,D I EL=SQR r ( JCHAR* IANAL*GM** 2)
400 ANT= ( Q* AELEM* GT*C IJRO*EP rT)
405 DO 400 K,=1l4
4410 iSC ENE (K) =SQRT(GM**2* ( (K) *2)*(GT+ .)tQIIANTr*JCHAR)
415 'S [GFLT=(GM*M*SEr*2.* BEAM* G *CJRO*EKPT) / ( C* 10 0.)
420 tJNO I SE( K) =S()RT( 0JLOAO**2 + AMPL**2+JSCENE( K) * 2+ J0I EL**2+tJBEAM**2 )
425 TCAM(K) =r TAR(K) *TIS(K) * TELB(K)
430 TSCENE=(CR-1.)/(CR+l.)
43"i TSY(K)= TCAM(K)AVA(K)
440 SIGAV A(K)=SIGFLT* CAM(K)
t*,- S IG Y ( K) =S IGFLT* TrS ; ( K)
4511 SNRAIM(K) =IGAA(K)/ INOISE(K)
45'- TMA(K)= SNRL/SNRA M(K)
460 SNR(K) SIGSYS(K)/I/NOISE(K)
465 TM(K)=SNRL/SNR(K)
470 400( CONTINIJE
475 PRINT 620,(TIS(H)o, I=l4)
480 PRINT 625,(TELH(I) 1I=l,14)
490 PRINT 680(TCAM(I)l=,14)
495 PRINT 695,(TSYfS(I),=1,l4)
501 PRINT 700 (BB(I) I=1. l 4)
505 ORINT 702r ( TMA( I), I=1,14)
510 PRINT 705, (TM( I)r=, 1:14)
515 PRINT 715p(SNR(I), I=,14)
520 PRINT 720p (SNRAIM(I),I=1, 14)
525 PRINT*,' '
530 PRINT 722,(SPAT(.I)/1000., l= 10)
535 PRINT 725, (SIGSYS(I) , l=1t10)
540 PRINT 730,(SIGAVA(I) I=1olO)
545 PRINT 735p (JrNOISE(I). I=110O)
550 PRINT 740, (!SCENE( IIl=1,10)
.555 PRINTr*, '
560 PRINT 745,iHEAM
565 PRINT 746,1DIEL
570 PRINT 750t LOAD
575 ORINT 755,'JAMPL
580 620 FORMAT(' TIS 'p3X,14F6.3)
585 625 FORMAT(' TELH ',30X,14F6.3)
595 680 FORMAT (' TCAM ',3, 14F6.3)
60i1 695 FORMAT (' TSYS 'r 3, 14F6.3)
605 70: FORMAT (' BH ',3,14F6.3)
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610 702 FORMAT(' TMA '9,3X14F6*3)
h15 705 FORMAT (' TM ',3p014F6.3)
;-2 715 FORMAT (' SNR '3,3014F6.1)
,25 720 FORMAT (' SNRAIM'3XP14F6.1)
-50 722 FORMAT(' SPAT ',1X,1019)
55 725 FORMAT (' SIGSYS'3XP10E9.3)
6f)0 730 FORMAT (' SIGAVE',3X,10E9.3)
641 735 FORMAT (' JNOISE',3X,10E9.3)
f6-)o 740 FORMAT (' )SCENE'r3XO10E9.3)
h - 745 FORMAT(' REAO NOISE =',E10.2e' AMPS')
h-.0 746 FORMAT(' OIELECTRIC NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
6 , 715l FORMAT(' THERMAL NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
75. FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
- .) r TOP
,q8O END
B.4.5 CCD PROGRAM LIST
1.' PRINT*,'ANALYTICAL MODEL OF CHARGE-COUPLEO CAMERA'
lh OIMENSION SJRAm(AI14) SNR(14) rM(14), TCAM(14)
11, OIMENSION r" TY( 14), SPAT(14) SIGSYS(14) QEPC(14)
I 6 OIMENSION 38 (14) , SCENE( 14), v INOISE(14) . SIGAVA(14)
12 r)DIMENSION RSIR(14)v AJIJP(14), WAVE(14) TMA(14) , FTAR(14)
12 C )MAON 0'JM(3), TAVA(14)
1 REAL IFET, IOARK NrTL NTCL
I' 0 FAO(5*,0q"~Or=z'EK(POs[ I-E(SEC), q SrN RATE(RPM) %
140 HArF ) TIOrH:' ) E< rsP IN, HAN)
t4U 20 :<EAO() *,PROM-T=z')FOCAL LENGTH(M) * F NOJMBENr CONTRAST
150 RATIO : ') FOCG, FNm I C
IL i 30 qEAr)(5, *,PROM-r='PHASE ANGLE INCIDOENCE ANGLE,%
1#6 REFLECTION ANGLE (OEGREES):') PAD# AIORADO
Il t PA=- AO/6i 7. 2958
I- t A T :A I[)/ 7.2 '51A
162 -Az >4/b17.2958
170 TL=.6
175 O=1.602E-19
180 C z?.9U E
185 H-6. 2F- 4
190 A 1 J= .2
195 0=. 2 1
200 AELFM_(20).E-6)**2
205 IDAK=:4.E-j3tAELEM A.F4
210 rNRL .
215 -f 4 141 .
220 TE -253 3.
225 :K. 1 F-23
230 I=1.E9
255 IFET=7.E-.
2 ' C )=.2E-12
245 SMFFr=13.4E-3
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21:0( ECZ .E-5
25, NTL2.E15
'>60 ALZ4O.*
2-),:) nENZ2.*3.1416/EXPT
2 70 r' 3.E- 5
275 F3C=BAND)*2.
281) qC=2,*3.1416*HC
29 NtCL=2. E1,5.8..75 62%2o0 OATA RstN/.256v .545, .712p 1.P .968, 89 81 .5..8.
29)5 .615, .5,:2p.*4939 .443, .416/
300 DATA AJ'JP/ .25t .31P .36P .42P .5p bp. .49P .49v. *47P .4t4p%
305 .39P .34P .35v -.32/
310 DATA tQPC/.0fI.5.7e.8..84,.62.,.7;. .7o,.67,.6P.JSP.4,.3'.2/
315 DATA rrA,?/.96' .87,.7Li,.6..464, .326. .224..08. .0)5,.OI.%
320 *Oa,0.0(I01p0J10'.00t/
325 00 200 K1.1l4
3.350 wA\E(K)=(250.+K*50.)
3355 ~IiJMFz'JMF+JAVIE( K) *1.E-9*RS IFR(K)*AJ~JP( K)
340 ';'JAI=ISJMI+W AVE( K)*..E-9*RI(K)*AJJP(K)*EPC(K)
345 200 CONTIFAJE
350 CONS= ( ',IRP*rLt*COS( A1) *COS( RA) )/(4.*H*C*AIiJ**2*FN4,)M**2)
35L J X=COtN ;JM1F* 50 0.
360 C! JID=Co)N** 1M* 50 0.
365 QE=CURD/( FLIJX*Q)
W70 CALL NITFA\/A(FNiJMPl SPtNe. EXPTo. FOG. CR)
375 DO 30,,l KIFt4
580 I-PArF(K)=K*5. E3
3585 T J +AR ( K) **2
3P009- ( K) 6"-4P* 50 C,.)/SPAr (K)
395 300 CONTINOE
41); ~ 1G Ft-r(2*A EL EM* C IJ R * E XP T I .- TN* EC)
4 05 IJL-OADORT( TEMP*FK/(RI*BANO)
410 jAP= .q((.GFT*2*IE**~4*c*2
415 :iflARK=(.OQT( (2.*O*IDMqK*EXPT)+(2.**T*IDARK/.C)
420 XlP=rEMP*(F3K/Q)*AELEM 
-
425 IF(WC.GF.l.0/TS;) Go r) 5()n
430 Y=-R((NC*PT4A)AO(l/%J*S +4*4C*PT/L
4.3.5 GO TO 501
4,40 50i ,; 'YR1( (N4TCL*XP*TN*4.) /.C*TS*AL) )*0
44~5 501 CONTIN!JE
450 X~O-(IT((N'TL*XP/AL)*ALOG(1./(W1NA*TS))+(4.*N4TL*XP/AL))*()
455 00 4 00 -K= I vl4
460 ;iS;CENE( K) =SORT(3H( K)* 42* (QE+l .)*Q*AE-LEM*CJRr)*r-<PT
469 )tOcEK =;R (JOO *+JflL*+JAK.'-2 ,S EFK*2 *+ *#)
470 TCAMK=TrM(K)
475 rTSCENE=(R-1.)/(CR+1.)
480 rsy,-)(K)=TCANI(K)*rAVA(K)
485 ;IGAVA(K)=SIGFLr*TCAA(K)
490 S;IGI;'(K)=,)GFLT*Ts;S(K)
495 SNRAt1( K)zSIGA/A( K) /IJNOISE( K)
50:1 SrN( K)= ;IG-S( K) /JNOU-E( K).
505 TMA (K) =SNRL/Si~A IM (K)
510 TM(K) =cNN4L/S-NR(K)
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C) 400 CONT[NIJE
FP' RINT 680p ( TCAM( I) I=1 14)
PRINT 695 (TSYS( I) 1=1 14)
0 PqINT 70.1 ( H(I)PI=tp1 4)
PH5  TRIrNT 702p(.TMA( [) =1#14)
14 l) PRINT 705r ( rl( I) [=1, 14)
545 P[INT 715,(SNR(Ir[)=1.14)
5 T0 PrNT 720p (NRAIM( 1) ,=1114)
S OR INT* P '
560 , INr 722t(SPAT(I)/1000.I=,to)10
565 oRVINr, 725p ('; IGSY' ( I) p =1, 10)
57'f 0RINrT 730p (S IGAVA([) p =1#10)
57' PInTN 735 ()NOI E(I) I= 1t0)
P [rNrT 740 (II SCENE(1) I=l 10.)
Lr%* PiRINT* 0
PQn ORINr 635 (WAVE(I)I =lp14)
P0 RINT 640 p(QEPC(I) =1l14)
, , ORINT 645p (R3[R(I) p I=1 ,14)
', PRINT 650,(AJJIP(I)I =1 4)
1n PR[NT 80.5 FL'IR
025 P, INT 810OQE
P)i PRINT 750, ,JLOAD
635 0R[NT 755v IAIAMPLI
641) OR[N T 760, )OARK
645 PRI[NT 76b5X
ob5' PRINT 710 ).
655 680 FORMAT (' TCAM 'e,3014F6.3)
6! 1) 695 FORMAT (' rTSS '33014F6.3)
b 701 FORMAT (' Rd 'r3014F6.3)
670 702 FORMAF(' FMA ' 30 14F6.3)
675 705 FOiMAr (C' r 3, 14F6.3)
680 715 F)ORMAT (S NR p 'r3X14F6.1)
685 720 FORNMAT (' SNrA[M'~ R01LF6.1)
690 72'- FORMAT( ' SAT 'e,101019)
695 721 FORMAT (' SIGS Y',3X(.10E.5)
70 ' 7511 FORMAr (' IGAVE' 3010i(E9.3)
705 755 FORMAT (' Jr1)OISE' t3Ktl0EF9.3)
71, 74,) FORiMAY ( ' SCENE'e 3X 10E9.3)
715 751) FORMAr( ' THF~rAL 'JOI SE =',E10.2,' CO, L')
?:? 755 FORMAT(' ET SHorT NOI[SE ='.E10.2.' COIIL')
7 ? 760 F O Ar1(' OAN;K C jRENT ='E10.2,' CO:L')
7 l 765 FOMAr( '4 0[%E "'K" =' E1l).2'CO)L' )
755 710 FO0RMAT(' '4)IVE "t" ='rE10.2p'COIL')
7.W) 655 FORMAT(' *VAVE '5 3X 1416)
745 640 FORMAT(' oQEPC '3K1, 4F6.3)
750 645 FORMAT(' ;R "T '30t14F6.3)
75' h50 FORMAF(' AJIJP 3 X 14 F6.3)
76o 801I FORMA A(' CIRRENT DENSITY= '.E10.2, ' AIP/FSQ.METER')
7;5 805 FORMAT(' FLJ- '.ElO.2p' PHOTONS/SoQ.MEER')
770 810 FORMAT(' IATEGRATEO GE )='Ell).2' ELECTRONS/PHOFON'
775 r TOP
78n ENO
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B.4.6 ICCDEF PROGRAM LIST - ELECTROSTATIC FOCUS
l) PRINTr*, 'ANJALYTICAL MO)EL OF INTiNSIFI-OJ CHARGtE-CO'.-LE9 CAvERA'
!E P!INr4r*p' IrH ELECTROrTATrI' [IM4AGFi SFcrf[o'
i OI VENSTONJ SNRAIM( 14), SNR( 14), A4( 14), fCAr( 1 )
.h )IMErN'--,to TS YS(14) SPA1'(14), S G Y .( , rt 14), ,2(14)
12.:) )O[MENSION 3i( 14) P SCENE(14), !AJOISE( 14). SIGA'iA(14.)
123 DIAFNSEION RS[R((14), 4JiJP(1 1, 4 E() r4 ) A( 14 r IA( 14),
rF: 3( 14), RF[d(3( 14)
130 ) [MF-ic; [ON ALI(9) A J(9)
C. OM',"'N 4 A (M(3) , A (14
14;) REAL_ [FFET, [I)ARKt rTL, NTCI_
14t iI !, FA!)( 5, *,~ RO1MPTrt E POS JR E( , 7- C) ' f, RA F( -Or) p%
15il -AN 4 I OTH': ' ) E PT S IN, HAN)
15:, 20 READ(5,*, PROMr ='FOCAL LENGrH(M) F N-I'*E - CON riA< F4
160 RATIO : ') FOCG FNJir CH
165 30 EAO( ,* P)OM r=' HAIE ANGL, INCI. )ENC A AYGLF%
1.7'0 REFLECTION ANGLE (OGREF ) : ' ) P AO .A ) A,)
175 40 READ(5 * PI)OMPF'' r O )Y NiVlER :') r
i) DAfA ALr/1. .92. .85.49. .26' .61 .42 42 .4/
t 3 OArA / J 5.2,2,5.225.2p2, 5o2.9. .0 1, 3().1 39.4' /
190 PA:P0A/57.2958
195 A I=t, 10/57.2958
21 ) R 4=t)/ A!)7. 2958
203) TL=.6
210 Q=1.602E-19
215 520P =. 0626
2,0 5 RP=. 20 6
2 z5 AELEM=(20.E-6)*,2
230 G T=2?i0.
235 [OARK=4. E-13*AELEM*.E4
240 SNRL=10.
245 TrN= 40.
250 TEMP=233.
25, BK=1.38E-23
260 RI=l.E9
265 IFEr=7.E--3
270 CS=.2E-12
275 GMFEr=13.4E-3
280 EC=1.E-5
285 N L=-2. FE15
290 AL=40.
295 N=2.*3.1416/tEPT
300 Trs=3. E-5
305 BC=ANi)*2.
310 NTCL=2.E15-
315 NC=2.*3. 1416C6C
:20 DOAA Rs20/ .14P .68, .9b6 .9529 .791 .645p .51. . .2 1t
525 .085P .019P .01l, .0ol, .001/
5'0 OATA RS[R/.256 .5454 .712P 1., .968 .859, .131, .7153 .682,%
335 .615t .552, .493, .4,3p .416/
.34) OArA RF [I/. 01, .38. .71,.8 . 8 .r 8 , oA .8 o , .8~. Po.8 p. 9. 8 ./
4 OATA AJJP/ .25 .31, .36, .42, .5 .5p . * .9, .49, 47 .4',
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?*3~54., .33, .3P/
. '1 , f. 1) 1) 1 0. .0 01 0 .0 01/
i4T FA/.96e .87. .74, .6. .464. .326. .2-'4-'.08. .05P. .'jl.%
01 1 1. i 001 .00 1/
5.,c! . 4 p* 55P .3/ p8 p.75 67p.2r54 5,.4D
,V) [F(- FE 4. t) GO TO 150
'J0 1') K#.14
VPAl Jl jj( K ) =1
4 ~10. ' ) CU rI,,'JF
'415 ,1 cJ\/_ r PJJE.K~l3)
435 /(4(- ~* LC) 4 CO(9)I I.*AIj~j( r) **2*Ft'4 JN**2)
440 R L!K=CN,4* J1F*lrOU.
4.4" CJRO=COP4;*', VAr*1)0. *120P
41)C~ A U ATFAV/I( FNJM,~ S'-PINP Ex(Pr, FOG,* CR)
461; A r (K ) K* 5. F3
4 7:1 prrARcwK) **
7) 1 6FLr (.AELI v* C W)* EPr* GT)t(1..T 4 * EC)
-4! J l..)A.)=Z-,(qr ( rtEMP*H'-K/ C ?I4:3ANIl))
J: A q =, ) qr~ 2. * 10 IrA RK * (P r'D,+2 )* r 44,1 [A R K C
510 It: vC. GF. I . o/ r,) GO TO 50o
515 Yl' ,IT(r (T\L*<P-) FN/AL) *ALOGC 1./C VC*T _) ) +(4.*NTCL*x-* rNl/AL) *520 ( '50
500 YSW.J ST( NrCL*XP*TI4*4.)/,Cc*rc;*AI-) )*,)
-51 ')01 CONTINIE
<=-)(r((TL*P/AL)*ALG~l./N[vi4*rs))+(4.*4Tg-*K')/AL.),*,)
0)0 40,1 KZI. 14
4j,,C E,,4E( KSOC C q 3 T C K *2* G r + . * )A F - F'A C J q ) K T G I
'NOIScECK) =5--,)TC)I-OAD**2+,JAviPL**2+JOA, K* -)+Jc CE;4:C K/)**2+K(*42+Y**2)555 TCAM K)=T TAq(cK) *rf S( KI* TR F3CK)
5)60 rcpE=qll/Rl,
5 65 rsc-Y')K)rCAM(K)*TAA(V\)
7 1! '4IGAcK)=l--rGF:L*fCAM(K)
I b, Y',C K) I GFL r~ F', Y: ( K)
4 K I G 1 Y; (Kh1 CN)E (K)
A CK N qN L /'. - qA [I M K)
T* CN K)N 9L/c N q (K)
I 4')1 CoNT t'~iF
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h RINT 680p ( rCAM([) p f=1l,14)
61O IR[NT 6945 ( TSY (I ) =1P 14)
15 PRINrT 70'. ( 69( 1) p=1I 14)
I-,%2 PRINT 702, (T MA( I) * fl =1l4)
OR I NT 70,) ( T'A( ) [=I 14)
03..i ORINT 715P ('NR( ) =1 p 14)
f: ORINr 720),( (NRA[M( ) * rl: 14)
f-)4 i R N *e' '
645 PRINr 722, ( ' ( )/10 ,. * r= )ll l
6F5 PqRINr 725v (SIGs ( [),. r=It.
PQo RiNT 730, (S [G/AI) [- I =1 1l)
6-0 PR[4r 7559 ('NOI~ F( I) [=1.10)
6,5 P, r4INF 740,( ISCENT'E(I),[ , =1 it)
671)0 PR IJT*,
67.5 P' INr 6.3 , (4WAVE( ) f: * l.T= 14
h8o I N r 640 )20( ), I =1p 1l4)
685 PI "T IN  6 45(' RS f( ) I=,1 4)
690 PR I' r 6h50) AJIP ( [1) I1 t.14)
695 rq [t" r,,
70,) P? [I T 80 i CJ q)
70t5 P'RINr 805. FLJ
711) PR11T 11)0 RF-
715 PR[ NT 750 pJLO~)A
720 PR [INT 75-:, ,JAMiPL
72') R IN T 760 IARK
7. 0 PR INT 7 6 , '
735 PqRI [N 7 0, pY
740 6 80 FORMAT T CAM ',3,14F6.3)
74') "95 F:)RAT (' TS Y, 3XP 14-6..3)
75ii 7i FO 9 A T ( ' '  r .14F56..)
75-, 71)2 F-+OR4AT(' TFA '. r .14F6.3)
760 7013 FORMA ( ' t (p I 14F6.)
765 715 FO91Ar ( ' '3 , 14F6. 1)
710 721) FORMAT (' SN AIM '3 , ,14F6.1)
7 72 FORMAT(' 5PAT ' 1,1019)
78 725 FOR4AT (' I[ 'sY * 3< , 10E9.3)
7 ) 730 FO vMAr (' SIGE'.5310E-9.3)
791) 75', FOR4AT r (' IOISE' . 10E9.3)
7q5 7'40 FORMAT (' iSCENE' 3,10lE9. 5)
13) 750 FOR1,vAT( ' THERMAL NOISE ' ,Rli1.2 ' CO L'
81 75. FORMAT( FET (SHOT NO[SE =' vtL.,' ('IL):L
,ln 760 FO) MA (' )ARK C JR9,:EAT =' ,EL1).2 p  C)JL')
'l -  765 FO RMAA T (' NO[ E "K" =' El). ,2)'CO .'
11 7i0 FORMA ( ' OI4,) V[;E "f" ='E .2?,'CO) IL')
,,25 !:31 F65' ORMAT(' AVt 3 K, 14 16f)
,i o41) Fk)RMAT(' \520 ' 5 , 3 p 14F6.3)
~45 FORMAT(' RS-[R ',),14F6.3)
I 5 I FORVAAT( '  AJ(JP ' 3X- 14Fo.3)
84') 80'0 FORMAT(' CHARGF !)ENS[rf ',1.t).2.' a-Os/ ).r
S350 805 FOqvAT(' FL J 'rE10.2,' Ar /.E:,.T')q
AS:: 810 FORMAT(' RFSPONS IV I =,t1).2',,1APS/ A r r')
'6 STOP
S ENO
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B.4.7 ICCD PROGRAM LIST - ELECTROMAGNETIC FOCUS
10 PRIN * ' ANALYfICAL MODEL OF INrTEN5IF IEO CHAtRGE-CO J LE CAAE-A'
105 RI[NT*,' ITH ELECFRO-MAGNErtFC IMAGE SECf[,.N'
I1) OIAENS ION SNRAIM( 14) SN9( 14)p ( 14) rCAv(, 14)
)h IflMErS TON T 1Y (( , PAT(4), [G-; (14), I'[ (l), r S20(14)
120 1O)[rMENJ5ION Hr( 14), v ')CENFE(14), J1()' E( 14) , SIGAA( 14)
12') I)ME N; [ON Rc [ R( 14) # AJ'JP( 14) r AJAVE( 1t ) TrMA( 14) r F AR( 14)
13)0 O M) FEIJS4 [ON AL_( 9) , AlJ( 9)
1.55 COM .o) N OM(3), FAVA(14)
140 REAL [IFFT [I)A Kp NrLp ITCL
t '5 1! EA,)( b, oPq Mr 'EXPoS RE(SEC)* , '-PIN ,,AFE(,-PM), %
1 h) iANI '1)TH:' ) E .r, : p-P T.r -AN.
21) ,EAO)(5,,4 0 OMP T'='FO(CAL LENGFH(M) F N, 'AIIER CON rRA';F %
1 RAT ) : ') FOC, FN JM, Cq
l)1 30 b-A)( I, OP f' P - ANGLE, [NCI0FNCF ANGLE,,%
170 PEFLECF');, AUGLE ( )EGPFF ) :'.) PAOAlOjr, A 4.
I 7) .) , A, P 4' - ' ,O )Y , IMN -ER ', ) r
1i0 i)hA A L,/I.. , . , .6,) .4' r ,.26 .61,.' 2 ,. -4 . 14/
1 OAT[ : ;.)) . : .2#4 54v19 ./ Pi 5> . )19) . I 1 I}.139 4 -/
195 f: A )/ 7
. 
4;uI
205 II .
210 1 *602- 1
215 -20P-. )'2
2 I) - R ). . 6
2 b AEL M= ( 2 .E-6 ) .2
23 G =20 .
2 ' ITARKK=4. -E-154* AELv-* l • .E4
240) N ,L= ,1 .
2 4 4 Td 14 ()i: .
2501 EMP -=231. ,p
25' BK-1.38E-23 ?oe5@
i) : =1. E9 bes
2 h' [FET7.E-3
2711 CS=.2E-12
27) GMFET-1 .4E-
?8) EC=1. E-5
28) NrTL=2.ELb
291) AL_=40l.
295 4IN-2.* 3.1 6/EKP
() TS=l. E-6
305 T 3C =~9N 4* 2.
310 NTCL2.E14
31,5 ,C=2. *5. 1416*BC
520 )Ari P'201/ .14P, r8p .9t), .952 .791,. .645 . . 0.. .. 6 .211 )
325 .08) .019. .0-1, .0 to .0il/
3 . )ATA R IR/.256, .5'4 , .712 l., .968 .85 .831, .7 , 53, .6820',
3:b .615. .5 )2. .493, .443. .416/
340) nATA AJ~JP/ .25, . S31 .36, .42, .5, .5i .49, .L.9, .47, .4 4-#%
,3y .9.3 P.34, .33 .32/
35- DAFrA f[[/.995,."- 85.97,.95,.94,,.l1,.7,.82,7 .5. 6 * 7 b2' .4 S,.5/
.35 DATA TAR/.96p987 .74.6 .4h4.32.2"4 8 .As .5,. 1) i,' %
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36) 0I 1 e I) 1 0 , 1 0( 01/
365 IF(T.E..1)GO rO 150
370 00 10 K=I,14
.57 AJ JP(K) =1
35.i10 t0) CONTINIJE
.585 150 CONTINIJE
390 00 200 K=1t4
5ql WA VE( K) =( 250. +K*50. )
40 S MFS!MF-+ R: [ (K) AJP( K) * AL ( r )
!400 S0,JMl[=SJMI+R'; IR (K)*AJJP(K)* RS2 (K)*ALB( r)
4 :1 20) CONt rINIJE
41, CON ,)r= ( IRP* rL*COS( AI) * COS(RA) / (4 A , J( r) **2*FiM*:2)
42f0 FLX IX zCON* S JMF* 50 0.
42' CRO= CONS* 'I * 50.* S20P
43 RFSP=C CR. J/FL I K
45 ) CALL_ MFFA.VA(FNIJM, SPINp EKP1. FOCt C )
4~1), DO0 30"2 KZ=1t4
S,5 SPPAT(K)=K*5.E3
45() I0 t-JP=i , P+ r iAR ( K) * 2
45 (K) =( B-AP*500 . )/SPAT(K)
4)0 30!1 CONerTI!JE-
465 IGFLT=(2.*AELE*CURO*EKP*G rr) *(.-r N*EC)
470 .LOAO=(-, T ( TE1MP*tK/ ( R [I*AND) )
475 JAMPL=5' r( ( 2./GMFET**2)* FET*O*BANO*Cs* 2)
480 I)ARK=SKRT( ( 2.* * IOARK*EXP) + ( 2.* *r: [I)ARK/C)
485 KP=TEMP* (fHK/(J) *AEI._EM
490 IF(vVC.GE.t.0/rs) GO ro 5'i
495 Y"=(ir r ( (NrCL* KP* FN/AL) * ALOG( 1./ ( C*+ rf)) +( . *'4 FCL* KP* Fi./AL) * )
500 GO TO 501
505 500l Y=Fs r ((NrCL*KP* TN4.)/(WIC* Ts* AL) )*
5,10 501 CONr[NJE
515 =CQR ( ( NTLr* P/AL)* ALOG( I . /( . I'4 T S) ) +( 4.*f4 r_* J(P/AL)
20 00 400 K=l 14
525 JSCENE(K) =S(.R ( ( 3FB(K) *24 ( GT+1. ) **AELEM*CiRO D*Epr*GrT)
530 IJNOISE( K) z='R T( JLOAD**2+ IAMPL* c2+J0.DARK**2+ JSCC'EJ ( K) *-2 <** 2+ Yf* ?)
535 TCAM(K) =T TAR (K) *TIS(K)
540 T'CENE=(CR-1.)/(CR+1.)
545 TSYS(K) = fCA4(K) *TAVA(K)
550 SIGAVA(K)=SIGFLT*TCAM(K)
5 :  1 GI f;GS ( K) = IGFLT* TSY.( K)'
560 SNRA [M(K) IGAVA(K)/JNO SE(K)
565 SNR(K) = IGSYS(K)/ JNO 0([E(K)
570 rMA(K) =NRL/SNrR A IM(K)
57- TM(K) =NRL/NR(K)
580 400 CONTilNUE
58'5 PRINT 680,(TCAM(1), [=1,14)
590 PRINT 695, (rSYS(I), =1,14)
595 PRINT 70 r (-;( I) I=t 14)
60 ' PRINT 702.(TMA(I) I=1,14)
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605 PRINT 7U5, r( I)=. [1I14)
610 PR INrT 715,( C NR( I)p 1=1 #14)
615 P,?INT 720p (SNRAIM(I), I=1,14)
620 PR INr* , '
625 PRINT 72 ? (SPAT([) /1000. p I=1, 0)
630 PRINT 725p (IGSYS( ) , [=l, 10)
635 qRINTr 730p (IGAVA(1),[Iv10)
640 PRINT 735. ('JNOISE(I) I=1l10)
645 PRIr\Nr 740p (ISCENE() * I=1,10)
650 PRINT*,'
65 PRINT 6.55, (WAVE(I), [l,=114)
6b0 P'RIT4r 640, (RS20(I), I=l 14)
61)5 PRINT 645, (RSIR( [1),1=1,14)
670 PRINT 650r (AJJp( I), I=1,14)
675 0lINT*,, ,
61n PRINT 800 tCJRO
685 PRINT 805, FLK)
690 PRINT 810PRESP
695 PRINT 750t OLOAD
701 PRINT 75'%, )JAMPL
705 PRINT 760. JOARK
710 PRINT 765PX
715 PRINT 770Y
720 680 FORMAT (' TCAM ',3X,14F6.3)
725 695 FORMAT (' T S 'r3, 14F6.3)
730 700 FORMAT (' 8 ',3X,14F6.3)
735 702 FORMAT(' TMA ',3014F6.3)
740 705 FORMAT (' TrM ',3,14F6.3)
745 715 FORMAr (' SNR '.3x,14F6.1)
750 720 FORMAT (' ;NRAIM'3,r14F6.1)
755 722 FORMAT(' SPAT ',l,0I19)
760 725 FORMAT (I [IGSYS',3K,10E9.3)
765 730 FORMAT ( ' cIGAVE',3,10E9E.3)
770 735 FORMAT (' IJNOISE',31(,IOE9.3)
775 740 FORMAT (' -JSCENE',3010E9.3)
780 750 FORMAT(' THERMAL NO[1E ', F102, ' CO, JL'785 750 FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOS[E ='*,El0.2,' CO IL)
790 760 FORMAT(, OARK C'iRqENT =',E10.2,' C)OJL'I
795 765 FORMAT(' NOISE "K" ='E10.2.'COJL')800 770 FORMAT(' NOISE "Y" ='rE10.2,'CO.L')
805 635 FORMAT(' NAVE ',5X,1416)
810 640 FORMAT(' RS20 ',3YK14F6.3)
815 645 FORMAT(' RSIR '50<,14F.3)
820 650 FORMAT( A JIP ' 3 r 14F6.3)
825 800 FORMAT(, CHARGE OENSIrTY: 'E10.2,' AMP',/s. ETER,)
830 805 FORMAT(' FLJ(= ',E10.2p' AJArr/SQ.,ETER9)
835 810 FORMAT(' RESP)ONSIVI r' =',E10.2 AMPS/NArr')
840 STOP
845 END
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B.4.8 REV PROGRAM LIST
L
1000 PRINT*'ANALYTICAL MODEL OF RETiJRN BEAM VIDO,CON'
1005 DIMENSION SNRAIM(14)p SNR(14) TM(14), TCAM(14), rMES(14)
1010 DIMENSION TSYS(14), rELB(14), SPAr(14), SIGSY%(14), Er'C(14)
1015 OIMENSION 8B(14) * USCENE(14) I)NOISE(14)p SIGAV\A(14)
1020 DIMENSION RSIR(14), AJUP(14), WAVE(14), TMA(14)
1025 COMMON DJIM(3)p rAVA(14), rTAR(14)
1030 REAL M, IFET
1035 10 READ(5,*,PROMPT='EXPOS(JRE(SEC), SPIN RATE(RPM), %
1040 BANOWIOTH :') EXPT, SPIN, BAND
1045 20 REAO(5,*,PROMPT='FOCAL IENGTH( ), F NIMBER, CONTRAST %
1050 RATIO : ') FOC, FNtJM, CR
1055 30 READ(5,*,PROMPT ='PHASE ANGLE, INCIDENCE AN'GLE%
1060 REFLECTION ANGLE (DEGREES) :') PAD. AIDO, AD
1065 PA=PAO/57.2958
1070 AI=AID/57.2958
1075 RA=RAD/57.2958
108", TL=.6
1085 Q=l.602E-19
1090 C=2.998E8
1095 H=6.62E-34
1 0 l AJJ=5.2
1!05 SIRP=.21
1110 D=20.E-6
1115 AELEM=(3.1416/4.)*D**2
1120 QEP=.47
1125 GM=100':.
1130 TEMP=23.
1135 K=1. 38E-23
1140 RL=2.E8
1145 [FET=7.E-3
1150 GMPET=13.4E-3
1155 CS=20.E-12
1160 . TF=.55
1)61 TL=.6
1165 T1=1.E-6
1170 RE=.3
1175 M=.3
1180 SEM=2.2
1185 SNRL=3.
1190 DATA QEPC/.001,.001.,.001,.09,.275 .71,.1t.84,..3, ,.12,%
1195 .03,.001 .001 .001/
120C DATA TELB/.98,.965,.94p.905,.855,. 78,.72,.66,.61,.56,%
1205 .52P.46,.41,.36/
1210 OATA TMES/. 99,.985P .98, .975 .97, .96, .95 .94, .92,.9 %
1215 .88,.86..83,.8/
1220 DATA RSIR/.256, .545p .712, 1. .968 .859. .831, .753p .b82,%
1225 .615, .552p .493p .443, .416/
1230 OATA AJJP/ .25. .31. .36, .42 .5p .5p .49, .49, .47, .44,%
1235 .39, .34v .33, .32/
1240 00 200 K=1t,14
1245. ~AVE(K)=(250.+K*50. )
1250 S, JMF=SJMF+NAVE(K) * 1.E-9*RS ( K ) * AJ P(K)
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1255 SI JMI=S;MI+ 4AVE( .-K) *1E* 9tK)KAJ ( K) *WEPC(I) *o
1260 200 CONTINJUE
1265 CONS=(SIRP*TL*COS(A)*COS(RA) ) /(4.*H*C*A J 2F;-,4 J Jv )
1270 FLIJX=CONS*SJMF*500.
1275 C RO=CONS *Q* S M I*50 !.
1280 RESP-=CJROD/FL IX
1285 QE=CIJRD/( FLUJ *Q)
1290 CALL M-TFAVA(FNIIJM S ;)[iNp EXPF, FO)C, CR)
1295 CALL \/TAR( rl)
130r; PRINT*,' '
130) DO0 300 K=1,14
1310 SPAT(K)=K*5.E3
1315 ABP=B3P+ r fAR(K)**2 TELB(K)**2*2 TMES(K)**2
1320 RB(K)=(BP*Sli ) .)/SPAr(K)
1325 300 CONTINlUE
1 30 S IGFLT=4. * BAN AELEM* CIJRDO* EP rT* G* TF*RE
135 IJ2=2 .*GM**2* Q*AN
1340 J1=ISIGFLT/(2.*GM*rF*RE)
1345 1 MIJ L r =SR ( * I2*F*RE*(1 .-. M)/(M*(SEM- .)
1350 ,JREAD=SQRT(I*IIJ2*rTF E/M)
13"h 'JLOAO=SQR T ( (4.* K* TEMP* HANO)/RL)
1360 IJAMPL=SQRT((8.*Q*[FET*ANO*3*CCS**2)/GFET*.
2 )1365. 00 400 K=1,14
1370 1 JCEN F ( K) =FS R r( ( KK)*4 2*TF**2*RE** 2* ( OE+1. ) * 1,2 )1375 JNOISE(K) =SORT( )LOAOI**2+:JAMPL**2+JML IJr**2%
1380 +IJRFAO* 2+iS CENE(K)**2)
1385 FCAm(K) -T rAR( () *TEL ( K)*T E(( K)
1390 FSCENE=(CR-1.)/(CR+.,)
1395 rSY(K)=TCAM(K) * rAVA(K)
1400 SIGAVA(K)=SIG-LTr* fCAM(K)
1405 SIGYS ( K) =S fGFL r* ! SY-;(K)
1410 SNRA IM(K) =S [GAVA(K) /IJNO ISE(K)
1415 SNR(K) =SIGSYS(K) /'JNOISE(K)
1420 FMA(K)=SNRL/NRAIM( K)
1425 TM(K)=SNRL/SNR (K)
1430 400 CONTINUE
1435 PRINTr .625 ( ELB(1[),I=l14)
1440 PRINT 626,(rMES(I),I=l,14)
1445 PRINT 680 (TCAM(I), =zt,4)
1450 PRINT 695 r( TSS( I), f=1, 14)
1451i PRINT 700(BAH(), I=114)
1460 PRINT 702 (TMA( I) ,Il=t14)
1465 PRINT 705r(TM([),[1l,14)
1470 PRINT 715 (SNR( ) =1t#t4)
1475 PRINT 720,(SNRAIM(I) r[=1,14)
1480 PRINT*,'
1485 PRINT 722,(SPAT( 1)/1000. I-l10)
1490 PRINT 725F(SIGSY'(,II=1,10)
1495 PRINT 730, (IGAVA4(I),I=110)
1501 PRINT 735p,('NOISE(I), I=1,10)
1505 PRINT 740, (IJSCENE( I) [l=110)
1510 PRINT*,'
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1515 PRINT 635,(WAVE(I) I [= 14)
1520 PRINT 640, (QEPC(I) I=lsl4)
152) PRINT 645,(RSIR(I) II,114)
1530 PRINT 650, ( AJIJP( I) *, =1, 14)
1535 PRINT* ,'
1540 PRINT 800CiRO
1545 PRINT 805, FLUlX
15 ,0 PRINT 810QE
I'.) PRINT 745p 'REAO
1560 626 FORMAT(' rFESH ',3X,14F6.3)
1 65 PRINT 750P IJLOAD
1570 PRINT 755, 'JAMPL
1)75 PRINT 760, )M ILT
1580 625 FORMAT (' rELB 'e3X,14F6,3)
1585 680 FORMAT (' TCAM 'p3x14F6.3)
1590 695 FORMAT (' TYS ',30,.14F6.3)
159q 700 FORMAT (' 8' ',3014F6.3)
160: 702 FORMAT(' TMA ' 30,14F6.3)
1605 705 FORMAT (' TM ',3Xl4F6.3)
1o10 715 FOR4MAT ('. SNR 'e3XI4F6.1)
1b 1) 720 FORMAT (' NRAIM'3X,14F6.1)
I i20 72> FORMAT(' SPAT ',lXp' 109)
1625 725 FOrvMAT ( SIGYSs'93X,10E9Q.5)
16530 730 FORMAT (' SIGAVE',3 ,10)E9.3)
1655 735 FORMAT (' IJNOISE'v3X1O0E9.3)
1641) 740 FORMAT (' lJSCENE'p3X,10E9.3)
145 745 FOMArT(' READ NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
16h50 750 FORMAT(' THERMAL NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
755 FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
16o0) 760 FORMAT(' MIJLT NOISE ='rE10.2,' AMPS')
165 635 FORMAT(' WAVE ',3X,1416)
1670 640 FORMAF(' QEPC ',3, l4F6.3)
1675 645 FORMAT(' RSIR ',3,14F6.3)
1680 650 FORMAT(' AJIJP ',3Xr14F6.3)
1685 00;) FORMAT(' CIURRENT DENSITY= 'E10.2,' AMPS/S.,vETER')
1690 805 FORMAT(' FLX= ',E10.2.' PHOTONS/SEC/S.MEFTER' )
1695 810 FORMAT(' INTEGRATED OE= ',E10.2p' ELECTRONS/PHOTON',)
170 1 STOP
1705 ENO
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B.4.9 SDV PROGRAM LIST
L
100 PR[INT*,'ANALYTICAL MODEL OF SILICON OIOXIOE VIOICON CAMERA'
105 DIMENSION SNRAIM(14), SNR(14), TM(14), TCAM(14)
110 DIMENSION TSYS(14)p TFI(14) TSELS(14), TFIB(14), SPAT(14)
115 ODIMENSION 63(14), JSCENE(14), JNOISE(14), SIGAVA(14)
120 OIMENSION SIGSYS(14), TMA(14)
125 COMMON CJRO, FLIJK, RESP, rAVA(14) rfAR(14)
130 REAL IFET
135 DATA r[S/.98..9,.79.65,*.51.36,.22,.08,.0f1.001 ,%0 %
140 .001, .001 .001 .001/
145 OATA TELB/.98,.965,.94,.905,.855,.78..72,.6th,.6i,.56, %
150 .52P.46,.41,.36/
155 DATA TFIF/.9g5r .98,.95,.9,.83,..75,.67,.2 r,).54p.5p.45,%
160 .4,.35,.3/
165 101 READ( 5*,PROMPT='EXPOSJRE(SEC), SPIN RATE(RPM), %
170 ANOWTOTH:') EKXPrSPINBANO
175 20 REAO(5p*,PROMPT='FOCAL LENGTH(M), F NJ1MBER, CONrRAST %
180 RATIO : ') FOC, FNUM, CR
185 30 READ(5,*,PROMPT='PHASE ANGLE, INCIDENCE A(4GLE,%
186 REFLECTION ANGLE (DEGREES) :') PADOAIORAD
190 PA4=PAD/57.2958
191 AI=A10/57.2958
192 RA=RAD/57,2958
195 Q=1.602E-19
200 GT=100.
204 0=20.E-6
205 AELEM=(3.1416/4.)*O**2
206 TEMP=30fi.
207 BK=1.38E-23
208 RL=2.E8
209 IFET=7.E-3
210 GMFET=13.4E-3
211 CS=20.E-12
212 RE=.95
215 SNRL=3.
220 CALL IRWATT(PA, A[,RA FN, JM)
225 CALL MTFAVA(FIJM, SPIN, EXPT FOCG CR)
230 CALL SOTAR
240 00 300 K=1,14
245 SPAT(K)=K*5.E3
250 F8P=6FP+TAR(K) * 2*TEL(K) **2
255 8B(K) = ( P* 50 1On., )/SPAT(K)
260 300 CONTINJE
265 S [GFL T =4. *8ANO* Gr* AELEM* C, DRO*ExP r*RE
275 R IEAZ=ORrQT( ANDO* *IGFLT)
276 IJLOAO=SQRr( (4.*RK*rEMP*BANO)/RL)
277 IJAMPL=SQRT((8.*(*TIFET*BANO**3*CS**2)/GMFET**2)
280 00 400 K=114
285 IJSCENE(K) =5Q r ((K)**2*(GTr+.)*ANIO*Q*SIGFLr*RE)
290 INOISE(K) =SQRT( JLOAO**2+fJAMPL*. 2+'JREAD**2%
295 +IJSCENE(K)**2)
300 TCAM(K)=TrAR(K)*TIS (K)*TFIB(K)*rTEL(K)
300
S0CENE=(CR-1.)/(CR+1.)
510 TS( K=CAM(K) *rTAVA(K)
SIGAVA(K) =SIGFL.T* FCAM(K)
320 ' lGSYS(K) =SIGFLT*TSYS(K)
325 SNRAIM(K) =SIGAV A(K)/JNOISE(K)
330 SNR(K) = IGSYS(K)/)NOISE(K)
3 MA (K) =SNRL/SNRA [IM(K)
540 TM(K) =SNRL/SNR(K)
345 400 CONTrINiJE
350 -R INT 620p (TS(I) =1.14)
3h PRINT 625p( EL(I)[=l,14)
360 PRINT 630p(TFIB(),Irl,l4)
365 PRINT 6O, (TCAM( ) * I=1.14)
370 PRINT 69 ( TSYS( 1)r I1, 14)
375 PRINT 70) (RB( I) v [=1,14)
380 PRINT 702 (TMA([),I=1,14)
385 PRINT 705 ( TrM(I) [-=1l14)
390 PRINT 715v(cNR()rIz=1l14)
395 PRINT 720 (S NRAIM(I)p 1=1Ft4)
400. PRINrT*w '
405 PRINT 72?p (SPAr( I)/1oo.r :=1,to)
410 PRINT 725,(SIGS3Y(I),I=l,0)
415 PRINT 730(SIGAVA(I)PI=1,10)
420 PRINT 735p('JNOESE(I)v -I,0)
425 PRINT 740,(,JSCENE(,) I=,1t0)
430 PRIJT*,' '
435 PRINT 745,tJREAO
440 PRINT 750, iOLOAO
445 PRINT 755P 'IAMPL
455 620 FORMAT(' TIS ' 3014F6.3)
460 625 FORMAT(' TELB 'p3Xr14F6.3)
465 630 FORMAT(' FFIB 'p3Xp14F6.3)
470 680 FORMAT (' TCAM 'p3X.14F6.3)
475 695 FORMAT (' TSr% 'P3 014F6.3)
480 700 FORMAT :(' FB 'r3014F6.3)
485 702 FORMAT(' TMA '3X.14F6.3)
490 705 FORMAT (' TM '3 X 14F6.3)
495 715 FORMAT (' SNR ' rXr14F6.1)
500 720 FORMAT (: SNRAIM'3X,14F6.
505 72? FORMAT(' SPAT 'tX., 10t9)
510 725 FORMAT (' S[GSYS' 3XP0E9.3)
515 730 FORMAT (' SIGAVE'o,3X,10E9.3)
520 735 FORMAT (' JNOISE'.3X,1OE9.3)
525 740 FORMAT (' IiSCENE',3,.10E9.3)
530 745 FORMAT(' READ NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
535. 750 FORMAT(' THERMAL NOISE ='rE1O.29' AMPS')
540 755 FORMAT(' FET SHOT NOISE ='.E1O.2,' AMPS')
550 STOP
555 ENO
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B.4.10 SILV PROGRAM LIST
"101) PR[Nr*,'ANALYrICAL MODEL OF SILICON VIO)COJ CAMERA'
103 OIMENSION SNRAIA( 14) SNR(14) TM( 14). FCAMI( 14)
110 DIMENSIONI TSYS(14), TEL8(14), ;PAT(14), S[IGSY (14), EPC(14)
115 DOMENSION B3 (14), JUSCENE(14), JNO'ISE(14) SIGAVA(14)
120 OVlMENSION RSIR(14) * AJ1JP(14) A NAV/E(14) , r MA(14)
12 ODIMENSION r1(14) r rAR ( 14) TLO( 14) r5 ( 14) FS( 14)
130 CO)Mr ON ). J'A(3) TAVr A(14)
135 EAL IOAK, [IFET
140 10) REAO)(5,*,PROMPT='EKPOSRNE( '-EC) iN ArTE(9 4),
145 HANlO IrTH:') EXPT, SP[N, HANO
150 20 REAO(5 **PRO PT=' FOCAL LENGrH(i)* F N'JMHiE-p CONTIqA ,r
15) Tro : ') FOCi FNJIMP CR
160 3fl EAO(5,*,PROqvP T :PHASE ANGLEr [,ICODENCE ANGLEP,
165 REFL~C r fl')I ANGLE (OEGREES) ') PA, 410A RAD
170 40 FA0)(,*,PR)OM T=t INFENSIFIEN I rAGE? Y ES=t., 40Il :*' ,A;t
175 PA=AI)/ 7. 2958
180 AI-=AO/57.2959
185 RA=AD/57.298
191) RE=.8
195 TL=.6
20,) Q= 1. 602E-19
205 C=2.9,'8E8
210 H=6.62E-34
215 A'4J=5.2
220 S IRP. 2006
225 G[=22.
2?2 GC=.286E3
230 O=20.E-6
235 AELE=(3.1416/4.)*D**2
2411 IDARK=1.E-9
245 TEMP=233.
250 BK=1.38E-23
255 RL=2.E8
260 IFET=7.E-3
265 GMFET=13.4E-5
270 CS=20.E-12
275 SNRL=3.
280 DATA EL/.98 .96 q,. 90)vs,. .7i,.72# .,)I.l 60
285 .52,.46,.36/
290 I)ATA RSIR/.25b, *LbL, . 712, 1., .468, .159, .ii, .153. .e)4,295 .615, .552, .493, .4., .416/
30r OATA AJJP/ .25. .51 . 56p .42, . .* .4', .4 ,,47 .44,P
305 .39, .34# .3' p .2?/
itl) DATA 'EPC/.0 l, .5, .7..8 , .~ p 77, .7.v 7 .6p,
315 .55,.4.35, .P/
320 DATA TI [/.,87p. 7 .4. .29.4 v.16o. 12 .08. *0h,. ,0.*I4,.)3, .02/
325 00 200 K=1,14
330 WAVE(K) (2)0. *50.)
335 SIMF=StJMF+wAV E ( K). E-g* [ (K) * J 0( y)
340 u)MI=SJMI+ WAVE(K) * 1.E- Q* (K)*A J i(K) *'EPC(K)
345 200 CONrINJE
350) CONS=( 5IR *TL*COS(AI)*CO R( iA) 1I/( 4.*r C A, J*,*2 *FN .M*,2)
355 FLu X=CONS* , JMF* 5(0.
302
1 ibJ C wrO CONr;**t. MI*50 .
) E=C mrEHO/( FL JX)*I
17) CALL MTFAVA(FNMIivp E) IN P-Fr FOC, Cr)
3?b OATA FLO/.967. .879, . 7b.65h, . 2 ..48, . 41,. r .L . 0' 1.
* )I) 1 **l I .0 . d I./
38)0 OATA. rI '/.9 .958e .90)8, .4o-, . 7)7,. b6,2 , 5'8j .4),. 341 ,.234
o .1 5 .042. 001, .001/
S)S OAT4 rF',/.91 i p. 833.76 4 .702,.649 71) 2 p 6 .4p p 516. 4 1 .
.42,* 346 *.37.3 .552/
) 00O 290 K=1l14
35 i lfAR A(K) =rLD ( K * KOS(K) * TF(K)
41:.) 2'10 CON INiJE
405 PRi [Nfr 305. (TL)( 1I=1p14)
410 PRINT 310,( T'(1)l 11,14)
415 PtRI.N 315 (T%(I[) I=1l, 14)
420 PRINT 320 ( rTi A ( )r [=l 14)
42L) 3n)5 FORMAr( ' LI) '4,314F. 5)
4 -50 310 FO1;wMAT(' TIi) 'r3,014F6. )
4ii5 31 I FORMAT( TF 'r 3X514F6.3)
4,56 320 FORMAT(' rrAR ',3 I4F'6 .. 5)
4-10 Pq I w r,* o -
ti +.5 0 0 .3 K=1, 14
0 ,PAT( K) :K*4. E3
. - P=!VHP+r !AR (K) *2 , rELB(K) *2
LW i ) iH ( K) = ( 8; ii 0 .)/ AT(K)
5IF( r FAGE ) 250 250 .3)
470 250 Gf=t.
472 GC=1.
475 ff(K)=1.
485 .30 J CONflrNUE
4 0 % GFL =4. * ANO*R* I * AELE*CJR O*Et- r
J O!ARK= :-q ( 2. ** IARK* 1ANO)
51" I IJR'EA)c= (JO r ( F3AN ** SI [ GFLT)
i) JLOAI)= r ( ( 4.* K* rETEMP*3ANO) / iL)
510) AMPL= (R( (8.*1* [IFET*3Ajf)*.3 C - 2) /GMFET* 2)
)1o Of) 400 K=1,10
J )" SCrENE. K): 0R, ( :(A K) *2* ( ~E+ L.. ) ( ~-AN0* RE*GC**; IGiL rF)
52 IJi) [ ( K) :QR r ( JL)4i)* .2+'JAMDL**2+ IRK* : 2+ J!-EAn* i2%
53 + CENE( K )*2)
f3 ;-) rCAM( K) T AR(K) r FEL (K) * ( K)
40 Tr,CENC: CR- 1. /qC+I.)
" ' [GA K\(K ) [ GLT TCAM( K
S60 SNRAI1(K) -G=1AVA(K)/,\4OUE(K)
C; SNR(K) :% C[G Y'.( K) /'JNO[ ISE( K)
'7 l T MA( K) f:\N L/'4NRA IM( K)
1)7') TM(K) =;NRL/,N. (K)
l580 400 CONTr INE
.S3 - PR INT 625, ( rELI( 1), [:=114)
591! PR INT 630s f T ('T)r [=1 14)
, PRINT 680,( fCAM([), I=1 14)
OR )RINT 0QS, ( SY'(I) v I =1.14)
605 PRINT 7~l #(8!1( I) I=1 14)
( )10 PRINf 702(TMA(I), [=l,14)
303
h'4 ' v)I 71r , ( MV J( I) IZl, l4
r 5r # , 1
;1~I 7 ' (? AF( )/10 ). [o1.I 1)
)45 'INT 7 1, ( [G /A( I , -It , ti)
, ) if' 7 U) IG EA ( ), -  I )=1 )
)i, 
. 7.~) , (JI',CE) E( I) T=I, l0)
6 II r 4r , 4
6h7) ')[ [ r '41, ( )E 'C( I)r [f-, 14)
6)0 . f~[NrT h)4 ( < fA J (( I ) L=1 14)
f8t'1r E'0. (A )J)( f) * T 11 1A4)
l [' r i p c jy.:)
700 P,4 tri r y 1 , E
705 'I)f I rI 74 J , A I)
71(0 ,tI NT 71 '-)r ) )L )AI)
715 IJ T 75 . JAM, L
720 [ rI 760s- ).)A ,K
726 ,2 FOA ,Ar ' TEL ' *14 F 6 ..5)
730 3) F)ORlAF( [ ' p 14F6. 5)
735 680 FORMAT (' rCAM '5X,14F6.3)
7460 5 FORMAT (' r', ,  tyFo 5)
745 70,) FO A4F (' r ,  , .5 , 14T o6.3)
750 702 PR0MAr(' FMA 15 016.3)
755 705 FO'MAT (' rm .5<,14F6.3)
760 715 FORMAT (' SNR ' K 14F6.1
765 720 FORMAT (' SNRA[IM'. 314F6.1)770 722 FOIRMAT(' SPAr '1l~,t0l)
775 725 F,)OR A (' ,IGS": ' , .5X 9. 5)
780 730 FOR.A (', ,[GAVE',3 ,,l10E-9. 5)
785 735 FOMAT (', JOI[SE',3In10FE9.5)
790 740 FORMAF (' J(CENE'p,3# 10E4.3)
795 745 Fo) ,!vlAT( REAl O4 E -',E11).2,' Ai)00 7,0 R)AA F F* iHEirAL NA) E -',*E1 . ' AvAPC)
;805 15' F) 1AT( FEF '-HO) No)I F - 'E10.2? ' AP- ,' )810 761) FORIMA (, O)ArK C p,:F: Fr ', EI, .2,' Av,',)
815 655 FOiMAr( NAF ', 5, 14 f
820 640 F)R MAr ( OiFC ' , 13 F. 5)
425 h45 F)qrMAF( ! [, ,3 xvI k.5)
"50 "05 ) F')r'AF(, AJ , 5<, 1+ 6 . 5)
835 O F' P)~'Vl4r(, C '\.F T )ERr ,F .?,' A -  ,/ ,.) ,4 r-Y)840 805 F)' AI(' F l ',E10.?,' H)r),,/ .,C/ ,.Af~fR'I845 )1.0 R0- A4AT( [ IrEGRATEI) F :',E10.Z-,' 
-lt r +) /_,l) r j,
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B. 4.11 SSV PROGRAM LIST -.DOPED SELENIUM PHOTOCONDUCTOR
10oin PRINT*WANALYTICAL MOOEL OF SLOW SCAN VIDICOIN'
10tn PqINTF* 'DOPED SELENIUM PHOTOCONDIJCTOR'
l11 OIMENSION SNR.AIM( 14) SNR( 14) TM( 14)P TCAM( 14)
115 O[IMENS[ON TS'YS(14), TELB(14), SPAr(14), SIGSYS(14)), rE (14)
1021 OIMFNSION 38(14)o USCENE(14) 'JNOISE( 14), SIGAJA(14)
10?H DIMENSION RS[I(14), AJiJP(14), /AVE(14) TrMA(14)
1031) DIMENSION T[I(14)
1035 COMMON I)M(3), rAVA(14), rTAR(14)
104 i  REAL IDANK. IFET
104'5 ESP=.1
105A ii) REA(5p*,PROMP r='EXPOSIRE(SEC) , SPIN RArE(RP:) , %
1 RANOw rOTH:' EP r, SP INp BAND
I160 20 REAO(5,*,prPOMPr='FOCAL LENGTH(M), F NJMtER, CONTRASr %
I0b5 RAr[O : ) FOC, FNM, CR
1070 30 REAI0(5*, POMPT=PHASE ANGLE [INCIDEN.CE ANGLE%
1075 REFLECTION ANGLE (,)EGRES) :' )PAO,AIO,R
10)80 4) READ(5e*,PNOMPT=' [NTENSIFIE STrAGE? YES=1. NO=0 :')SFAGE
1085 PA=PAO/57.295A
!oq9 AI=A0O/57.2958
S19- RA=?AD/57.2958
SIr.. RE=.5
1 rLh G[=56.
GC=.171E3
[1 t TL=.6
I i2 Tt=.5E-6
1 20 Q=1.602E-19
1 25 C=2.q98E8
1 30 i=6.62E-34
1 35 Ai IJ=5.2
11 40 [1qP=.2016
1 45 AELEM=(20.E-6)*P_2
1 I') IOARK=4.F-9
1 '- TEM0=300.I
1 0 BK=1.38F-23
1 rq RL=2.E8
I 71 IFET=7.E-3
1 7- GMFEr=13.4E-3
1 f31 CS=20.E-12
S119 SNRL=3.
1 140 DATA ril/.87 .7, .5 ,.42.9,.21,.16,.12 
. 08,.06 .05P.04 .13,. 1)2/
1 )5 4ESP:.25
20: OATA (El/. 85, .98 1. .84,.6, .61,.3 .04, .001,.0)1,%
17 .011P.1) I,.001 .001/
DATA TELB/.98.965.94,.9(5,.855P.78,.72,.66,. 6 1,. 5 6,%
I >1 .52 .46 .41,.36/
120 r)ATA P5[9/.256, .545, .712, 1., .968, .859v .831, .753v .682,%
1 ?. i-, .6 , ? , .493t .443, .416/
12~D OATA AJIJP/ .25. .31 .36 .42 .5, .5 .49 .49, .47, .44L,%
1- ,)  .39, .34 .35*3 .32/
IPull Or) 20:' K=tlt4
!/WAVE(K)=25.+K50.
1 n , F= IMF+l Ai/F( K ) *1 . E-' R R (K) * AJ P(K)
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125 , JM[- l [+ wAVE ( K) *I.-- .g'; r (Ky ) j '( ,)\ J:.-, ( )
t12 0 )n20 COr r INJE
1265 CONS=( IRP. TFL* C)S(RA )*CO,-( Af) /(4. 4 IJ* 2 4 , + )
12 7) FL J K=C.ONPs* , IvlF 50 !.
1275 C! Ji)=CON 
-* JM[ib')01* L JESP
1280 )EIC'J II)/( FL K )
I2- ) C4AL. - ARA A( FN , SPIN, EKPF, r OC, ( )
12i0 CAL. V AR( rTi)
1206 PRINt* '
I 50'c 0) 3)0 K=I 14
131 0 :,WAr(K):K*5.E3
13 5 ti iP= ) P+rFAR(K)* 2* TElA(K) ;.2
1. TI?) Hi(K) =( i P*5)';. )/SPAr T(K)
1525 [F(;TAGE)250,250,.30)
1 , '0 250 Gl=1.
151. GC =.
15 5 TIk (K) =1.
1340 320 CONTIN-JE
11 45 30l CONrINE
13 50 SI GFL r4. *BAN)r E* G I AFELA* C IR)* E .
1 '1 
_()iL)AO= 4 r ( ( 4, *B K* rEMPs)AN')) /RiL)
13l A J LzPL)i r ( (. [7F T*RA ,4)* 5, CS, 2) / r/GfMRF 2)
1 ~6 i)ARK=)R T (2. 1 ** 11 DARK*IAN ))
1.370 JREAI')-QrT ( ANOT**S I GLT)
1575 00 40) K=,14
1381) 'J CEN ( K S ( ( H ( K) *2 ( oE+1. ) * ( Al) * r GC: s F_
1585. IN() [lSE (K) =Sf)R ( i JOAI)* 42+J AMPL* 2 + 4 JOA K- .: I Li)  2%
139(0 +J SCEF(K)*,2)
1395 rCAM(K) =riYAR(K)* rEL (K)* r [ (K)
140 ! TSCENE=( CR-I. )/(CR+I.)
1 405 Tr YS ( K) : CAM( K) * rAA (K)
141. 0 IGAV A(K)= IGFL r* rCAM(K)
141 cIG.SYS' (K) =S IGFL r* rYS (K)
1420 ScJ RAIM(K) SIGAV4(K)/rJNO[c)(EK)
1425 NR K) -'S IGSc f (K)/, )NO I;E(K)
1450 rMA(K)=SNRL/NRA IM(K)
143 5 M(K) =c)SNRL/,N ( K)
144lt 400 CONTr INJE
1445 Pl1 NTr 625v ( TEL ( [), (=1,14)
1450 PRTNT 630.( ri[ (),[=I,14)
1455 PRINr 680R, ( CAM( [1)l, =1,4)
1460 PRINT 695( r',YS(1),1=1,p14).1465 PR NT 703) 8( ) [:1,14)
1468 P RINT 702 (TMA( I)I =1,14)
1470 PRI'4Jr 705r(c TM([), (=1.14)
1475 ORINT 715, (SNR([) t [=1,14)
1480 PRINr 720 (SNRAIM( ) * 11[=14)
1495 PRINFr* ,'
140 PF NTr 722, (SPAT(I)/,,1-. 1=1, 10)1495 PRINT 725,(SIGSY(1) ,[1,t0)
t )l PRINT 730,( CIGAVA( ) , *(=lO)
150n PRINr 735, (IJNOISE( 1), tz1,lO)
1510 PRINT 740, ('JSCENE(I) , 1=1.10)
1515 PRINT*, '
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1520 PRINT 635,(WAVE(I)r[=l1,4)
lb2 ) ORINT 640r(QE5R(I),I=1 14)
155 9-' INT 645p (RSIR(I) ,I=1 1 4)
1 .)INr 650. ( AJiJP( I) I=1. 14)
1540 'PINT*.
l ) I-'9INT 800 ClRO
li i) PR INT 805, FLIJK
S- IN T 810 QE
1 -,r) T'iT 745, JREA)
1r1 PRIR NrT 75()0 'JLOAI)
1)7O PRINT 75, 'JAMPL
1i'75 PRTNT 760h i)OARK
h25 FOcMAT (' rEL '.,3,14F6.3)
1 h50 FORMAT(' rTI . ' 5014F6.5)
$- 80 FORMAT (' TCAM '3 (14F6.3)
S 9 5 FORMAT (' TSYc, '3X(,14F6.3)
1I 70:1 FORMAO (9 8 ',.5 p14Fh.3)
!). 702 F)ORMAT(' TMA 'r3 x14F6.3)
1 o II) 71)5 FORMAr ( r' M ' 3 t14F.3)
!) 715 F()RMAr (' JNR ', .ei 4F6.1)
1,?I, 720 FORMAT (' SNAIM' 3<0,14F6. 1)
12 72.-' FORMAT(' )PAT ' 1 ,10)I9)
-75 FORMAT (' S IGSY' -3, 10E9.3)
1.J)h 730 FORMAT (' I-;GAVE' 3 (, 10E9.3)
I6 4 735 FORMAT (' :NOISE',3X1O0E9.3)
1 4 740 FORMAr (' JSCENE'3r10E9.3)
745 FORMAT(' RE-AO NOISE =',E10.2,' AMPS')
S50 FORMAT( THERMAL NOISE ='rE10.2p' AMPS' )
1 5 FORMAT(' FET ';HOT NOISE ='r E1.2,' AMPS')
h 5 7bil FORMAT(' DARK CJRENrT ='oE10.2,' AMP' )
Lh 70 635 FOnMAT(' 'vAVE 'p3#14I )
1 75 t"40 FORMAT(' t R ',3X,14F6.3)
-n) 645 FORMAT(' R'IR ',3K,14F6.3)
1"')8,) 650 FORMAT(' A..J! J ' ,30 14F6.3)
.Q60 YIni FORMAT(' C;R'ENT DENSITY= ',E10.2,' AMPS/SO.METE')
I-5 A0O FO MAT(' FL, JX( ',E10.2,' PHOTONS/SEC/SQ.MEE E')
170' 810 FORMAT(' INTEGRATED QE ='rE10.2,'ELErNONS/PHO1urJ )
17 5
1. 7 ') p-N3)
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B.4.12 SSV PROGRAM LIST - ASOS
10 ' - Tr.*,'ANALYT'ICAL MODEL OF SLOW SCAN VII)ICON'
1) i) , PrI 4.,' ASOS PHOTOCONOiJCTO'
1i1i OP[ME'4[ON r\;N AI[M(14)* SNR(14), TM(14), TCAM(14)
l)15 ')I ENSI[ON4 T'.% ,(14) TELB(1 4), SPAf(14)* SIGSYS( 14), )ESv(14)
1')21 )It N :)4 BH(14), ,JSCENE(14), iUNOISE(14). SIGAVA(14)
I2A )4' J ION RSI9( 14) * AJ, JP(14)r NAVE(14) Tf A( i4)
1 5i ) ,4F J, f)l4 T 1 (14)
1 ' ) 0 .I1'4( 5), TAVA(14) r TIAR(14)
I,J F-A,. fi4A K, IFET-
, I, FAO(b,*,PROMPT-'E POIRE( SEC) SPIN RAFE(RPv) ,
! PAIJAN' IITO H: ' EKPT, u [No, BAND
"1Ih :~) E0( E *PROM-T=r'FOCAL LENGTH(M), r NJMHEqR, CN)rJT4RAT ' 4
l ) .AJ [) : ') FOC# FNuJMvP CR
0 )71 5il REAO(5, * s Pt)ROMP T' PHASE ANGLE. INC IDEC- ANGL.,
I )7N ,?EFLrCVION ANGLE (OEGfS) :')PADO AIO DA)
S108) 4k) REA40(5p** tROMP= [NTENS[FIER rAGE? YE' 1., NO=n :) ; rAGE
1 5 o: ')40/57. 2958
1090 4IA II)0/5 7.2958
In 04- A = i A 1)/ 5 7. 29 5A
0 G5 I-=, 3. 7
'06 GC=.14E.3
1.2 rTz' *-6
1'l rl -- •-
1 ?0 2 )  I')ARK:4.E-9
11 25 .4=1 .~)12E-19
1 t50 C=2 F i 3Fi
410 4 I5=.2
1 45 -, .20 6
1 5) '):) .E--
1 :)1 AE Lt =- (3.14 16/4. ) *0**2
1 5 - [A ,K=-4.E-11
1; rn r TF'Pr233.
11 65 3Kr: . E-25 o
1 '70 RL: . Rp 1b PY
1 7 [F -7. F-5
1 .80 GMFEf13.4E- 5
1185 CS=2.E-12
1 90 RL5.
lIq5 0A r r[ ;/.87,. 7.5 r.4 .29 .21 .b1 * 12v .08.06 .. 05. 04. 05. .02/
1200 . 47
1205 ) A ; E ,?/. 1 0:1t,. ) lt,. 4y .27b,. 71 .I .84, . 58 ,. 12,
1210 .011 *. 0 .0 1P.001/
1215 DA T I El_/. .A .96 .9 4p. 90, .5v . 7 r. 72, .i . e .b .7
12 0 .'-h, .46 .4 t ,1. 56/
12'5 0AAT N[i?/.2 545, .  , .712, 1. .9"8, .8 4 .8,31, .753, ..6 2e
1250 . ! 2, .493# .44.5 .416/
125% UAT P.J.-/ .259 .31P ..5ho .42, .- . .5, .49P, .4Y, .47, .44P
1240 .9, .4 , .35 .32/
1245 ')0 201 K=1,14
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1250 wAVE(K)=250.+K*50.
125:, SUJ'MFF=SJMF+4 AVE(K)* 1 . E-9*RS IR (K) *AJ IP(K)
1260 SJM I=S;UMI+4 AVE( K )* 1. E-9*R I R(K) *AJ I(K) *JE(R(K)
1265 20'..) CONTINUE
1270 CONS=(SIRP*TL*COS(RA) *COS(A) /(4.*HC*AJJ* 2*FN IM**2)
1275 FL, JX=CONS*StJMF*50 0.
12840 C JRO0CON* 0o, MI*50 ()ESP
1?8 QEZO=CJRD /( FL' K*Q)
1:?9:0 CALL_ MTFAVA(FN.IJI, .i['N, EKPT, F)C, CR)
129) CAL. VTAR(TI)
130 PRINT* , '
1 ,3l 00 300 K=1,14
1 1 i) SPAr(K) =K*5. E3
1 P=5 3Pi3P+A r i A (K) **2* FEL( K) *2
I 3'1 ; (K) ( 3I*. 0'0  , )/;&AT(K)
1 7h IF(STAGE)250,250 ,a 0
1 ' . 250 G1=1.
S IGC=I.
STI'(K)=1.
1 vJ 5;0 COr4rINr4E
54 50,i CONrTI4!JE
I 35i [ GFL =4 .* t ANO* E* CG I AELEM* C! JROD* EXP I
1J :ILOAO=SOqrT( ( 4.*F3K* rE'AP* HAND) /RL)
SJAnMPLzSQRT ( i8.* IFE r t *  r3A4I)k3* CS*:*2)/GME r**2)
I .S)r Jf)ARK-SG ='RT( 2.* )* IDA{rK*HtANI))
i 7d TR -A Z' r ( ,-ANO* S IGFLr )
S7, 0 140 K:1,
1 5 l IC EN (K) =: , r ( c j( K) **2* ( ,E+ t . ) ) * ( HA4iO *,iE* GC* Q* IGFL r )
1 358 NO [E (K) 5 , r ( 0ILAO)* #2+J i MOL* 2+ J1A rK* 2+ i EAO* 2%
1 5)0 4 -JCEN (K) * 2
1395 rCA (K) =r I (K) TFLrA(K) r It(K)
140) SCENE=(CR-1. )/( Cl.
4o% TSY'),(K) TCAri( K)* AV A( K)
1411) SIGAVA(K) =S IGFL r* TCAAM(K)
1415 SIG-Yc (K) '= IGFL r* rsY (K)
1420 S.1RAIM(K) :SIGAV A(K) / JNO ~7E(K)
1425 -NR K) = [1G'6Y'.( K) / JNO [SE( K)
14 51) TMA(K) =SNRL/cNRA [I(K)
I 4 5 TM( K) -=NRL/,"4 ( K)
14 11) 40(i CONTIJiJE
14S5 PRINT 625,( EL6([ ) ,14)l ,
14'10 P RINT 630, ( TI( )* I=t,14)
t-4) PRIf4 680 (TCA1M(I)v [= ,1l4)
1o00 RINr 695,(v rcY )-: (f), v =1,14)
PRINT 70 i, (t:( I ), =1, 4)
147) R IrNT 702 ( TMA( I), * I=l. 4)
1475 PRINT 705, (TM( I) [l=1t14)
O148 PRINT 715,( ;NR( I) *=1, 14)
1, R: - P INT 720, (,\JNRAtI4( 1) T= r 14)
140 0 PR[NTr*, '
14tA PR TNr 721, (sPAr( )/1000. , E[,1()
I "I Pl IN 725, (SIGSYrS( I) * I=1 , 10)
PRINT 73'0( I[GAVA(I),r =1,10)
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1510 PRINT 735 (JNOISE(I), [=1,10)
15 PRINT 740 (,JSCENE(I)r I=1,I))
1520 PRINT*, '
1525 PRINT 635, (AVE(I) I=1,t14)
1530 PRINT 640p (OESR([), Il.114)
1535 PRINT 645 (RSIR(I), -1=1,14)
1540 PRINT 650p(AJJP(I), [=l14)
154) PRINT* '
15)0 PRINT 800n CiRO
155 , PRINT 805P FLJ<K
16() PRINT 810oQE
1565 PRINT 745 OREAD
1570 PRINT 750 JLOAD
1575 PRINT 75%) 'JAMPL
1580 PRINT 760 I)DARK
1585 625 FORMAT (' TEL9 ', 0K14F6.3)
1590 631) FORMAT(' r[; ',3X.14F6.3)
1595 680I FORMAT ' rCAr ', r(v#14F6.3)
160) 695 FORMAT (' TSY5 ',3I,14F6.3)
i605 70'o FORMAT (' I3 H 'p3<,14Fb.3)
161(1 70)2 FORMAT(' TMA , 3Kx,14F6,.3)
1615 7!h FORMAT (' fI ' r3 , 14F6.3)
1620 71' FORMAT (' SNR ',3014F6.1)
1625 720 FORMAT (' SNRAIM'3X,14F6.1)
I h.3() 722 FORMAT(' SPAT ', 0l109)
16.35 72'5 FORMAT (' S[GSY'',3KtOE9.3)
1640 735 FORMAT ' SIGAVE' .301 0E-O.3)
1645 735' FORMA (' JlNOU(E' 3X,1F9.3)
1650 740 FORMAT (' JSCENF'r,3K10E9.5)
1;,b, 745 FORMAT(' READ JNOISE -',E10.2,' AM:')
l 7 -) 50 FORMAT(' rHERMAL NO()[,E :' E1l)1.2p,' AMPS' )
L6 5 75' FORMAT( ' FEOTHT N() , E ', E10.2,' AMPS' )
1670 700 FORMA T(' OARK C'JR EN T ='Eln.2,' AMS')
1675 635 FOR'AT(' WAVE 'e3X,141o)
1680 640 FORMAT(' QESR ' ,3X14Fo.)
1685 645 FORMAT(' RSCIR ',3K,14Fb. 5)
1690 6501 FORMAT(' AJiJP ' 3X, 141F,. 5)
16 9 5  800 FORMAT (' CRi)RENT O)ENSIF1 ' I.2, ' A P/s Q.M
170 805 FORMAT(' FL!X 'Ell).2,' HOF )NS/EC/5 ."ErER
1705 810 FORMAT(' [NfEGRATEI) )E ' rEF1).2,'ELECTR)N';/PH) N')
1710 STOP
1715 END
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B.4.13 SUBROUTINE IRWATM PROGRAM LIST
10i0 SIJUROJTINE IRwATM(PAP Ale A, FNIM)
10n5 DIMENSION RS20(14), RSIR(14), AJJP(14), VAV'JE(14)
1110 DIMENS [ION AL(9) AI)J(9)
1015 COMAON CGROP FL!IJK RESP
102) TL=.6
1025 10 REAO(5p*PROMPT='0ODY NIMBER :')r
1030 DATA AL/1. .q92p.85 .49,.26P.61P.42P.42,.14/
1035 ')ArA A IJ/5.2,5.2,5.2,5.2,5.29.54l 19.1,30..30.44/
104fl 1"20P=.0626
104 5 IRP=.2006
105ii OATA RS20/ .14p .68p .96p .952p .791, .645t .501, .356, .211 %
10,1 .085, .019, .001o .011, . i001/
i160 OATA RSIR/.256, .545p .712, I., .968, .859, .R31, .753. .682,%
1065 .615,.5 2,.493.443.416/
1070) ATA AJIP/ .25, .31# .56, .42. .5, .5, .49, .49, .47, .44,%
1075 .39, .34. .3e, .32/
109! IF( T.E).1)GO TO 150
1195 00 10 ; K=1v14
I ,' AJiJo( K) :1
1105 101: CONTIN.JFP
1' 0 150) CON[rINJE
1:.5 DO 200 K=1,14
112), WAVE(K)=2511.+K*50.
SI5 SUMI=C JMI+ RI, [R( K) *AJIP( K) *RS20 (K) *AL(r)
1 5f0 SUJMF=S'JMF+RS IR( K) *AJJP( K) *ALB( T)
1 1.35 20O CONT [Ni
1140 CONS=( , I[RP*rL*COS (AI)*C0S(RA))/(4.*A J(r) *-2*FNUJM**2)
1 t45 CJRO=S20P*CONS*C;JMI*500.
1 i l0 FL!JX=CONS*JM IF*50i.
It 5) RES-P=C JRD/FLI IK
11611 PR INrT* ' '
1165 PRINT*r' '
1170 PRINT 635,(4AVF( I), =1,14)
117) PRINT 640 (qR20(I)I [=1r4)
11.80 PRINT 645p (CTR( I) * [=1. i4
1185 PRINT* ' '
1190 PRINT 800p CJRO
11.95 PRINr 8059 FIiJX
12100 PRINT 810, RFSP
12n, 635 FORMAT(' wAVE ',30,1416)
1210 640 FORMAT(' RS20 'r3014F6.3)
1216 645 FORMAT(' RIR ',3(,14F6.3)
1290 800 FORMAT(' C J ENT OENSIT= ' E10o.2 ' AMPS/O.ME TrR'
12 5 805 FORMAT(' LFX-= ',E10.2p,'WAFr / ,Q.METER')
1230 R10 FORMAT(' 4ESc1ONSIVITY - ',E10.2,' AMPS/ ATT')
12 ) RETlRN
1.240 ENDO
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B.4.14 SUBROUTINE SDTAR PROGRAM LIST
1 '000 ' "ROir INE SOTAR
DInN F N' T(IOAN SPAT(14)
1 :1 CO() 1)r 0hoi(17) f AR( l14)
1015 I -. E2 -r)
i1f2? OK=3. 9
102% 00 21', K=l 14
t()3 0 AT (K) = * .E
I < r ( K 4. *3 . 141 r) *SPA r (K) *
11 4 r T A0(K) =( ( 1.-EKP(-RoK F) I/RPKr) ((2.*DK) I
1 )41 *E (-ROKr) ,
In-i TF ( 4A (K) 185,185ptA 6
5 > 1 TTA,(K)= .)r'1
lIn 186 CONTIJiE
?',20 COr\ TfI; JE
071 " NT 520, ( T AR( 1), [=1 14)
1 75 3520 RORVAT( ' rfAq ' eSs'4F .i )
1;1A5 ENO
B.4.15 SUBROUTINE VTAR PROGRAM LIST
1')00 S WfO TrTNE v rAN(T)
1f S DIMEN- N ,i')I SPAr(14)
11' COM ON O) IM(1 7) F AR( 14)
1025 00 200 K=lel4
1 13! SPArT(K) =K*5. E3
1035 RPK=(4.*5. 1416*5PAr(K)
1 ,)4; r TAR(K)=(I.-EK (-RPK*Tl))/( RPK*rl)
104'-, IF( r AR ( K) 1185, 1 5e 186
10 5I) l1 r A(K)=.0 1
1051' 1lRh CO)NTI[NJE
16 21)11 CON r tI E
1'7 
-2 FORMAT(' r rAR '3Xp14F6.3)
1') 71:) ? F
312
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ABBREVIATIONS
AIM aerial image modulation
ASOS antimony trisulfide-oxisulfide
AU astronomical,unit
CCD charge-coupled device
CER cost estimating relationship
EBIC electron-bombardment induced conductivity
ESC electrostatic storage camera
FET field effect transistor
V/H velocity/height
ICCD intensified charge-coupled device
II image intensifier
IMC image motion compensation
I0 image orthicon
IR infrared
ISILV intensified silicon vidicon
ISSV intensified slow-scan vidicon
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
MIS metal-insulator-semiconductor
MTBF mean time between failures
MTF modulation transfer function
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
RMS root-mean-square
RTG radioisotope thermoelectric generator
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SDV silicon dioxide vidicon
SEC secondary electron conduction
SECV secondary-electron-conduction vidicon
Si02 silicon dioxide
SILV silicon vidicon
SIT silicon intensifer target
SITV silicon intensifier target vidicon
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SSV slow-scan vidicon
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